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ABSTRACT

AGBICULTUHAB DEVELOPMENT IN EAST AFRICA s 

- A PROBLEM IN CULTURAL ECOLOGY

Joan Malkensbn Campbell

This thesis is an attempt to understand the reasons 

for success or failure of attempts at directed change in 

agriculture in East Africao

Since agricxiltural development, like agriculture 

. QA ^yirpnmentsa per^^bilitj,.. the _

environmental setting for agriculture was first examined.•

This examination revealed that, although .there are many 

different subsistence environments in ^st Africa,'most of ' 

these are fairly explicit as to the opportunities they pre

sent for cultivation, and most present severe limitations as 

well, particularly in the great variation in annual rainfall 

and in presence or absence of various scourges to crops'and 

herdso- The functional result of the various environmental 

limitations is,'for much of East Africa, the ever-present 

- threat of famineo To minimize this, threat’the spbsistenoe 

strategies of many East African cultivators and herders are 

adaptations to minimal rather than to average environmental 

conditions. In addition, much of the content of East African 

dQ-tures hot ordinarily classified by anthropologists as sub

sistence practices, but apparently part of social organization.

a-
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religion, etoo, functions as defensive adaptations to the 

threat of famine.

An examination of various ins^iio.es .of spontaneous 

development, of agriculture suggests that, when properly motl- 

vated (usually by pressure on ,the land, caused by restijl6tibn 

to locale). East African,peoples are not only willing and able 

to practice an intensive agriculture, but.they have often in

vented one. An examination of instances of devolution from 

intensive to shifting cultivation suggests that, in the. ab

sence of land shortagei they prefer .the less demanding and 

—perhaps higher yielding shifting cultivation. These spontaneous 

changes In agricultui«.l systems suggest that the African farmer 

„, .. .w_.^bases~his-deoi-siGn“as. tp whether ' to-aecept or “Feijeot-ch^

, the relative, advantages of the old versus the nevr ways — a 

; cost-beiiefit analysis i

An examination''of the coloniai experiences of -the-East 

African peoples shows that many changes 'imposed by the foreign 

• administration' (land alienation, removal to new land, restric

tion of movemejit to the tribal areas, etc.) function as addi

tional ecological limitations, and pressure additional adapta- 

tions, as do other ecological changes.' _ -

^ An .ex%ml3iation of forty-one cases of directed agricul- 

“tural change initiated in the British colonial period reveals 

.. a set of regularities pressuring for acceptance .of change 

similar to those obtaining in the oases of spontaneous agri- 

cixltural development. These regularities Includes (1) the 

pfbpose^ technology was suited, to local environmental conditions
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as well as to pTajeotives of the projeot; (2) the project waa - ’ 

'|»ero.felved by its prospective,members as offering-them a clear

y

benefit in relation, to its cost, without increasing subsis

tence risko ■ ■*

T-

Reinforcing th§, above observations^' drawn from analysis ‘ 

of the nearly 2-/3. of the reported cases which were successfuliy
* . >.

. Instituted, are observations, made in analyzing those cases which
... •- ^ ■

failed. Causes of failure inoiudeds (1) technology was not

suited to all manifestations of the local ecological conditions; 

(2) projects were designed to fit in with a mistaken notion of 

a people's culture (cooperative rather than individual-.family 

farming, etc.) with little or no resulting benefit; (3) pro

jects had been designed not_so much for the benefit of-their 

- members as for the convenience of asternal interests.

Evidenc.e from both successful, and failed agricultural 

development schemes in Bast Africa, therefore^ suggest^ that 

where the preferred change, does not increase subsistence risk, 

wtejre it proves to be technically feasible for the local 

, ecology, and where it offers to the people a benefit perceived 

by them to outweigh its cost, it is likely to be accepted. -

■
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Uils thesis Is a study bf some att^pts at directed 

change In agriculture In East Africa.

Mmy anthropologists have studied the process of 

directed change both''as an exercise In applied anthropology 

and as a chance to study synchronlcally the larger process 

of cultural evolution (Arensberg,. 1967; 65). Much of any 

culture Is the result of adoption of liicxdvatIons brought to. 

Its awareness through contact with foreigners. Directed 

change projects can be seen as attempts to speed the pro«
-■ i . > '

, cess of cultural evolution by deliberately arranging the 

contact, promoting the awareness and encouraging the adop- - 

tlon.!r !

Most anthrop6loglcal studies, olf directed change 

have been of two types—1.' Intensive ease studies of Single 

change projects, or, 2. studies of thA change process based 

on comparisons of many such cases. I^ese latter sttidles
■ ' > ■ • ' s'- ■

—tend-to Isolate variables operative In the group of cases,
■, fr ' '

wd then, by counting Incidences ofSach variable among the
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•several cases of adoption or rejection of some proffered 

innovation, to cpme to some conclusions about generalita- 

tibns which may be made concerning the change process. In 

effect, they endow the "directed change process" with a 

life of its own, controlled by some constellation of rela

tively fool»proofruUs. For estample:

Although, there are at least seventeen different 
kinds of forces which impinge on the change pro- ' 
cess, there are six which stand out from the others. 
These can be regarded as the primary process varia
bles; (1) the methods of communication jised by 
the change agent, {ly the kind of participation he 
obtains from the recipients, and (3) the ?aapner in

=~~whichriie“uti^zes“and“adapb8“his“dat^yatton^o"the^3
existing curtufal~paffefM^| and^^ ~fareas' reaction
of the recipietttsis concerhed, the priiiary varia
bles are (4) whether they have ah initial felt heed, 
(5) whether they perceive any practical benefit in 
adopting a chaiage, and (6) whether their" traditional 
leaders are brougiht into the planning and implei^nta- 
tion’of the process. _ ■

V:

—^^ Theoretically, if all six of these ingredients 
exist"in e change project, the inhovation will be 
adopted. (Niehoff, 1966: 40)

In such studies of thi’^'tihsnge process no considers- 

tion is given to the area of life in which change is to take 

place, nor of the importance in the lives of the people or 

the activity in which dhange isto be introduced. In count- : 

ing iMtahces of^ eccept^ce..or rejection, of change, .air L 

change is ,j?eighed. equally. In other words , > the substanice.

r /y

p
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dr TObBt'^tive is consldeied to be ircelevtfnt

The sam^ tales Sire as-to the process of change:adoption. 

sxmed to apply whether the change will effect the family’s

eating habitsj its God, or its income.

In exainining these various sets of rulesj it has

* occurred to me that: in at ► least one human, endeavor it is 

unlikely that people can be manipulated to change their be

havior through any mechanical application of rules for

. directed change. The special critical nature of subsistence 

activity would seem to preclude such a .likelihood. The- spe-

-—ciai-®crtt±cal~hature-of~subsistence, refers ,_^of- course,—to—

the fact that the subsistence cultivatorImay be entirely
'■ ..Tr'-' ' ''

y.
r ■

dependent on his produce for the feeding of his family.

• Rijte in agricultural change are not of the same order of 

risk as those in. addptih& a cottage industry, for example.

or in praqticing improved hygiene, qr in participating in 

■ , a literacy class. --f-ri," ■■

The importance of the especially ctitical nature of 

agricultural risk was brought most forcibly to nqr attention 

vhen. On a trip to’ f^agascar, I was shorn by an agriculture

_ _ -allst-working for U.S.A.I.D. two separated demonstration

paddies he had personally cultiyateci^ the hope of chn- 

_ vincing some Mertna farmers to repUnt their^ nursery-started

■■

• •
r ■

;•

■*. ■

■' r' . ''7* V'.r. .  '"I"'’’ . . .
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rice seedlings in straight rows in the flooded paddies 

rather than in thd random manner that, was their custom.

The purpose Of planting in rows is that it facilitates _ 

weeding. Weeding is important because weeds cOn^ete .wit*v 

crops for sp^e and for soil derived nourishment, in one

-■i=-

' . * of the agriculturalist's demonstration paddies the rice
>

crop seented to be about twice as abundant as in the sur-

In the other, not a.rounding paddies of the villagers, 

blade of rice had grown. Ihe A,I,D. man had no clue as to

what accounted for the failure of.the second paddy but he 

wiilenHy^eertSyTtSlt" hel^ IditTtfii lise ^ 

in -rows with the vi 1lagers. He had hoped to demonstrate
I ■ S)

to them a benefit they could perceive. Instead he-tod
. ^ - .V'

It is one thing to motivate a manoffered them a gan^le. 

to take a change on double or nothing in a non-subsistence

economic activity. He can keep his ndnd on the fifty per

cent chance of getting rich. The man offered a-gamble, 

double or nothing, in subsistence, is likely to keep his 

mind on the fifty percent chance of starving." It is a*^ 

chance he is not likely to take. "

Because of the special critical nature of risk in

agricultural development it seemed worthwhile to study directed
. 11 . •' .. 1 ^

change in agriculture apart from directed chamge. In general.

'

■:--y

■■ \ ''k
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not so anoh to attempt to elicit a group of variables but 

to see whether such ch^ge could be fitted into some valid 

theoretical frsunewor&o

Anthropological theory concerning the evolution of 

subsistence types suggests that cultivation practices, whether

• r

invented or adopted , eire largely adaptations to the opportu^ 

nities and H#itatlons of specific environments {Steward,
■•‘V

,1955« chapt..-2)

East.Africa was chosen as the locus "of this study 

because it presents, in an area of overall geographic, his-
a

. tbric and cultural unity, a great diversity of .local envl- 

rohments, most of‘ which contain some subsistence risk. . The 

1doeF'nofT:nuIudl™alT"^o^^  ̂ 'Afri6an"WtH.ture ^ea, '
but- all of it, with the ekception of the extreme north of 

Kenya, (and all of the,cultures-to be, considered here) are 

, within that culture area7“except for a few remnant'hunting 

^:-^Oups. Groups of the East AfricMi Culture Area have been con

sidered to be sharers of the "East African,Cattle complex" 

a culture complex first identified by Herkovits (1926) as 

characterized by a valuation of cattle and an extension of 

their cultural foie beyond their contribution-to subsistence. 

Members of the Cattle com:^x are, with rsre exception, not 

herders exclusively, nor even primarily. Most East Africans

area

•: -

depehd on both cultivation and herding, but in varying proper-r 

tlonS tand by varied and. pften ingenious arrangoments.

, to present the' cul-
■ jii- :

by ■showing the in-

,*

The’ format of this, study is,"' f ift 

■ - tural-ecologloal background of -the area, 

,;.-_:^‘.teffciaHpnshlP -of subsistence stfategles to the various

-Sr
■sr?::-•,-r

r

•fV ' ■
> »■'
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aspiects of the na;tural environment. Instances of agrlcuft 

tural development, spontaneous or directed, are includedi^ as
.-V

they have been influenced by, or have, influenced the envir-

This corfeslionds fairly closely to the method ofonment.

cultural ecology as prbposed: by Steward:

■three fundamental procedures of cultural ecology 
are as follows;' First, the interrelationship pf 
exploitative or productive teclmdtogyand environ
ment must be analysed; .

Second, the behavior-patterns involved in the 
exploitation of a particular area by a particular 
technology: must be analysed. ...

The. third-procedure is to ascertain the extent 
. to which, the. behaj^^^^ in exploit-

_ Ilng.-the„environmenfc^affect^other„a8pects;Lof jcuLg;
ture. (1955: 40, 41).

Following this cultural-ecological,description of .

-0 . «

A .

■rr,

_ _ the .8atj:ing, into__which they are tp, be introduced

—schemes (forty-one of-them) are-presented, as a-series-of- 

Each scheme, is described and then, briefly.

- •-■^3-. . .

case studies.

factors pertinent to its success or failure are noted.

Finally, the analysis of the various schemes will 

be used to derive theory concerning the dynaMcs pf directed 

agricultural Change.

\
\

/ '
I

:• ’.5
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~ m AGRICijLTUiU^L DEVELQFMpX

IN EAST AraiCA . . V \
9

■(
• 'v ’

Tfai^seoffaphic area considered in this study con

sists nf. a blocl^ of laud and some offshore islands b,f ap-

pr^imately 683,90 square miles in east central AfricaJ
■ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ■■ ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -—- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -—. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

It^ extends from about 49n, to 120S. latitude and from about 

, 29° to 41°E. longitude and lies entirely within the section

of Africa referred to as Sub-Saharan. Until recently, this - 

‘^^^^^ea3was^known-as--Srtti8h j^tnSfrica,, Today, it consists^-— 

of the three new independent nations of Kenya, which, with 

about 226,000 square miles, comprises the eastern two
, .j. ... • . . ■ ^

.. thirds of the'northern-portion of the area; Uganda, about 

94,000 square miles in area,, which makes up its northwest 

corner; and Tanzania, a country of nearly 364,000 square 

miles which constitutes its southern portion. When consid- 

ered in terms of cultivated and cultivable land, the areas 

, of the thrae countries are muclt more nearly equal. Ten 

—thousand^ or .roughly™10ir5%7Of“Uganda' s'ntnety-four thousand 

square miles are in cultivation while only three percent of

(

7

. 1.11.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .r:..
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that of each of the other two countries are currently cul

tivated. Moreover, agricultural potential is limited in 

. each of the two larger Qountries, thre/s-fifths of Kenya 

' biihg iBo dtyfor ^ two^thirds of-Tanaania

being closed to cultivation by tsetse fly ihiestation.

To the east of this East Africa area lies,the Indian 

Ocean which forms the entire eastern boundary of Tanzania^ 

and the southern half of that of Kenya. Ihe remainder of 

Kenya's eastern boundary is its border with Somalia. . To 

the west, Kenya is bordered on the north largely by Ethio<- 

pia, and for a short distance by the Sudan, which alsofforms

the entire nqriAerri boundary Of Uganda. Uganda's western
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . • ’ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

border is at the Congo, and the western half of its southern
V

border ia with Ib^anda. This last country alsQ—forms^the—_

'northernmost part of the'western border of\Tanzania.

Southward Eurundi and the Congo, coi^lete Tanzania's 

western border, and to t^e east, its southern bo^er is 

made up successively of Eanibla, Malawi and Mozambique.

Kenya, until it gained its independence in Itecember, 

1963, consi’sted mainly, of a British colony to which T?aB at

tached a small protectorate made up Of a ten-mile wide strip 

of land along the coast leased from the Sultan of Zanzibar, 

yganda had been a British protectorate prior tp.October,

Sr

■f ’- V • - ;
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. 1962, Tanzania is formed of two former Units of British

East Sfrica: the United Nations Trust Te^rritory of Tan

ganyika, which became the Republic of Tanganyika in Decea- ”

Protectorate, governed by the Arab 

Sultan of Zanzibar imtil its Independence Day on Beceinber 

10, 1963. The two united in April, 1964, to form the United 

. Republic of Tanganyika ^iwd Zanzibar, which, the following 

. November, was renamed Tanzania. Within this new nation, the 

two components are still referred to by their old terri- 

_ _  torial names. . . . i_. ^ . . . . . . . . . -—'r-

Hie current status of each ^of the'three East African 

cdUntries is that of independent republic within the Brit- 

'ish pommonwealth of Nations^. Withlnthe announced intentions

• leaders 7TS~I9^”3, of working towards a 

future polit^al federation, the three new countries rein

forced their inherited economic integration, directed well 

- before independence, by the East African Common Hafket, 

which had started in 1917 as a customs union between Kenya 

and Uganda and ten years later Incorporated Tanganyika, . 

and by. the East African Royal Commission, since December 

' 1961 converted to the Rest African Common Services Organiza

tion, headed jointly by the prime ministers of the three 

• participant countries, which, with the esception 'of defense.

»■

:•

'■r

,-'7- . . . ' ’. . " “. . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  /. . . 7 . . . . .  . . . . . ’ . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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maintains all the consnon services provided Under British 

adMnistration. Biese ser^ces j nvutnbering about twenty- 

four, include some for transport, communications, and 

various research organizations to service'agi|iculture(Kye, 

1963; 467=75). "(Tanzania has withdrawn from the currency 

union,.)

- Common recent colonial background (Tanganyika only 

came under British ^&mdate at the close of World War I, 

prior to which time it had been, for:thirty-five years, a 

German colony), reinforces the intrinsic geographicUnity 

of East Africa which stems not only from the contiguity 

of the three constituent countries hut also from their 

sharing, as their main geographic feature, the continuous 

great plateau whicITis at~on« the ^st distinctive and 

distinguishing feature of the^region, setting it apart 

from most other regions of sub-Saharan Africa, which derive 

their unity fi^om sharing a river basin (Stamp, J^64: 378).Sr-

' PhvsioExaphy

All of inland Africa south of the Sahara is basic- ,

ally a great plateau, but this is divided topographically 

into distinct sectors and the sector which forms tlte East 

African Plateau might be considered the climax one, not only ^ 

because it alone lacks a major river basin to detraci; from

!
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: the plate^u^'.s geogrpp^ic dominance of the area, but also - 

because, here,' in what Kimble (1960: 32) calls the "roof 

of Africa" it reaches its greatest height.

The distinctive role of the plateau in determining 

East Africa's geographic character is reflected in Miller's 

classifying East Africa with the Tropical Climates (1955; 

125), rather than as a regional type of the equatorial 

climates, among which he includes both the "Congo Basin" 

and the "Guinea Lands'' (1955; 109) , tdiich, together with 

East Africa, comorise the African Equatorial Belt.

tnille presenting, as its^ nu)st distinctive aspects, 

those of gently foiling plain, and more rugged surface pin?- 

plain, the distinctive and unifying plateau is by ho means 

uniform, and the great diversity of its topography, together 

with the frequent extreme steepness of slope which results 

from hranutic changes in altitude, account in large part 

for the great variety^f agricultural-zones, not only in 

the areasas a whole, but often within a very small section 

of it. -

. >

i

1

*

The most distinctive geographic feature to mark the 

East African Plateau is the Greal Rift Vall^ ^ich, in its 

southefn entry into the area,, carries Lake Kyassa along the 

southwestetSi border .of Tanzania before diyid^hg into east

■!

■J
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and west forks. Kie east fork roughly bisects the area 

more or less along longitude 360E. The west forfcf-at about 

SOpE. longitude, forms a major portion of the western 

bounda^ of the area, effeotiyely cutting off East Africa 

from the Congo region. .In actiiality, the west rift seems 

not.to be continuous, but rather a series of clefts in 

whose depths lie a stt&Eig of deep lakes, starting with 

the largest.i^d most southerly. Lake T^ganyika, and cpn-: 

tinuing northward with Lake Kivu, to the west of our area.

. on the Bwanda'-Congo border, and Lakes Edward and Albett on

\

the western border of”UgaHda:;- Within the ISme^ 

lie two of Tanzania's lesper lakes, J&nyara and NatrOn and, 

in northern Kenya, the mudi larger Lake Rudolph,"which 

continues northward with the rift into Ethiopia.

Jfte floor of the ^fb Ealley varies considerably 

in depth, dropping as much as four thousand feet in parts 

of Kenya, and to nearly five^ thousand feet at/^the deepest 

portion of Lake TanganylkA, making that lake the second 

deepest in the world. Adding to the depth of the cut at 

Lake Tanganyika £s the, height of the walls of its goirge 

which occaslonaliy rise nrarethan-flve thousand feet above . 

the waters Elsewhere in southern Tanzania the drop of the .

•

. Sr •

i.

eastern rift may be as. sli^t as sixty feet.'
>

?
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The elevation of the Rift Valley floor varies not
* '

only wlth the depth bf its cbt but with the altitude of 

the surrounding plateau as w$ll. Through Kenya*, for 

example, it rises from the le'i^el of two thousand feet‘at 

its southern entry'at Lake Natrin to' a maximum of seven 

thousand feet in the Hlghl^ds, dropping again to less 

than thirteen hundred feet in the north at Lake Rudolph.

llie walls of the rlfta are raised into escarpments 

" which Increase the altitude of the surrounding plateau by 

as much as four thousand feet, thereby adding greatly to ~

trahs^rt facilities in the

area (Hance, 1964: 395)i

The floors of the rifts present an extremely ir-^, 

regular relief caused.by the many volcanoes with which they 

are studded.

....

1.

Hie width of the rifts also shows considerable varla- 

. tion. Usually thirty to forty miles wide, it extends to 

—sixty-miles“across"ln sisme p tacfS ahd naiftdws to' 

dred feet in others.

Cbmplementlng the depressions of the Rifta, several 

great nmuntain masses tower above the plateau's surface.

Hbiese include .many extinct volcanoes, the tallest of which

Sr-

•*-

r*

,is Mt. Kilimanjaro in hortheni Tsnxahia, whose, peak, rising

I
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to 19j340 feet, is the highest p6irit on the African conti

nent. Other major volcanic mountains include Mt.Meru, 

Kilimanjaro's neighbor to the southwest, Mt. Kenya, just 

south of the equator in central.Kenya and Mt. Elgon, on 

the Kenya-Uganda border. Eising with*these giants frtm 

a base within the western rift in Uganda, is the great 

block mountain mnss of Buweiinori, once known more roniantic- 

ally as the Mountains of the lE)on.. Ruwenzorl, Klllm^njarb,

and Mt. Kenya, all wear periiianent glacial caps.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . * - ' ’ ■ . .

. l&uiy'other massive mountains rise above the plateau's 

^surface; particularly in Tangaqyika;!(dtere their pattern 

has-been.likened to a huge figure nine, "the loop encircling 

the Massai Steppe, in the north and the tail extending 

south iMd west in a huge arc'! (Moffett and Hill, 1955:16), 

]^e, as is “typical of Bast Africa,^ it is the mountain 

slopes which provide most of the arable land, and many of 

these mountains will be mentioned further on M this study 

as sites of indigenbus agricultural developments or‘of 

various of the specific agricultural development schemes 

whose analysis are its major purpose.

(hiltivatlpn on mountain slopes presents both ad

vantages and disadyahtages; it increases greatly the 

diversity of possible crops; but adds to the difficulty of

-

.r-'*
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Introducing mechanization to Increase their produntion, 

while forest denudation of cultivated hillsides encourages ^ 

erosion of mountain topsoil, which, with mounting demographic 

pressure on the land, has rapidly been increasing^the 

danger of environmental degradation in the area. Erosion 

control, therefore, is antojig the main objectives of many 

mountain area development schemes. ' Seheines for erosion 

control are among the most difficult to promulgate, however, 

since the benefits for the required hard work sre necessar

ily slow in being realized.

Between the proximail escarpments of the Rift Galley's 

two cuts lids the ^eat East African Plateau. It's south-

w ern portion becomes the Central Plateau of Tanganyika, which
_ _ ;_ _ __ _ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' _ _ _ _ _ ' _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

lies relatively flat at an altitude of about four thou- 

sand feet, encept for the frbquent raising of its granitic 

surface, into "Inselberge" or "Dsopjes." Iliese kopjSs may

form'natural storage tanks for water, and in at l^ast one
- ■ . ^ • .

casewith Slight reinforcements, were used as dry Season 

water sources for a resettlement area (Case 31). While all 

of Tanganyika's Central Plateau other than its estreme 

north is characterized by its inhospitaiiSy to agricul

ture, this is so pronounced in the southwest that the sec-

" _^ tlon-juSi^^^^h^^ Rucksfa Is known as the ''empty
,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ‘

quarter" of Tanganyika.-

I
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r •
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* The center of the plateau from'northernTTanganyika

northward is depressed Into a huge shallow hasiuo lying 

, in the basin, at nearly four thousand feet above sea 

level and within tthe borders of all'thr.ee jEast African 

countries, is the huge ^d shallow Lake Victoria, the

second largest lake in the worldNorth, of it, in Uganda,

The Whitethe smaller Lake Rybga lies in the same basin.

Nile rises in Lake Victoria ifrom which it emerges through

Owen Falls at the lalTe's northernmost point at Jinja 4.n 

Ugeinda, to flow northward as the Victoria Nile, which drains 

through Lake Kyofea on its way ^to northern Lake Albert, whence 

it-continues-,-as. the^Albert Nile, into the Sudan, towards 

its confluence with the. Blue Nile near Khartoum. These 

three East African lakes serve as reservoirs of Nile waters, 

and through' them. East Afridanshould benefit from prospective 

-Nile Riber dams. . Already Kenya and Uganda receive^^low cost 

hydro-electric power from the (h^en Falls dam whtih was 

Completed in 1954 and which greatly increases the storage 

capacity of Lake Victoria as well as regulates the flow of 

its water into the Nile (Hailey, 1957; 999).

Addii^ to the region's considerable surface water 

are many mtoor lakes and the large Lake Sukwa in south 

central Tangania, and the occasional swamps which lie along

Sr

>•
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its western border awl iti the wetter areas near its eastern 

border.
■■ !

Formed from nmuntain rains and melting snow, many
_ ' ' *' ' '

rivers and their contributing streams -also add to the

surface water, but to a seasonally .as well as annually

During the rains they may be in full flood.varying amount, 

but by the end d»f the dry season,, or even earlier, ^st 

will have dried up. Bridges must be constructed extra wide

to take care of the wettest years, but even so, in Tangan

yika, movement by road- in the wet season is often inter- . 

rupted by the washing away of bridges (Hickman and Dickehs^, 

1960; 46). The same fate often overtakes minor dams 

cTOStructed for crop irrigation in Tanganyika (Hatch, p.c.).

Indeed, such seasonal rivers do not always return 

to flow in last year's course. The tendency of the Ruvi 

River in hortheasteni Tanganyika to change its course 

annually defeated one irrigation scheme (case 13>.

The Oarufiji, who cultivate rice in the flood plain 

of the Rufiji River, knowing that the river's flood level 

varies greatly from year to year, c^jltivate small paddies at 

varying levels above the river. They resisted a scheme 

which called for their cultivating continuous large plots 

the river claiinning, correctly, that t^ese might 

be flooded out (case 12).

Sr
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the lew pei^nent rivers are divided among the three 

separate drainage systems of Africa's three niajor rivers— 

the Congo, the Nile and the Zaniesi which flow respectively 

to the Atlantic, the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean.

All three systems take their rise inTTanganyika but their 

watersheds never meet, being separated by a depression in 

" the Central Plateau which has no outlet to the sea (J&ffett. 

and Hill, 1955: 18).

A final major feature of the region's physiographic^ 

diversity is the ten to forty jaile wide strip of coastal 

lowland along the shores of the Indian OceaBt td, .which the 

plateau drops in a series of descending terraces, from 

the hei^t of the Rift Hatley's easternmost escarpment.

Off the coast, and similar to it in climate and 

elevation, at latitudes 6° and 5o south, are the Islands ' 

of Zanzibar and Pemba, ^ich, together with the much 

smaller and. uninhabited rock and guano Latham is’lahd 

” constitute the Zanzibar area of Tanzania. At 8° south 

another large island, I&fia,''lles off the Tanganyikan coast.

East Africa, as described above, is a region of 

great.geographic diversity and it xfould be well before 

concludltg the discussion of its topography to nfflntion 

the scheiM of.W.Hi Hance which divides the area into five 

major topographic regions. These regions form a pattern

■

w-
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of successive strips''of land running more pr^es^ north to 

south. They include* starting at the Indian pcean and 

moving inland, "(1) the coastal belt and Z^zibar, (2) the 

low eastern"plateau, (3).the Eastern Highlands and Rift 

System, (4) the I^ke Victoria or Central Plateau and (6) 

the Uestem Highlands and Rift System. . ." (Hance, 1964; 

378). /

Hicloiffln and Dickens have put a siipilar schemg into 

, the following diagram which they call.a '•Generalized sec

tion across East Africa'.' (52).
^ • _ ■ _ „ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ ,• ^

— diagram aiac^s-^termsi^for-the same regions^

1 have superimposed tbnitheir

!'

^Kuwen^ti; 
iMountams!

' • I t-al T .

Eastern 
Rift Valley {i

:: vSSa Volcanic _
Cfil'Sk- 5 7

g "i s i? ■

L

g ..

2 ^ I'.i— :
j

N.W ' .
”ig . 3 . Generalized seaion across East Africa.

• ' , N.B. The vertical scale is exaggerafed, '
(Hickman, and Dickens, 196Q; 52;

S.E.

?

■ f ■ •
A- V.

Itois topographic pattern of a great and irregular 

l^l^teaurihari^iy^ bearing rifts or depressed ;

more-gently^-in-basins-f-bppped-b^drainatically  ■ nptlunis ting

a
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mountains and stepping gently %o the sea, has its echoes in 

otl^r enviromnental features ihieh donditioh the diverse, 

agriculttiral situation of East Africa. Ihese cinclude the 

climatic elements of atmospheric temperature and insolation.

atmospheric moisture and precipitation and atmospheric

well as soil characteristics andpressure wd wind, as

bio&i&: communities. ' i

TAmparature and Insolation ' • ?

>. Although East Africa, extending as it does, from 

about 4° hdrth to about 12° south of the equator, is entirely 

within equatorial and trbpical latitudes, the borders of 

which are the Tropic of Cancer at 23-1/2° north latitude, 

and the Tropic of Capricorn at 23-1/2° south of the equator.

very little of its area has truly equatorial or tropical

So nnich does the widespread high altitude modis_ climates.

fy the expected latitudinal temperatures that most of the 

area, except for the coastal strip, is characterized by sub-

tropical or even temperate t|^peratures, (The meridianal 

limits of the latitudinal subtropical zones are 23-?l/2° and

35° north and south of the equator, theuppper limits mark

ing the beginnings respectively of the north and'^south tem

perate zones.) in equatorial regions, the lapse rate, or
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drop in ten^xsrature for every thousand feet above sea level 

is approKimately 3*>F. According to Porter» for two areas 

of central Kenj^a, the drop is 3.50F.(1965; 410). Else^iere, 

from a coastal sea level temperature of 80°, the “drop is 

less, slightly under 3° per thousand feet, to 56° at 9000 

feet (EAM, 1950; 8 ). Fo,r any given place, the greatest 

temperature change is that between day and night and may

be as high as 50OC, There is remarkably little variation 

throughout the,year, however; the warmest time being 

that immediately preceding the main rains, and the coldest

month usually being July (EAM, 1950: 9).
»

On his map of world foodcrop climates, Bennett
%

colors all of East Africa as either tsjopical or Highland 

(1962; facing p. 286). He defines highland climates as 

occurring in areasiabout 5000 feet in elevation, and as
'I

being "climatically heterogeneous" (288), (or, in other 

words,; as Including successions of various of tl& other 

foodcrop climates), and occurring within such sho^ hori

zontal distances as to prohibit their differentiation on ' 

maps of such large scope (the world) and such small size 

(3 pages) as hisb

Since its coastal region is at sea level, and 

therefore expresses the expected latitudinal t^erature,

■ j.,
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....

and sliice many of Its mountains are based.on the plateau 

belo^ the 5000 foot minimal elevation of the hl^land cli

mate zone and esctend beyond't^ deVatlon of ^he cultiva

tion limit (lO,O0O feet In Fokotland In ^est central 

Kenya, according to Porter (1965; 409), East Africa en

compasses all of Bennett's fobdcrop climates, idilch he 

defines- according to the average tei^erature of their cold

est months (1962: 287). Miller attests to the logic of using 

the coldest month isotherm to delimit cilSiiates, since cold 

Is a deterrent to plant gro^h, and "the essential ^allty 

of the hot climates is that 4iey never experience tem

peratures too low for plant growth (1955:97). Miller would 

use as fihe> lower boundary of these "hot climates" 64°F. 

rather than the minimal average coldest lnont|i temperature 

of 68° that Bennett uses to delimit his tropical foodcrop 

climate. Corresponding Isothermal limits for the other 

foodcrop climates in Bennett's scheme are, for t^e sub

tropical, 50-60° F. and, for the temperate, 50°F. at the 

upper end, and at the lower, temperature^ too cold .for 

crop cultivation. . -

.The' progressively thlnsESr air of progressively 

higher altitudes reduces the heating effect of sunlight and
• ’ ■ ’ ’ 'ft .V . .

accptihits for the progressive dropiin highland tenq>eratures

'?•
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i

discussed above. daily duration of insolation, however,, 

is Indeoendent^of aitltude ^ All Altitudes at thi~e^ator, 

therefore, have equally long days and these are relatively 

uniform throughout the yeari . Ihcreaslngddlstance eltter 

, north or s|puth of the equator is accompanied by Shcreaing 

length of days in summer and shortness of days in winter.

In the latitudinal temperate zones, which extend from 35°N 

to the Arqtic Circle,' and from 350S. to the Antarctic 

Cirple, therefore, the duration of daily solar radiation 

during the summer growing season is considerably longer 

-„__-than-;it- is~during any season in i:he -tropical latitudes. .

The increase in length of day may be sufficient to more 

than compensate for decreased intensity of sunrays received*.
■ .

a decrease which is proportional to distance from the equa- 

tor, so. that tgtal insolation and, in fact, daily ti^era- 

ture ^y be hl^er th^ at the equator, ^ny temperate 

zone foodcrops require the longer growing seaSbn "day of 

their-aecustomed"latitudes and will not grow near the ei^a 

tor even at altitudes where the prevailing temperatures 

are those they find optimal in their native habitat. This
- - -^J- - - - - '. . . . . . . —- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 4. .

is likely to hold true for tropical sud subtropical latitudes 

aa ^11, s iMe vari^ion ig day length throughout these re 

f gions is^still much less than in the hi^er latitudes (Mcfter-

a. . .

V'

son and Johnston, 1965: 5) *

p
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A second factor ^ich differentiates the t^erature : 

regimes of the latitudinal and altitudinal temperate zones 

is that of seasonal temperature changes, 

temperate zone year is characterised by a short, well 

defined summer with long warm days and by winters with be

low freezing temperatures.- The equatorial and tropical 

altitudinal tenq)erate"zone has la long growing season with 

relatively short, cool days throughout the year and occasihn- 

al light night frosts. Some crops, such as apple or peach.

The latitudinal

■>

^ich require winter chilling, will not grow well in trop-

1961: 22). -leal highlands (Ochse et al • P

Moisture and Precipitation -

If temperature and insolation are important in 

defining fobderop climates, their Influence on agriculture 

in the tropics is Increased by their effect on moisture 

and precipitation available to crops.

Tropical heat effects both the supply of rainfall 

and its effectiveness for agriculture. It increases the 

rate of evaporation of bodies of water, to. produce vapor, 

which may fall as rain;, it also increases the rate of

.i

evaporation from soil and plant surfaces, thereby reducing

It increases the^ rate of

■K

the usefulness of the rains.

.is-
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transpiration of plants ;• tliereby increasirig their water 

requirenent; but in areas adjacent to large forests the mass' 

of transpired jujisturemay be a significant source of pre-
\ .-.A'*- • • ■

cipitation. According to Wrigley, the air stream reaching 

East Africa from the Belgian Congo is laden with moisture 

transpired by the trees of the Congo forest to be precis 

pitated over the region's western portion (1961: 49). 

spite the. Congo forest vapor, the long ocean coast,md the 

relatively large amovint of surface water, however, the 

general rainfall picture in East Africa Is characterized by 

its relative scarcity. According to Trewartha (1961: i21) / 

••the most impressive'climatic anomaly of all of Africa 

is the widespread deficiency of rainfall in tropical East 

Africa." Bennett, in correlating rainfall areas with his 

temperature foodcrop climates indicates only two '^ist" 

areas in the region: parts of Uganda and Kenya-just west 

and north of Lake Victoria, and a small part of ^Puth- 

eastern Tanganyika (1962: 243). He notes that since (for 

the reasons mentioned above as well as othes to be noted . 

below in discussing rainfall characteristics) much less of 

tropical rains is available for plant growth than is rain 

in the temperate zones more precipitation is required for 

a local climate to be classified as moist pr rainy jji the

De-
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tropics thSft in the more temp^^ regions. His criteria 

for rainfall foodcrop zones ^sithin the major tens>erature 

foodcfop climates are, in terms of average annual rainfall 

totals: for the tropics, droughty 10 to 40 Inches; moist 

40=80 inches, and wet, anything above 80-inchea; for 

the subtropics, they are repseptively 10=30 inches, 30=60 

inches, and. over 60 inches; tdiile for the cool temperate 

zones, the corresponding isbhyets are 10=20 inches, 20f40 

inches, and over 40 inches (1962: 294). / .

Hie East African rainfall picture, then, in terms 

of average annual totals,,is that of general semi-aridity 

on most of the plateau, with precipitation generally ^ 

ranging around 30-50 Inches per year with Uganda as the 

wetter area and TsAganylka as the drier area. Precipita

tion decreases to the north to a minimum in the Northern 

Province of Kenya sdiere it averages less than 20 inches 

and ma^ fAll to 4 or 5 inches. It increases gredily 

along the shores of lake Victoria, particularly along the

fr

northwest shore where it may reach 60=100 inches a year.

It increases locally With increasing elevation toaa maximum 

of about 8000 feet 

increasing altitude (EAM, 7).

and from that level on decreases with 

Altitudinal Increase is ,. 

modified on the leeward sides of mountains and deep withih

s >
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the rifts. The high Qlnd^ard slopes of mouhtains or. rift 

escarpnsnts force 'Ejind driven air to"*rise. Rising air /

. loses lieat and hence its o^iature holding capacity is low

ered so that chances of rain^on-JE^dward slopes are in- 

On leeward sides, air is d^cendlng, which re

duces tha chances of rain, thereby producing a "rain 

shadow." Since the major flow of air in East Africa is ^ 

from the East, concentrated seasonally in southeast and 

northeast monsoons which are interspersed by prevailing ‘ 

tropical easterlies, most of the rainy slopes are eastern 

ones (EAM, 1950: 8). .

■flie^estent to which this phenomena effects precipi

tation levels in a given region is Illustrated for the 

Kenya Highlands where the general annual total is 40 

inches^ that, for the sheltered Rift Valley, 30 inches, and 

on the enpoSed slopes of Mount Kenya, over 60 inches (Halley, 

1957: 7). -nie pronounced effect of.such rain variation 

on land use and land settlement is described (for Mt. Meru 

in Tanganyika) in an article prepared by the East African 

I&teDnological Department: "The foot-hills on the south- _ 

east are clothed in dense vegetation and densely settled 

with Europeahs growing.coffee, sissal, and other crops, 

me foot-hills on the northwest are dry savannah, with a

creased.

1

•
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few widely scattered ranching homesteads. Yet the transi- r 

tion belt is little more than half a mile wide''(1950r 8).

The general aridity Increases in^areas of central 

and southern Tanzania,(the Empty Quarter mentioned earlier),

region of northeasternlTIganda, and par= 

ticularljr in nortijern and ^eastern Kenya where .semi-desert 

conditions prevail. Increasing towards the true desert of- 

Somalia. A southern eafehtion of this North Kenya arid 

' zone, along the plateau's*eastern-rlopes, is known as the 

"Nyika" or "wilderness"area of Kenya. Bie aridity of 

eastern Kenya includes even its Indian Ocean shore where 

the rainfall decreases from the 40 Inches prevalent at 

Mombassa near its southernmost point, to 20 Inches at its 

border with Somalia. South from Mombassa, the Tanganyikan'

in the Karaiiu>ja

coast more closely approximates the hot wet climate typical
-fy

of tropical regloj^s.'

*To show, for the plateau, the relationships of

elevation and its dependentcertain ecological yariables: 

variables of rainfall (varying directly) apd temperature

Varying inversely) as well as hospitality to vectors of 

livestock diseases (a variable depending on bofih |rempera- 

ture and moisture as well as, in the case of the tsetse 

fly, on the additional! factor of shade) to subsistence

a'
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environments £md the crops to which they are host. Porter 

has drawn the follo^ng Generalized Altitudinal Profile 

for East.Africao
‘ Ngeianx

8000’
Wamun3na

East Coast Pever Kilungu 
- - - - , (ticks)1

I Trypanosomiasis 
(tsetse fly) •

I
I •I
II■ f \I Ih II

• ■; I 2000'. ’ I
I , a 1I.
I

I-1

10"30" 20"40".60"
Maize 
Finger

potatoes :. . . millet. .  Sorghum
Castor 
Pigeon peas 
Conpeas

Bulrgsh
millet

Grasses
Bronse

Bananas
English

•Cattle 
Sheep 

• Goats
C*

Famine crops:------7-- - - - -—.
Cassava, Sweet potatoes, "Sisal”

Fio.ij, Genendiied altitudinal profile in East Afcica showing relationships among nunfall, 
devationand.aoi)W . (PopteP, 1965 SWO)

/

Sectors a, b, c, and d ^re successive subsistence 

enviroiffientSo Ihe directional labels for the variables of 

temperature and rainfall are-my additions.

It is interesting to note, that although at the 

lowest leseln, -rainfa’ll'may be ^sufficientsforrthe cultiva- 

tion of any htinaii foodcrop (sector d), once the critical 

minimal rainfall for hunwn food crop production is reached 

(sector c), as Porter.points out (1965: 41), diversity of 

crop Increases with decreasing annual rainfall^

»■

■>w
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Khere this generMlzed profile is nmdified by in

creased steepness of slope, such steepness operates 

additional variable bringing adjacent subsistence environ- 

closer together and offering groups living on such a

as an

nients

slope a new type of environment ;^ch is really a composite

Such environsbntalof multiple subsistence environments,
* 'll

diverai ty is reflected in subsistence diversity. Among

the Pbkot of West central Kenya, Porter’s example of a

group inhabiting such a steeply sloped area, this is ac

complished by means of a land tenure pattern iirswhich heads ^ ^ ^ 

of households held about twenty-five separate fields (of 

which four, to six are under cultivation, and the remainder 

in fallow at any one time) scattered at varying elevations 

on the slopst^hich ranges^from 3000 to 10,606 feet, Bie 

Pokot recognize three distinct zones along this gradation;
• r

valley bottom, steep lower hill slopes, and a bench at the ' 

thousand foot level, and each farmer has sjme of his

In addition

seven

fields in each of these zones of cultivation.

- ^-to~€Be^farmers, the Poto a group of kerders

subsisting on the plains below the steep slope, 

food between the two groups, the farmers supplying grains 

and receiving meat ^d milk (Conant^ 1965; 432) further , 

increases the diversity of thp food supply. Ihe ateep slope

Trade in

■ ••

. . . f
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that, although li-<rt.ng at elevations varying'by 

sever^al thousand feet, cultivators and herders are Sever 

more than a day's walk apart.

(Actually, according to Schneider (1959; 152) all 

Pokot tend both flocks and fields but those exploiting the. 

plains can grow only a little of the hardiest crop, eleusine, 

while those inhabiting the slopes, where land available for

ensures

farming is limited akd in great dem^d and pastures are

The difference between the-restricted, keep few cattle.

80-calted"cattie people"^ and"gratn people^' is therefore
->■

of subsistence emphasis rather than subsistence type; 

the symbiotic relationship between the two provides addi

tional protiin supplies for the lattei:^ and additional vege-
—i ' ' ' . ■ ■ • . ■

table foods for the former.

Porter's model of the directing effect of the corn-

one

blnatlon of various environmental parameters on East 

African crops is instructive but it must be'borne in mind

that they merely determine the subsistence possibilities

For Porter's example

tribe,' the'Pokot of Tamkal Valley in Kenya, Conant.re- 

"the inhabitants cultivate millets, sorghum and

; and not the actual crops produced.. •

ports:

maize, at times utilizing a network of irrigation canals from

points of permanent supply to less favored areas" (1965: 429),

- -j'
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indicating that technology may have to, or'more,8ighificant 

for a^icultural developmertt, may be able to, modify the 

local natural resources (moisture distribution, in this $

case) In order to increase the types and amount of crops 

Indeed, Porter, in discussing his altitudinalproduced.

“-profile, says that "this over-all gradient in rainfall.

heat, and the presence or absence of livestock diseases, 

represents a contininim of profiles of envirohmental types 

wherein differing;* subsistence activities are possible 

depending on. the technology and will of the people" (411)^^

This means, of course, that, given the will of the people.

further technology might well make possible production of

In fact, the history of agriculturaladditional, crops.

development in the area shows this to have been the case.
2

Schneider reports that "Bie Pakot knew only two crops be

fore the British c^, eleusine, or 'finger millet,• and

sorghum, or 'millet'"X1951) 151), and that the ^tempts 

at economic reform did not begin until about 1930. Of 

suggested new crops, Schneider claims that "only the intro

duction of maize wis moderately successful" (1959: 153).

^Italics mine.

2pakot and Pokbt are alternative spelilngs. This 
tribe is glso known.aSSukt .

?■
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since, as Schneider reports, there have, since 

1930, been constant deliberate'European att^ts -to Induce 

change in their agriculture, one cannot argue with his 

judgnient that the Pakot have maintained "marked resistance 

to European innovations" (1959: 144). One might, however, 

question his enplanatlon for this -reluctance to change. 

Schneider feels that conservatism in’the f^ce of suggested 

economic development is a widely shared trait among 

Nl}.otic peoples which he judges to be in large part at

tributable to the "cattle conqjlesin-connectipn with pas- 

• toralism" (1959: 1^), to which farming, he finds, "takes* 

second place in esteem, if not always i^n fact" (151) ^ile 

the cattle coii^)le8: is "their central, all-encoiiq>assing 

He adds as. further factors in pastoralvaluei'=(;66).

determined.conservatism among the Nilotes, that, since they 

are able to accumulate large herds, these herds provide 

more security within their environment than da3 crops j, inas- 

> '■ nni* as they can be moved from areas of temporarily iJBpov- 

erlshed'growing conditions to those with more favorable

ones; and even more Important, these, herds increase by

: themselves with’'little attention from their owners. Hils
• ' \ >« ■ ■- . ■ ■’ ■ ■ - ;, ■

factor of subsistence security, I believe, would in Itself

be enou^ to explain a group's reluctance to change its 

fobd-getting habits. Bie Pakot illustrate this in their
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preaotnihantly agricultliral as well as their herding groups.
■ ■ '/ ’ .■

Despite their cultivation of only three of the many staple 

foods allowed-by their envitoninent, 'the wide range= of 

environmental types*exploited in their cultivation provide 

the grain people with excellent insurance against hunger;

of his crops or fields shoulid.yield poorly, or even 

fail completely in any one year, a.farmer and his family 

has an opportunity to eat adequately grom the harvest of 

his other cropscr fields, plus the protein food traded

Such a fortunate subsistence situation

if one

from the herders, 

is likely to dull a group's ehthusiasm for change.in their 

time-tested subsistence pattern, tihen on occasion, as Chaundy 

reports for 1940, famine does occur despite their uses of 

the multiple cultivable environments, wild foods seem to 

be avail^le around a neai*y river, completi;^ their sub-

sistence insurance requirements (Chaundyi, 1943).

Bie fact thatthe Pokot do Indeed change subsistence 

techniques to meet environmantal demands is, of course, _ 

ddmbnstrate'd by the faqt that today by far the larger part 

of the tribe is primarily..engaged in growing grain. Kiose 

that have persevered in the pastoral-herding way of sub

sistence economics, Schneider reports in a later paper""

(1964; 68), now sell cattle to Somali traders, and use the

\
'0
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\nioney received to buy grain at the stores, indicating that 

for the^Pokot, adherence to herding Ss at least as nnich^
'n ^ •

due to its function of providing subsistence security in 

an environment suitable for cattle but not for crops as 

to any cult\u:al commitment to the "cattle complex."

Whatever their feeling tm-jard cattle, it should be 

noted that the Pakot, in actuality, are even more for

tunate in terms of agricultural subsistence possibilities 

than sharpness of slope alone mould guarahtee, inasmuch 

as their areai being located only a degree north of the 

equator, has as its prevailing rainfall regime, that typical 

of equatorial regions, which customarily have some,rain 

throughout the year with two seasonal peaks, during the 

seasons of spring and fall, shortly after the two equi- 

. n^es, ■ . ■ ■ ^

') ,

This eqxiatorial regime is expressed in^.Sast Africa, 

but with its general pattern of lower rainfall totals 

thanJ^n the other areas at similar latitudes in Afriea,. 

and indeedV in tlie e^atbrlal world in general, both peaks 

and troughs of rainfall tend to exhibit lesser amounts- 

of rein, so that, between the peaks, seasonal droughty 

periods inhibiting plant growth may prevail (Bennett, 1962:

196);. This is probably why Porter notes that "the importance of

/ ■
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tte Mmodai riinfall-- regime increases wj.th decreases in alti

tude’- (1965: 410)o Indeed, he shows that rainfall relia-
■••v*.

1^-

bllity as well as rainfall total decreases with decrease 

in altitude (415) so that whereas, in the well watered 

equatorial regions, two crops a year may be expected in 

conjunction td.th the blmodal rain peaks, for the Kamba, in

habiting a relativ^y shadowed slope at the four thousand

foot level of the Kenya highlands, "the second season maize 

usually fail,s altogether" (418). Further down the slope, 

at 2,500 feet, these spring, or sp-called "oialn rains"

show a reliability of less than .©. 1% while the auttimn, or 

"grass rains," are far more likely to be adequate (418). 

According to Miller, this is opposite to the usual pat

tern for equatorial regions, including those of East 

Africa, of greater rainfall amount and reliability of the 

spring than of the autumn rains, although he note^ the op-

poslte may be true,(1955: 103).
' ■ , ' ‘V • . ' •

No exact latitudinal limits to the equatorian

- rainfall regime can be given. Indeed, the borders between 

the equatorial and tropical climate zones are functional 

ones,ooccurrihg at the point of transition from the blmodal 

equatorial rainfall to the tropical regime of a single an- 

nftai rainy season. The center of the equatorial zone is

9

i-

V
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everjr^ere displaced northward of the equator to distances
n'

varying from 2° to due to the fact that most of the 

land area of the world Is In the northeim hemisphere, and 

since In the low latitude^, where tenqieratures are always ,

“ high, the land Is almost always hotter than the sea, the 

northern hemisphere is hotter than the southern. For this 

reason, the S.B, winds are cooled Isy passing over seas; 

the hotter N,E, winds ascend sooner, and the point of meet

ing nf the two is therefore north of the equator. For East 

Africa, all this means that all of Kenya and Uganda, each 

of which straddles the equator, but extends further north „ 

thM sbiith of it, have tgie equatorial rainfall regine, 

as desicribed above, but that most of Tanzania, whioh is 

entirely south of the equator, has the tropical rainfall

regime, the line marking tiie southern llmlg of the equa*^
' '

torial regime being at about 5^ S. latitude inland,but 

extending further south in the -coastal region (^d includ

ing Sanzlbar), to about 10<’ S. latitude, which is about the 

limit of.the equatorial region in the southern hemisphere 

(in the northern hemisphere it may ertend to 18° N.) (Miller, 

1955: 105).

Hf

.1

■ /

'i*.-

In the Tanganyika (or tropica^ rainfall regime, if 

is as thoughtthe two rainy seasons, having gradually moved

■V

f . >
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closer together tdLth increasing distance south of the eq^-" 

tor, have merged to form one long one ^hibh occurs JEor vary

ing periods duiring the sunnoer season from November to £&y. 

niere is often a Variation in rainfall during this prolonged 

single rainy season resulting in ^hat is usually a concen- 

tratlon of rainfall at the early part of the season, "the 

short rains," and again, for a greater period of time 

late in the season from Iferch through Wfeiy, "the long rains." 

But again, because of the relative insufficiency of preclpi- 

tation in East Africa, the trough between the peaks may ' 

become actually a mid^ dry period. The true di^ season 

- last for, as long as eight months, during which time the-

ground may become' so dry as be impossible to work.with 

^ the hand hoes of native cultivators (Hickman and Dickens,• 

1960: 122). (indeed, the Iwcdness of the soil in the areas 

of the "(hrpundnut Scheme" proved all but intractible to 

tractor plowing, and one of the main obstacles t^ progress 

of the shheme was the constant wearing down or breaking of 

plough discs (Stamp, 1964: 410). Nor could the use of 

OK-draWn plouglis alleviate the situation, inasmuch as baen 

aretoo weak to wotk until after the rainy season is well ; 

established, due to the poor grazing in the late dry season 

(Belttlde, 19V: I, 92)

9 .

A'
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The long dry season, whether doe to a single or a ' 

slight and variable double rainy season, is as hard on the 

cattle of the herders as it is oh the work oxen of the 

few culrivating groups who depend on them. In Tanganyika 

Massailand, for example, the main kraals are situated 10 

miles friam petnianent water, so-that in the dry season, 

"stockowners strike a balance between grazing time wasted 

in trekking to water and need for minimal water drinking," 

and the following pattern of alternation between eating and 

drinking periods has been’established for the cattle: bn 

day 1, animals walk to and from the water source with little 

time to eat along the way; on day 2, animals graze near 

home and'drink no water; day Srrepeats day 1. As the-areas 

close to the kraal become grazed out, the trek to water may 

be IdLmited to once every four^days, with no drinking in 

three days of four (Ftench, 1956; 176).

Such an imposed abstinence from water is ^e of the 

two major factors in selecting Zebu cattle above European 

breeds for .the semi-arid areas of East Africa (the other major 

factor is their marked resistance to local endeMcaseases)- .. 

In a miaed group of s teers ninnihg together , 3/4 hybrids 

(l^ropean with Zebu) drank more than 68% more water than 

Zebu (French, 1956: 171). Those who suggest the.introduction

>-•
- i

-■*
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a£ European cattle to Increase milk production for East 

African herders must bear this in mind as well astltefact 

that production of minimal milk has survival value for cat

tle under conditions of water Seprivatlon. Since lactating

demand extra water (French, 1956; 172), those that 

produce the most milk are the first to succumb in times of

Heredity tends, therefore, to ellm-

cows

acute water' shortage 

Inate them and to select for the factor of low millc product-

Indeed, as Hutchinson, quoted in Johnston, says,

. . the tdiole of the selection pressure on M

. .'for ability to; stay alive, rather 

It is only those with a low fer-

ivlty.

II

stock . . . has been ' e

than ability to produce, 

tility rate and slow, maturation that stay alive at all.

These animals are in fact admirably suited to the condi

tions under v*ich they live^ (McPherson and Johnston, 1965:

48). The^ conditions under «hich they live include shortage 

of water for drinking, which causes failure of Ae thermo- ' ^ 

regulative mechanism of European cattle, and the need for 

long walks (for gaazing as well as drinking) to which the 

Zebu i^alTti^aie^ell adapted, and the European stock far
n

less so (French, 1956; 171-72).

Even for cattle kept by settled cultivators an 

ability to walk far and,tolerate water deprlvahipn is. necessary.
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-Hickinan and Dickens r&port that, during the dry season

Sukuma cattle "haye to walk as mucfe as 15 miles every 

third.day, tp get water" (1960; 121).

It is because of the low economic return for food and

9

some

water consumed by these small, hte breeding, scant milk- 

yielding, drought-adapted cattle that some aninml science

specialists advocate the harvestittg of African game animals • 

for protein food .(McKelvey, 1965; 341), or even their

Cattle and goats, ac-herding for milk as well.as meat.

. cording to Lyall-Matson, arff-selective feeders, eatihg as”

little^as 10% of available vegetation, whereas wild 

herbivores eat all of it. Antelope, he claims, can thrive

A "given grazing area turned over 

to game would support 10-15 times as much meat 

as it does of cattle, so that, were game farmed

rather than cattle, enough could be raised to provide 

every Aftican with 1 pound of meat per week, consiiterably 

more than they are accustomed to now. feperimental eland 

farms in Kenya and corfobprate findings at

a lohger established one in Rhodesia that elands are super- 

i ior to cattle 6n many counts; their dressed weight is 

60% of livej while for cattle it is only S0%; their milk is 

11% butter fat and 8% peotein, while the correspopding values

where cattle would starve.
> hoof

*
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in local cows' milk are only 5.2% and 3.8% respectively; 

butter made from eland milk has a hlj^er melting point than , 

that from cow's milk, a distinct advantage in hot areas 

with little refrigeration; their,products eould be 

marketed at bttimes the profit now realised for cattle 

(1965: 85=98). ,One can/speculate on the probability of the

added attraction a cuisine including exotic meats might 

offer for the expansion of a tourist Industry which is 

already the second largest source of revenue in the East
. . .  c*

African covintrles.

According to the Gullivers, damSl$, integrated jinto 

a cattle^erdlng econoiiQr^also offer advantages in the dryer 

areas. For the Turkana, they do not reduce the pasturage 

of cattle since they live on leaves and thorn*, they<aQ be 

milked at will, rather than according to a daily sdiedule, 

thereby serving as a hygienic milk storage; their milk is 

easy for babies to digesti; they supply more meat than an 

ox, and can go for more days without drinking than can cat= 

tie (1963: 60),

. In any case, the eypical Tanganyikan rainfall regime 

allows for only one planting, one groxdlng, and one harvest

/

"I

In Tanganyika, every minute of the short 

Indeed, Bohannan points but that

season per year, 

rainy season is vital.
...
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since ^riculture is possible only during the rainy months, . 

the amount of rain is less important for cultivation than 

the number of months during which it falls (1964; 38). 

Preparation of the soil, and.planting of seeds, however, can

not be done until the early rains have sufficiently softened

This not Only cuts
»>

the soil to allow its being worked,

. shorter the already short growing season (the Sukuma who

inhabit the "cultivation"^ steppe to the south iMld east of 

Idke Victoria, start work on their fields only "some weeks 

after the rainy season hassset in") (Ruthenberg, 1964: 23), 

but may mean missing the optimal planting season for cer

tain cro^s, and wasting the early rains, which are typically 

extremely heavy, and, for a relatively dry year, may pro

vide the season's greatest amount of moisture, 

grows more than one crop, the different crops must compete 

with each other for his earlier attention; should the op

timal planting season for each occur at the same time he 

"must decide which feseryes his first attention, 

competition rise "between cash and subsistence crops, the, 

farmer's decision is likely to be in favor of subsistence,

If a farmer

»■

Should

his stomach being of more vital cpncern to him that his 

This is true in Sukumaiand, where cotton.. pocketbook.

tte local cash crop, must await the planting of maize, the

primai^-subsistence crop—thereby suffering a loss of |ri.eld.

f :
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that represents a full fifty percent of the potential. So

strong isithe effect of missing the optimel planting 

period that Ruthe^erg reported in 1964 that ’ "higher 

yields per acre through better cmltlvation are not as yet '^ 

noticeable" (25). And this is despite,the fact that cotton 

, has been cultivated as a cash crop since 1909 (Malcolm, 

1953: 176),

• 4>

Sukumaland, being near to Lake Victoria, contains 

some of the better watered land of Tangahyi^, receiving 

about 30" of rain annually (Langs, 1962: 86), so that pre

vailing methods of providing against fami&e, despite the; 

single crop year dictated by the single rainy season (these 

Include the growing of drought resistant and ground stor

ing cassava, a European-introduced famine crop, and the use 

, of their herds as food in times^ of want (Rjithenberg, 1964: 

23) seem'adequate, Indeed Ruthenberg claims there is no

general hunger problem in Tanganyika, although Inadeqiate
- . ; . * ... *.

nutrition and occasional bad harvests "constitute real 

problems" (140). Certainly^ however, in much of Tanganyika, 

with the long dry seasonj diere is uncertainty about year

ro^nd sufficiency of food and^ "a period' of anxious waiting 

before the next hai^est." (Hickman and Dickens, 1960: 11). 

T^e fact that there is little actual hunger is due to the

%■

i .
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relative emptiness of the cotmtry so that the* driest area's 

remain uninhabited. But the ever present possibility of 

famine due to insufficiency or failure of the single harvest 

must create constant anxiety. For the Kamba of Wamunga, 

in discussing the poor chance "of rainfall sufficiency dur- 

ing the "main rains'' Porter reported that 1943 to ' ,

1961 the district had to import maize in fifteen out of
■ . ■ • . . " t..

nineteen years, and in seven of these years there was severe 

famine'' (1965: 418)

The cultures of other tribes include provisions for 

combatting famine due to frequent crop failure, ^e Ngindo

e .

of Tanzania's Southern Province expect two or three.lean 

months every year before the harvest of the qulth ripen

ing crops, and customarily feed themselves with honey and 

bush fruits during the early rains when the surplus of 

last year's harvest has run out. But the quick ripening 

crops may fail; later in the season, the slower jripetting 

staple, millet, may fail and even the manioc planted for 

f^ne reserve at European insistence, may fail, so that 

dependence on’wild foods may be necessary for longer periods.

These expected food-short times are knom aa "hunger times."
• : : ^ - 
When not too severe they are looked forward to by the Ngindo

as a welcome break in the monotony of the yearly cultivation

} Sr-r-:
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and-dteta^ cycle, -TSie Ngindo have resisted settlement 

schemes i*ich would move th^ from their thicket home to 

woodland or open country because they have come to value 

the local bush forage products (Crosse-Upcott, 1958).

The principal cultural adaptation In^osed by a sin- 

. gle rainy season and its single cropping period, or by a 

double rainfall regime, in which one of the rain periods 

is unreliable is that of a higher "cultivation factor,” a 

term used to designate the amount of land it is necessary

to cultivate |ler year in order to feed one member of the 

Allan finds that in East Africa the cultiva-populatlon.

tipn factor for the single crop regions approximates 0.75

while that of the dependable doiible crop regions is

This means, of course, that for 

and a half times as nnlch

acre

more nearly 0,5 acre (61) 

families of the same size, one 

land has to be prepared and planted per year in the single

It a^ans also thatctop areas assin the double crop ones, 

population density is lower in single cro^ regions.

An. inverse relationship between rainfall amount

and land requirements is also imposed on herders 

the stock carrying capacity of land with low rainfall and

In the

In Kenya,0 .

pioor vegetation is one head of cattle to 25 acres, 

moister parts ofUUganda and Kenya it ranges between 3.5 

715 acres pr cattle^^^ m^ the t^erate regions 9
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well aanaged pasture is capable of carryl^ a c6w to the

acre,' or better (Allan, 1965: 65, 291-94).

Another problem posed by the extremely drying ef- 

feet of the long dry, season is the vulnerability to fire of 

the tinder-dry vegetation. During the hot and- dry spring 

months of . July to November "fire blac^ns the countryside.

*•

•i.

sweeping through woodland, bush and grassland'.’ (Allen, 1965: . ^

These spontaneous fires are not the only ones to bum

The customary

51).

beyond control during the late dry season, 

method of clearing a new field throughout native Sub-Saharan

Africa involves some ,,form of burning ^of old vegetation

Indeed, in one form ofwhetfier of grasses, bush or trees.

IM preparatldh used in sduthM^ Tanganyika (and 

spread in Central Africa), citemene, tree branches cut else-

v,o *

more wide-

where are piled up and burned in the newly cleared field 

to add feo its fertility. Nhat the African farmer knows 

^i^iirically li corroborated by soil scientists; ash adds 

badly needed calcium and potassium to the soil as well as 

reducing its degree of acidity (itye and Greenlane, 1966).

68). But in the late dry season, fires started to clear 

or fertilize a relatively small field may burn for many 

square miles beyond their intended boundaries, thereby 

removing protective yegetational cover from large areas 

of unused land,exposing it to the erosive forces of wind and'

#•
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rain and to the direct rays of the sun.

' fftiere the single rainy season is broken by an inters 

mediate period of relative drought, this is a far less harm

ful tin^ to burn nem fields. Vegetation is dfy enough to 

burn, but moisture in the soil and plants keeps the fire 

from spreading (Anthony, p.c.). Fires in this Season or 

early in the long dry season birni with a flame less hot 

than those burning at the end of the long dry season, there- . 

by allowing fire-hardy trees to survive which, later in times 

of fallow, can serve to start reforestation of the plot, 

whereas the hotter flame of late dry-season burning contri>= 

bates to the p^rmwent destruction of the forest, with the 

resultant encroachment of relatively uncultivable savanna, • 

a phenomenon ^ich seems to be taking place throughout 

Sub-«Saharan Africa (Kye and Greenland, 1960: plates 15, 16). 

Where savanna is the prevalent landscape the late-season

bum practiced by herders has an equally devastating ef

fect, in this case speeding, its tranditlon to desert.

Allan reports that "large parts of East Africa, particularly 

pastoral areas such as Turkanaland and Kaxamoja are beconi- 

ing more arid.

Ir

In parts of these regions grads has dis

appeared and desert succulents bave become conspicuous with- 

in the memory of the*^ older inhabitants" (1965 : 320) That

iincreasing aridity may not be a reversible process is believed
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by many, who feel that it is due to.a lowering of the water 

table from the prolonged increase in evaporation from the 

fire denuded soil (Allah, 1965: 320). Of course, it Is not

only the firing of vegetation practiced by pastoralists 

that caused the establishment of deserts in the wake of their 

Since, and this is especially true in last 

Africa where the high value of cattle is a dominant theme ^ 

of life, "systems of management are based on the short-term 

objective of keeping as many animals as possible alive" 

(Allan,(321), overstocking tends to denude land through 

animal cropping, as well as to hasten its erosion, espec

ially in the neighborhood of water holes, when the ba^ 

earth, compacted to a relatively water-impermeable hard- , 

hpss by the trampling of many hooves, resists absorption of 

precipitation, thereby allowing an increasing amount of it 

to be returned, by evaporation, to, the air, by whose 

movement it may be carried away to be precipitated else- 

^diere. This, too, lowers the water table.

In YsofSLi the pfSvision of artificial water sources 

for cattle is reported to have increased the trampling- . 

soil compaction-lowered water table effect in that the new 

water sources have attracted large, numbers of game animals ; 

and their tran?)lings is added to that of the cattle (Hop- 

craft, p.c.)

* ...

wanderings.

\

, ■>

.. . .i:. .
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Leavlog further discussion of herd size to a later 

consideration of the relevance of certain cultiure traits to 

agricultural development, it must be pointed out that the 

practice of grass and bush burning, like the forest burn- 

ing of the cultivators, has definite advantages. "The burn 

gets rid of useless straw, incidentally destroying disease-

carrying ticks, and it allows the grass rhizomes to push out 

yoving shoots, ^ich g a green bite for the starving , 

beasts. It also checks v^dy growth that would otherwise 

tend to cut out the grasses" (Allan, 1965: 320). It is 

difficult to see how early dry season burning could accom

plish the same for the herders, but for the cultivators, 

substitution of early dry season, or mid-wet season burn 

would be at least as effective as late dry season burn,

and perhaps even more so, since fresh ash, lying thick on
-

the surface, is often largely washed away or badly leached

by the first torrehtlal rains (Kye and Greenland, 1960:
. . . ’ ■ . - /i

69). ,

In view of the demonstrable benefits of land-clear

ing burns, one would like to suggest that governments, 

alarmed at the increasing loss of cultivable land to man- 

' made fires, shouldsBubstitute a program to reschedule land- 

clearning bums for their usual prohibition of any burns at

r. .

■4.
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all, a prohibition which is regularly resisted by. local 

farmers (Allan, 1965: 128) and so much resented that, at

least in one case, burning becomes a s3nnbol of defiance

(Noted by the authorsagainst a government land-use scheme, 

of a study of the society and political organization of

the Haluguru of eastern Tanganyika in the title of their

"Sjfpke in the Hills") (Young and Fosbrooke, 1960).

In cases where early burning has been enforced this

has also met with strong resistance and Allan reports that

nowhere can it be said with confidence that 
the practice had^ecome fully accepted and in
tegrated into locel custom. The early bum 
dismpts normal hunting, routine and its intro
duction is therefore resisted wherever hunting 
has an economic or high prestige value; while 
in citftwepjfe regions there is the risk of pre- - 
mature burning of branchwood, which usually 
lies spread throughout the clear^ing for drying 
at the time the burn should be mde" (1965: 129).

A further characteristic of eqviatorial and trop

ical rains is that, within the annual pattern of double, 

or double-.peaked single rainy season, there are grea^ 

differences in amount of precipitation between different 

■ rains, and during a single rain. Rain..tends to fall with 

great intensity in short periods. At a recording sta

tion near Kampala, Uganda, for examplei a fifteen minute 

shower was recorded in which the rain was falling at the 

rate of 17 inches per hour (Hickman and ikckens, i960:

15), or, supposing that wds the total rainfall of the day

book:

■- .-:r'
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better than 4 inches per day. This contrasts with an average 

fall of 0.1 inches per rainy day in the British Isles
flf •

(Miller, 1955: 136).

Biis great intensity of precipitation not only re

duces the agrifcultural value of a given rain—since rain 

may fall at a rate which greatly exceeds the capacity of the 

soil to absorb moisture—but it also contributes greatly tO' 

soil erosion due to the washing away of top soil by the 

resultantly large run-off. The individual drops are 

typically large and further erosion occurs because ®f the 

great force with which they hit the ground during the heavy 

fain; this force produces a splash-up of soil as well as 

water, and this splashed soil is then free to run off with 

the excess rain water; the hard-hitting heavy raindrops 

also tend to compact the soil, which Increases its resist

ance to water absorption. Such of the forceful drops as do 

» penetrate the soil carry with them the finer particles

from the, surface to redeposit them further down, where they

tend to cement into a relatively impermeable layer, which 
' \ >/’ :' ■ " . '' ' ■ - ' .

f urther decreases soil absorption and increases water run

off. Should the heavy rains continue at this point the water, 

flows ^diminished along the surface of the soil, causihg 

further sheet erosioh-by washing away the surface,soil and
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cutting snuill gtiilies, which not only further erode the 

land but add to the difficulty in cultivating,it (Hickman 

and Dickens, 1960; 16). Such intense rain (or hail) 

showers may be limited to a local area. Should .one fall 

during the growing season, it might level an entire field.

For this reason^ famers in the Kavlrondo end Kandia areas 

are accustomed to cultivate several widely.separated plots , 

in the hope that at least some will grow to harvest, 

llils is one reason.for the fragmentation of holdings so often 

cited by planners as a major deterrent to agricultural devel

opment, particularlyrrdtt Kenya (Warren, 1967: 179).

Especially in central and western Tanzania does , 

the single rainy season tend to be marked by these violent 

erosiye rain storms (Allan, 1965: 52), particularly at the 

StArt and finish'of the wet season (Hiller, 1955: 124).

A final factor of rainfall Important to agricul- 

tnre is its reliability. This is,particularly crucial in 

East'Africa where the average totals are fairly low, and

• ;-r

may be close, to minimal requirements.'V.- ■

/ V- ^ -

Aie mean annual rainfall of an area is calculated 

over a periodi of ten successive years, butthe total for

: " ahy single year may be twiice as much or only half as much

For areas whose average precipitation isas the average.
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close to the lower limits of agricultural demands (Bennett's

“f- "droughty" areas), this may mean, insufficient rain in five

Indeed, Porter reports that, for the Kamba 

: ^ of Kenya, living at an elevation of 4000 feet in Wamunyu 

in a zone of "medium potential" the average rainfall is 

nearly thirty inches (the figure usually given as. permissive 

of maize cultivation) but that from 1943 to 1961 "the dis- , 

trict had to Import maize in 15 out of 19 years, and in 8 

of-these years there was severe famine" (1965: 418).

As described above, timing, duration, intensity and 

reliability of rainfall may be as important as the annual 

total in determining agricultural possibilities in the 

tropics. A further factor, that of evapotranspiration,^

(the total amount of vapor returned to the air by evapora

tion and taahspiration) influences the effectiveness of 

rain. Higher temperatures increase both the rate of trans-
■ ■ • V

piration by plant? (and therefore the need to draw in more
- r, ^ ^

water through their roots), and the rate of evaporation 

of precipitation before it ev^r becdn^s available to plants, 

in evaporation fro* the surface of leaves and puddles 

on the soil. Evapotraaspiration needs of plants growing 

in hot regions is considerably greater than those of cool 

regions. The loss of rainfall to evapbtranSpiration is

years out of tenb

as
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further increased in areas, such as Tanganstika, where the 

rainy season falls in the hot season of the year (Bennett, 

1962: 197).

It has been customary in East Africa tb map rain

fall probability or (rainfall reliability) in terms of the 

probability, based on averages for several successive years, 

of receiving a certain absolute minimum of rainfall. In 

these terms East Africa is about evenly divided into areas 

with "very slight likelihood of receiving 20 inches in a 

year; a very good chance of over 20 inches a year" and 

"a very good chance' of over thirty inches a year" (Hickman. ^ 

and Dickens, 1960; 14). ;Porter, in his mapping of rainfall 

probabilities ih East Africa, in order to make them more 

functional in terms of assessing agricultural potential and 

subsistence risk, has considered rainfall probability not 

in terms of absolute aim>xmt of precipitation, bu,t rather 

♦ in ter^ of meeting the transpiration needs of plaij^s. In 

these terms, at Wannmyu, "the probability for water supply 

equalling water need for four months in the grass rains 

is about 0.8l%: in the main rains, only 0.3%'.' (1965: 415).

Bie Kamba of Wamunyu, consmquently, can be fairly certain 

of a maize crop during the first rains, but Porter reports 

that "the second season maize usually falls altogether'."'(418). _

. .

^ .
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Indeed, occasional ralnj season may altogether fall, or- 

having begun, fall to continue (lliompson, 1950: 219), 

fdilch Is a further reason for delay^In planting of seed 

until rain Iseestahllshed, slncd the cost of seed might be 

entirely wasted (De Wilde, 1967: I, 92).

The prevalence of planting of drought°reslstant 

manioc In East Africa Is to a large extent due to Its en- 

forced cultivation as a famlnig crop, since the beginning 

of the century, under both Germm and British adminlstra- ; 

tlve ordlnanceis. Although today most areas where manioc 

production was originally'enforced voluntarily continue ~ 

Its cultivation (Indeed, for some It Is now an export crop) 

the initial orders to plant were often enforced by armed- 

policemen who accompanied agricultural officers, and doubt

less some resentments Incurred^among the famsrs remain to 

color their attitude towards development schemes to the ,

*. ,, present day.

i ■ «

A

Air Pressure^gnd Winds

In general, tanperature is the single cllmtlc 

element of greatest Importance In determining agricultural 

potential. In the warmer regions, where ten^>eraturel^ except 

at.extreme mountain heights, aredependably,permissive to 

agriculture, moisture is the primary limiting element. This
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is particularly So in"East Africa with Its deficiency and - 

unrelialjility of rain. Air pressure and wind are primarily 

Important because pf their .influence on rainfall, but they 

have certain direct effects on the agricultural situation 

as well. In discussing the relation of air currents to the 

unusual situation as regards precipitation in East Africa, 

Trewartha emphasized that there is much that still remains 

a puzzle and that considerable differences of opinion exist
- xT

even among local meteorologists (1961: 124, 126). ‘ For -

this reason, nqr discussion of the major effective winds 

- will be brief and confined to material about which there seems 

to Tie general agreement.

The two main wind systems effecting the climate-of 

East Africa are the two.annual monsoons which, in turn, 

are associated withtthe migration of the sun. ^ring the 

southern hemisphere's summer (October to March) when the 

^ ^sun is south of the equator, the Northeast Monsoon b^s 

in two separate streams: a dry one that has travelled 

across Egypt and the Sudan, and a more humid one from 

the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden which contributes to the 

rainy season of central and southern Tanzania. The South

east Monsoon blows fdxen the sun is north of the equator 

^prii to OctoberV and, having had a seaward passage from
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the Indian Ocean, it arrives at the coast quite moist; 

its course is; deflected eastxirard at the coast to run paral

lel to’it, so that its rain is not carried inland. The 

coast turns just at the latitudes of Zanzibar, at about
'■ \ f: .

the point where Tanzania and Kenya meet; with it the winds 

take a sharp turn—changing-southeast to southx^est; in this 

part of tbeir course they are termed the Southwest Monsoon.

Biis bending of the monsoonal air stream seems to 

be in response to differences in the air pressure systems 

of Africa and Asia. The high temperature and low pressure 

in interior Asia.during the northern hemisphere's summer 

attracts these winds; during its winter,'the cold and high 

presisure of interior Asia directs the Northeast Monsoon from 

there towards South Africa (lliomas, 1965: 50).

Throughout tropical Africa, the Intertroplcal Conver

gence Zone, whose migrations follow that of tiEam, is respon- 

'Bible for the summer rains. According to Thomas (5.0)3 tMs 

is true in the case of southern Tanganyika^, where it works 

with the sunmer Northeast Monsoon in establishing the 

area's rainy season. But even the cumulative effect of 

two rain-bringing air movement phenomena leaves that area 

with a very light rainy season.

Rain-bringing effects of the monsoons are further 

diminished by three factors; the meridinial course of the
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two monsoons (paralleling the coast and the platefau es-'

carpment) considerably reduces the transport of water from 

oce^ to land, and minimizes the lifting effect of the east

ward facing plateaui the overlaying of the shallow nmnsoonal 

air layer by a layer of dry and stable easterly air pre

vents the development ahd°expansion of such clouds as do 

form In the monsoonal layer below, and further reduces the 

ability of the mbnsoonal air to surmount the higher portions 

of the East African Highlands; finally, Trewartha speculates 

that, inasmuch as the huge Island of titodagascar, which lies 

parallel to the East African coast about 400 miles offshore " 

in the Indllan Oce<^, is subject to frequent tropical storms 

in Its windward eastern position, and since that portion' 

receives about three times as much rain as the western 

region on the other side of the Island's central plateau, 

the plateau's highlands break up winds coming from the east 

Which diverge and subside to the lee of the Island iny^he 

Mazantique Channel, therebly effectively protecting ^st Africa 

from the worst of tropical storms ^ile apprepiably decreas

ing its rainfall.

For as yet unexplainable reasons (according to Sre- 

wartha) the Islands of Pemba and Zanzibar receive close to 

twice thd mean annual rainfall of the nearby mainland coast.
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although they share its air nwvemeot patternso (A map of 

"Trade and Wii^s of the ^st African Coast" in Hickman and 

Dickens (1960: 62) ,. shoes the islands of Zanaibar to be 

right in the bend of the southern monsoon, as it turns 

from southeast to southwest, and it would seem likely that, 

these islands might twice receive its rain).

' In the. e^torial regions, rainfall peaks do not 

occur during the times of the weakened monsopns, but during 

the e^inoctial seasons of transition between them, when 

winds are fickle though more easterly.

Sporadically, rain brihgihg westerlies from the 

Congo invade the East African Plafeau though usually no 

further than its western half.(Trewartha, 1961: 137).

In East Africa, many of the water-bringing winds 

arrive exhausted, and some water-taking winds arrive as 

well. During the period ^rch-September when the sun is 

in the potthem hemisphere, much of Tanganyika is covered 

by air which has blown overland from the south and its 

' di^yness helps to account for the long period of. drought 

in the southern and central parts of the country. But the 

same stream of air contributes to the high rainfall of the 

northern and western shores of Lake Victoria where it 

deposits moisture picked up in its passage along the lake 

(Hickman and Dickens^ 1960: 9).

-V.-'

^■4

.
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Local wind storms in the .dry ■ season lift thus soil 

and whirl it into "dust devils" (Hichikn and Dickens* 1960: 

121). In the semi-deserts such wind storms areaaccompanied 

by sand storms \diich increase erosion.

Although the monsoons bring little rain to East 

Africa* they have been Important in its history. TSjday* 

as for perhaps as long as a thousand years (Hance: 1964: 379)'' 

the Northeast Monsoon brings Arab and Persian dhows from 

the Arabian Sea from December to tfeirch which return with

the Southwest Monsoon from April on. Dhows have brought
... ■

the ancestors of the large Arab and Indian populations to

Zan2slbar and the mainland coastal towns; and they freshen

■fliey had earlier brought-(be--these groups with newcomers.

,tween the tenth and fourteenth centuries) Shirazis from

Persia who* along with the Arabs later* intermarried with 

the Africans, of Zanzibar to produce its cirrent Swahili 

population whose language has become the lingua fremca 

of East Africa. They brought from Asia many of the present 

East African drops ^d they brought the Islamic religion 

with its taboo against pig eating and hence against pig 

keeping (Moffett and Hill, 1955: 572)* to large numbers 

of East Africans. TJie Islamic practice of day long fasting, 

and nightly feasting for the month of Ramadan also effects

W
ii. ■ ■
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ihe food and agricultural practices in the area. Tlie holy

If itmonth does not fall at the same season every year, 

should fall at times of food* people may go into debt 

to feast. If at time bf heavy work, it may impede the

work (Wilson, 1950? 260).,

Today Shiraai names survive as the hamesfor the 

three indiginous African tribes of Zanzibar; the Hadimu, 

Kmibatu and Pemba, whose elders, during the season of the 

Persian New Year, observe the weather portents and advise 

upon the future program for crop preparations and plantings. 

The whole of the agricultural systems of these tribes are 

based on the agb-old Persia calendar with its forty day 

periods subdivided into ten day Units (Wilson, 1950; 251).

Soils

As described above, the climatic factors of tempera- 

tura and insolationi moisture and precipitation, and wind 

and. air currents have profound direct effect on agricultural 

potential in the tropics. They have additional agricultural

tropical soils., Tropi- ,

#■

significance through their effect 

cal soils, as soils everywhere, are partially reflective

\

The gen-bf the geological source from which they derive, 

eral impoverishment of tropical soils, however, is due
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primarily to the effect of tropical climate in modifying 

^diat geology has provided.

. the effect of tropical climate on tropical soils is
■ : . . . . . . . . . . '

In the first place, the cdnbined effect of wind 

and water erosion (and where there are rivers, river dde 

posit),is to. transport and resettle spils, so that, in large 

part, they are not derived from the local geologic base.

twofold^,... >

Secondly, tropical climate tends to modify soils, often 

reducing, and/or changing their chemical content, so that 

soils of varying derivation evolve into similar types.

ahe process by whijg^> cliinatic and other environ

mental factors, notably Biotic, cause the disintegration and
•.-■-V ■ '.r*

•f.

decomposition of rock to soil is known as weathering. Weath

ering may he either physical - C^he breaking of rock due 

primarily to expansion causing.forces) or chemical 

(changes in composition). In tropical.regions, chemical 

weathering is the nrare important and is primarily respon

sible for the special properties of tropical soils.

-

Heat and water combine to cause much of the chemical

In general, heat speeds up, weathering of tropical soils.

chemical reactions; warm,watery, can carry more chemicals in

solution than can cold water; heat encourages the growth
........ .

and activity of the soil bacteria which are largely responsible '

•-f
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for the decon^ositioa of the dead organic matter, first to 

humus, flnH eventually to the soluble salts which replenish 

soil fertilityv

In the temperhte zones, ,the decomposition process 

is slow and humus lasts through the"winter to produce the

salts that will nourish the next season's growth of plants. 

In the tropics, no. cold season slows the decomposition pro- . 

cess, so that the humus content of tropical soils never 

builds up beyond a maximum of 1.8%. Ihis contrasts with 

the 10-12% humus content of the soils of New York state and 

16% in the richest Iowa farmland (Bohannan, 1964; 39). 

Indeed, the li8% is far above the. average for African soils 

which is 6nly .2-.5% (De Wilde, 1967: I, 16).

Tropical feeat speeds the decomposition of applied 

manure as it does that of natural" animal droppings, so 

that its fertilizing effect lasts for months rather than 

for the years tluit it serves temperate soils. Fertilizer
- • ' ■ - ft'

is even less effective in dry savanna areas than in tropical 

forest since it works well only with a. certain minimum of 

water. (Forjiham, 1965: 27). In Sukumaland, manure require*! 

ments are 3-5 tons per acre/year; cattle produce 1 ton per

■ '

year apiece and require 2 acres of grazing,, plus crop residue

It is no wonder, therefore, that the cost(Rounce, 1942:7)
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of fertilizer as well as the labor required for its applica

tion—transport is by hand carriage—is often considered 

prohibitive by African farmers.

Since, as mentioned earlier, native pr'actice is usual

ly, of necessity, to plant after the start of the wet season, 

a time usually marked by the greatest concentration of 

drenching rains, plating takes place when the soil has been 

freshly washed of nutritive salts.

According to Phillips, artificial irrigation in the 

sub-desert regions may result in similar disastrous leach

ing of nutrients (1959: 69).

In getteral, leaching results in soils which are: 1. 

deficient in inqjortant plant nutrients, notably nitrogen,' 

phosphates and potash; 2. acid, due to the loss of alkalies;

3. deprived of silica; and 4. characterized by concentra

tions of'iron and'altaninum compounds. Hiese iron and/or 

aluminum loaded soils are referred to as laterites; t^y 

comprise most of the comiiu)n red soils of the tropics v The 

name is a derivative of the Latin "later," meaning "brick."

: In its purer form, laterite is "a rock rather than a soil. 

Roads can be made.of it, as well as buildings, and it stands 

up to weathering rather better than some rocks'.' (Fordhsm, 

1965; 27).

-

V
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During the dry season, water, rising through the 

soil by capillary action, carries with it the iron and alnm- 

inum compoiuds which are deposited on the surface as a - 

crust, or hardpan, which not only offers little nourisli- 

ment to plants, but also prevents the growth of plant roots 

down to reach any nourishment that may lie below. It also 

slows the absorption of surface water, thereby' increasing 

the loss of water to evaporation.

It is largely the process of leaching, by reducing 

soil nutrition, that makes old soils in the tropics poorer 

than new soils. In addition, there are parallel changes 

in soil structure ^dxich further lower the agricultural poten-^ 

tlal of tropical soils with age. A soil of good structure 

is one in which individual soil particles clump into "crumbs" 

which are held together by colloids provided by humus. Tliese 

crumbs, being less'^susceptible to compaction than are finer 

particles, form a mass which allows easier water pene^ra- 

tlon. At the saiitb time their heaviness makes them.more 

’ resistant to the'forces of erosion than are finer particles. 

As mentioned earlier, leaching removes soluble materials, 

leaving a residue consisting of sand or clay particles.

These tiny particles con^iact readily, whether due to pressure 

from pounding rains or animal hoofs or heavy agricultural-

- ■

J

machinery
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nie use of heavy agricultural machinery i^ likely 

to start a vicious cycle tjthen used for dry season plough

ing. Kie heavy equipment increases compaction of. the .liny 

soil parficles, which results in their being highly 

abrasive; this in turn increases the wear on cutting equip- 

ment. Phillips reports, for example;

In the dry season of 1948, the ploughing of re
cently thicket cleared upland-red soils in Cen
tral Tanganyika, ... involved the loss of six 
inches in the diameter of the 30-36 inch discs 
of heavy ploughs per 80 to 100 acres of ground 
... with four ID five.discs per plough, the 
financial implications .Is obvious. (1959: 68). , _

Phillips .feels that another danger of mechanized 

cultivation is that it will speed up the loss of depth in 

the naturally shallow tropical soils that has been a con

sequence of hand cultivation (1959: 6). The shallowness 

of the soil was one of the many factors contributing to

_ the failure of the Ulueuru LandUsage Scheme (case 24)

which, among other reforms, called for the construction ^ 

of bench terraces on the mountain slopes and cultivation 

On the contour of the terrace surface, in order to de

crease erosion, Terrace construction kequired removal of 

some top-soil so that cultivation was sometimes on exposed 

clayey mider-sbil which yielded a reduced crop for greatly 

Increased work*

. ^

■ \.
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In East Africa, as elsewher^e-in the tropic's, rela

tively new soil is the best for a^icultore. Relatively 

new soil is found principally in the igneous slopes of 

volcanic mountains and the walls of the Rift Valley^, Soil 

that is too young is infertile because it h^s not had time 

to store even a minimum of humus-derived nutrients.

AUuvlal soils, constantly replenished by water 

borne nutrients leached from soils along a river's course, 

are'of high agricultural value. In East Africa, alluvial 

soils are limited, as are the riyers that produce them. 

Other, more localized types of fertile soil Include: 

that within old craters; termitafia, in which, according to 

.Allan, are "collected and imprisoned most of the local 

fertility" (1965: 211); and recently abandoned houses and 

kraal sites, where the household rubbish or cattle manure 

temporarily enrich’ the soil, liiese last two sites are 

deliberately chosen for kitchen gardens by many Africa 

farmers who are well aware of the connection between com

post and/or manure and soil fertility. That they do not 

transport and apply these to distant plots isuusually due 

to. the difficulty of head carriage, the traditional means

of portage.

!ft»e opportunity for enriched cultivation offered by
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termltarla is also appreciated and esploited. The Sandawe, 

for example, X9ho ESfire caily ticehtly b^en^ a

hunting and gathering subsistence to one including 

crop cultivation, for a long time resisted pressure from 

agriculturalists to adopt the mass cultivation of maize as 

their main staple. They did, however, cultivate some maize 

on the sides of worn down termitaria (after removing the 

tops for house building material (Newman, 1970;-98),

^ Nhere old cceaters are present their fertility is

also recognized and exploited. The Nyalqnisa, whose tradi

tional land tenure custom called for the redistribution of 

village land by the new chi^f each time another village^e 

grade succeeded to power,-provided for permanent use and in- 

heritance within the patrlllneage of crater land, as of fruit 

trees or bamboo (Wilson, 1963:384),^ This treating of crater 

land like permanent tree crops presumably signifies that 

' '^crater land supports permanent cultivation.

In addition to the generally poor and few good soils 

discussed so far,' one Qther type of soil prevalent in East

Africasust be mentioned.

This is the bbg, of half-bog soil or the swampy areas. 

These are commonly too waterlogged for much agricultural 

use. Schemes to drain papyrus swamps in Uganda, in order to
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prepare their nitrogen-rich soils for cultivation^_have 

proved impractical. 'Swamp drainage threatened the fishing 

Industry in Lake Victoria—the swamps were the spawning 

grounds for the tilapia which are found in the lake.

" Ihralnage increased the number of malarial mosquitoes—and 

therefore the incidence of human malaria—by increasing the 

habitat of the mos^itoes ; which was along the margins, Mt

Finallyj drainage killed the 

the source of the bog soils' fertility (Warren, 1967:

in the body of the swamp.

papyrus.

173).

In the Singida Depression of northern central Tan

zania there are numerous soiall shallow swamps with only a

little surface water. But since that water is permanent 

so is rthe swang>s ' vegetation. The Turn, who inhabit the 

area, havedeveloped a true mixed farming system based on 

this permanent swamp vegetation which enables them to live

in permanent settlements of high population density. 

jSchneider describea the Turu,as’settled herders, although

The cattle can be per-they keep cattle mainly for manure, 

manently grazed rear home, feeding on the swamp vegetation

Ihe manure is used to supportand watered from- the swanks. 

permanent cultivation of millet, maize, and several sub

sidiary crops (Schheidw, 1966).

A final point to hote about East African soils is
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their great diversity Ih-a small area. Five different 

. tjrpes may be found ^Ithln a £m yards. (Hickman and Dickens, 

1960: 23)p each'suitable for a different group of cultivates. 

Along a nipmtaln slope, different types of soils regularly 

succeed each other In a repeatable sequence called a catena; 

eaeh layer of the catena supports its own typical vegeta© 

tlon. It Is for this reason that mpuhta'ln dwelling farmers 

try to have plots which Include every soil type in the 

catena, a land holding pattern which contributes to the 

fragmentation so much deplored by agricultural developi&ent 

personnel. When Kikuyu in Fort Hall, Kenya, accepted, land 

consolidation, they refused to accept In exchange for their 

scattered holdings square blocks of land covering a 

relatively uniform altitude; they Insisted Instead that 

their consolidated plots be rectangular strips running 

down the mountain to Inblude'* the entire catena (case'2).

^ To the administrators this diminished the usefulness of 

land consolldntlon' since machine cultivation must follow 

the contour. To l^he Kikuyu this diminished the loss of the 

security which their traditionally scattered holdings had 

, been designed to provide.

This tendency for multiple soil types In a small 

area often makes It imperative that farmers recognize, the

t
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various local typ^s and their agricultural potential.

As will be discussed In the following section. East African 

fanners often make use of natural plant associations as 

Indicators of agricultural potential, but In Sukumaland, 

where the prevalent cultivation steppe has been In such 

constant agricultural use that the natural plant associa

tions do not have time to emerge, farmers depend on soil 

types as Indicators. ^Icolm reports that In the Sukuma 

village of Kyushlmbu, a self constituted agricultural com

mittee prepared a guide of the best soil types. In order 

of preference, for each of the twelve locally cultivated 

crops. Their guide distinguished eleven different soil 

types (1953; 190).

.^.This diversity of soils within a small area, whether 

randomly mlKed on the contous,or in an orderly catena along 

a slope, is reflective of the extent of microecologlcal 

differences in ^st Africa, a situation which probably ya 

accounts for the fact that sfaistemes designed for large areas 

commonly fall, fdille those that are designed for small 

areas have,a far better record of success (Miracle, 1967).

r

^ .

Biota'

While It Is true, as Indicated In the above discus

sion of soil variety, that specific soils will only support
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specific plant life, soil is not the only determinant of 

agricultiiral potential. It is the integration of soil 

with the various cUjnatic factors which detemines, for
■t. . . '

any locality, its natural vegetation. Hiis natural vege

tation, therefore, can be taken (as indeed it is by Afri-

■ can cultivators) as an indicator of the cultivates which

The Wagogo of Central Tanzania,the land will support, 

for example, ghew by natural plant associations ^ere

groundnuts would grow; they planted the nuts only in the

scattered spots where the appropriate Indicator plants had 

In the ill-fated Groundnut Scheme the nutsbeen growing.

were planted by machine throughout the scheme area; despite 

the enormous expenditure of money and modem equipment,

^ear harvest exactly equalled that 

which the Gogo customarily had realised ^th their soil 

scratching tec^iques on their few scattered plots (Cul- 

>ick, 1963; 33).

the scheme's first

Uhere cultivated land had been lefttn recuperate 

through fallow, it will he invaded by a regular succession" 

i^of vegetation asseniblages until the natural climax is 

reached. This may take as long as thirty years in East 

Africa (Warren, 1967: 173). African cultivators are ac- 

qualnted with the various squences of natural plant associations .

:V
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in tKelr area. The reappearance of natural climas^ has been 

the traditional indicator that a block of land was fully 

recovered and ready for*" reopening. Similarly the usual 

sign that a field has been under cultivation long enough 

and should be .left to fallow is the encroachment of cer

tain weeds as well as diminishing crops (Hodder, 1968: 99). 

Inhere land has been in .s.ufflclent supply to allow for. this 

timing of cultivation hand fallow with the natural aucces- 

Sion of wild flora, his traditional system of land use has 

served the African cultivator well. However, where Increased 

population had Increased cash crop cultivation has increased 

demand for.land, fallow time has often been reduced dras

tically and this; Indeed, is the major cause of the current 

crisis of soil deterioration which, in tunah, ip one of the 

principal reasons for the great Indreased in the number of 

agricultural development, schemes since the end of World 

^.War II^

A good eKample of the specificity of natural plant 

associations as indicators is furnished by the lush growth 

of natural tropical forest in Africa, 

takenly been taken as an indicator of generally fertile

This has often mis-

^Aptually, because climatic conditions tend to vary, 
the "natural clim^" is vinlikely to repeat itself exactly.

. ea
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soil, and Europeans have often been surprised that,'when 

the forest was cut, the land did not prove particularly 

rich for agriculture^ 

of luxuriant vegetation on poor

forest lives in equilibrium with itself and takes very

the answer to thesseeming paradox 

sotl-is-thatthe-tropidil

little nourishment fifom the "soilo The hunus formed by

fallen leaves and branches of trees is used immediately

Once the trees arefor nourishment by the same trees, 

cut, however, the condition of the soil is..quite different. 

Deep below a protective roof of trees, the soil had been

shaded from the drying effect, ofddirect sunlight; it had 

remained cool enough to slow down bacterial action; it
Ik ^ ^ ■ *

had received rain whose force wasddissipated on the canopy

With itsabove; it had been anchored against the wind, 

trees removed, the forest floor is^ exposed to more direct

effects of the elements and ground temperatures are

considerably higher. .

Because of its general aridity it is unlikely that
-f- .

much of East Africa, at least since neolithic times, had 

been covered with dense forests, but it is in theever

few formerly forested areas—the slopes of Mt. Eillmanjaro, 

Embu, Meru, and Kenya,' for exanqile^ and the hilly area of 

Bugandsi, ^th its eSctra Congo derived moisture, that peoples

i ’
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have depended’on tree cDops (bananas) for food and ^ere tree 

crops (principally coffee, and now tea) have beensauccess- 

fully Introduced as cash crops. The bafaana-coffee combina- 

tion typical of these areas forms a happy ecological analogy 

to the tropical forest with its levels of canopy, the 

higher banana trees providing a canopy for the shade demand

ing coffee trees below.

It is because of the scarcity of natural forests 

that L.H. Brown recommends the use of grasses as indicator 

crops for selection of cultivates in Kenya (Brown, 1959: 9). 

Phillips prefers to use, not single species, but plant 

communities (or edaphlc communities where soil conditions 

prevent the development of plant communities to their usual 

climaxes), as indicators of what he calls "bioclimatic 

regions" of Africa. In this way, he finds that East 

Africa consists largely of variants of savanna bioclimatic 

regions idilch fairly well coincide with the rainfall re

gions in a continuiam from subhumld wooded savanna in the 

coastal and western regions to arid wooded savanna in 

northeastern Kenya. Forest regions are limited to two 

types: in the highlands there are either humid or subhumid 

montane forests; highly humid forests are found in Uganda 

in'the area between Lake. Victoria and Lake Albert (the
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Hie freshwater swamps of the West are ex=Buganda area).

aIl^)les of edaphlc communities. (Phillips, 1960s BpoMs 2 & 3).

Although extremely varied, most of East Africa 

is savanna, trtiich consists of. varying proportions of mixed 

stands' of grasses and fire resistant shrubs, and trees up 

to 50 feet tall (Ifye and Greenland, 196P; 17).

To the prevailing natural savanna scenety of East 

Africa must be added the Sukumaland Cultivation Steppe in 

the area south of Lake Victoria in Tanzania. Sukumaland 

presents a nearly completely treeless landscape, a phen- 

omenon known to have resulted from prolonged continuous 

cultivation by the local Sukuma people. This suggests the 

possibility that much of the East African savanna is the 

result of human cultivation. Indeed, Nye and Greenland 

find that the density df wooded growth varies greatly 

according to the Intensity of cultivation, the method of 

^'clearing, and the severity of the annual burn (1960: 71)'f 

Sukumaland is representative of only one' of the 

three East African savanna types°-Grass Savanna—In which 

trees and shrubs are very Isolated or absent. Hie t^p 

pthet types jLhclude : Tree Savanna, where the appearance is 

that of parkland; and’Savanna Woodlands, where trees are 

more numerous. ^

-X

■

‘ I
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Itie Grass Savannas are made up of three typas, depend 

Ing on the amount of rainfall. Mhere rainfall Is betweei 

20 and 35 Inches, short bunch grasses (1 foot tall at flower-

JLhg)-^predominate ;-where, rainfall,4.8 between 35 and_45- -

Inches, tall bunch grasses (3ffeet tall at flowering) pre

dominate; and where rainfall esceeds 45 inches, high grass 

predominates, principally elephant grass, x<?hlch may reach
P * • ••

1^ feet at flowering (Nye and Greenland, 1960: 18). The 

Short and Tall Bunch Grass Savannas are used for herding.

I^e High Grass Savanna provides fodder grass rather than 

pasture since it is too tall to permit the passage of cattle. 

It is more abundant than good pasture grass and it is used 

by tribes which are accustomed to stall-feed rather than . - 

herd cattle, l^e Chagga of Ifount Kilimanjaro, for example, 

keep their cattle for their entire lives within the family 

home; they are brought as calves into the home where they 

^ow till they , are too large for the doorway. The cattle^ are 

fed on various crop redldues and on veldt grass (Clayton, 

1964: 6) gathered laboriously by the women, and carried 

on their backs, often for several miles, from the steppe 

_ below.

>

■flie Wakara, pressed for space on their small Ukara 

Island in Lake Victoria, cultivate elephant grass as a.
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fodder crop in pits especially dug along the rim of the lake 

where the water provides natural irrigation (Rounce and 

Thornton, 1956).

—- - - As~indleated-in-the-foregoing,-natural~.vegetation

suggests to East African peoples various opportunities and

limitations for exploiting their home areas for the provi-

Other biotic elements Increase the opportuni-sion of food.

ties somewhat, and the limitations greatly, 

biotic elements present cha^enges which are common to uul-

Some of these

tivators everywhere; some are unique to East Africa, or 

eppecially exaggerated there.

The enormous population of game -animals touches the 

lives of African cultivators in many ways. Game can, of
J

course, be used as the principal source of food by hdnt- 

efs—a few representative remnants of^which still exist 

' in East Africa—and as supplementary food by cultivators.

- -  (fee agricultural resettlen^t project in Uganda (case 36)^

. made a -virtue of the necessity to clear game from the re

settlement area before the appearance of the first season's 

crop by using the hunted game as a food supply for the first 

settlers awaiting their first harvest.

The Bakiga successfully eliminated the game from 

the Kigezi resettlement area, but the people of Shinyanga in

- «
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Tanganyika were forced to abeindon another resettlement area

when, among other hardships, they were unable to drive off

A tropp of baboons can, and oftena tropp of baboons.

does, harvest a fanner’s entire year's grain crop much more

Other animals.quickly than can:the farmer and his family, 

notably elephants, have occasionally destroyed an entire

field of crops as well as the fence that surrounded it,

Anton Nelson, a recentmerely by moving through an area, 

missionary, among the Meru people on Mount Meru, reports that

elepheuits repeatedly tore up a wooden trough he had taught 

the tribesmen to build for the purpose of channeling spring 

water to their cultivated plots. The troughs impinged on = 

the elephants' bathing pool (1967: 166).

Statistics concerning the loss of stored grain to 

vermin (at least 20%, or 20,000 tons, is lost every year ip 

this way in the Southern Province of Tanganyika, for exam- 

pie) (Tang. Govt. 1964: 26) become more believable when 

it is remembered that vermin in East Africa include ele

phants and hlppopatomi as well as mice and rats.

Another interesting instance of the si^cial prob

lem presented to agriculture (and development in general) 

by the. special African fauna was experienced as still one

difficulty of the diff|j,culty-.ridden Groundnut Scheme— -

.

more
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the tendency of giraffes to become engangled in the tele

phone wiresI (Hance# 1958; 92).

fzamo present hazards to the livelihood of herders

tfeiny of the game animals are.as well as of cultivators.

like cattle, grazing animals and therefore compete with the

In recent years, populationcattle for pasture and water, 

of both cattle and game have increased as cattle and their

owners have been protected from disease and game have been 

protected from hunters. This has resulted in an increasing 

competition for lebensraum between herders and game which, 

in the case of some Tanganyikan ^fasai, was recently decided, 

in their favor by President Nyerere of Tanzania. Itespite 

protests of other national leaders that East Mrica had 

the responsibility of preserving for the world one of its 

great treasures, the president agreeyi to a Ifesai request 

to kill off some of the great herds of wild beasts in 

ff^the Ngorongoro Crater (New York Times, October 31, 1969:^38). 

In another instance of game-cattle competition, the 

game were the ^victors; a Samburu grazing scheme had to be 

closed when, during a prolonged drought, game entered the 

scheme area and destroyed the essential rotation schedule 

by grazing the resting pastured (case 27).

7 f Ihere^iis are built to augment natural water aup- 

pli^s for herders' cattle, they attract game animals as well.

■r-"
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ofte^ in-such great numbers that they severely trample the 

soil, thereby increasing erosion ^d, eventually, reducing 

the natural water supplies (Hdpcraft, 1966).

. . . . Predatory-gaine-more-.directly-attack_-d9mesticated- - - - -

^^mimals, particularly calves, small stock and chickens.

Newman reports that Sandawe chickens are prey primarily to

but to eight other wild animals as well (1970: 105).mongoose,

In Uganda, the Teso rejected a scheme for night paddock

ing their cattle on their resting fields which was designed

to Increase nourisluMnt of beasts and fields alike, until
a .

prSvision was made for protecting the cattle from lions 

(case 8).

A further hazard posed by the East African wild

life to East African agriculture is that they serve as a 

reservoir for the organisms that cause trypanosomiasis, 

or sleeping sickness (nag^a) in cattle, without themseived 

*^succuinbing tp the disease. The tsetse fly ingests the

causative agent from the wild animal and injects it into a
? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ^ ■

domestic one. The tsetee fly requires warmth gnd-shadg.

The first is present throughout the plateau; the brush pro- 

vides the second. The accepted method of coinbatlng sleep

ing sickness is to destroy brush and keep the cleared area 

free of bush regeneration by cultivation. There is no •

k

<
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possibility of k^ping a bush area free of the disease' by 

removing all the causative agents a single^ime, because 

the will always -introduee a new supply and tsetse

^- -flies-wiUr-always-invade bushi

Atten^>ts to eradicate sleeping sickness by killing 

game in an infested area have proved, disappointing, partly 

because the tsetse's favorite prey is the warthog, and 

the warthog can easily escape the hunter by hiding in 

holes. But even ^(%en warthogs have been eliminated the 

disease has persisted; snakes, lizards and birds have 

proved to he hosts, as well as game (Huxley, 1964: 211),

Ifony of the agricultural development schemes to be

discussed later Incorporate tsetse clearance as an objec-
. 'I
The usual; method employed is 'to clear bush, and to 

maintain and extend the cleared area by continuous cultl-

tive.

vation. The area that must be kept cleared in order to 

keep out fly is one which is, in every dimension, beyond 

the flight capaci^^y of the tsetse—a capacity calculated 

to be two miles (see case 39).

I&ny of the schemes have succeeded but many have

failedi usually because the land allotted to each farmer
. .J. . -

has been more than he is able to keep clear (see cases

In the nature of things in Bast Africa, however’.31, 37)
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other things besides inadequate cultivation have destroyed 

the delicate balance necessary to keep out tsetse. The

rinderpest epidemics introduced from Europe in the late

nineteenth-century^f&r-example^ killed millions-of-

cattle,, and through starvation, millions of the herders

The herding areaswho depended on them for subsistence, 

which had been kept clear by the grazing of cattle, and

|iy their herders' annual burning of dry grass became in

vaded by woody growth which, in turn, attracted tsetse.

fiflmo was there to supply the"disease agent, this time the

In Uganda, from 1900 to. 1906, approx-form idiich infects man. 

imately 10% of the Baganda died.

Eventually bush clearance and game*eradication

At the samelm-7ered the menace of sleeping sickness, 

time, the cleared land was subject to increased erosion

xdiich ledd to an increase of the standing water which is

Hiis led to antfiq habitat of the malarial mosquito. 

lncr®as@din-the. incidence of malaria (Warren, 1967; 17).

In' any case, despite constant and wide-scale attempts 

at tsetse eradication for more than half a century, the 

proportion of Tang^yika under fly remains at 2/3, that of 

Uganda, 1/4 and of Kenya, l/5<liailey, 1957: 879). 

as the fly is eradicated from one area, it reappears in •

As fast
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In fact, going back a little beyond the halfanother.

century, the area under fly seems to have Increased con~ 

Fosbrooke reported in 1951 that all of tondoaslderably.

District-,-Tanganyika, now largely under fly, had been en

tirely fly-free within living memory, so that "In the old

days, the cattle could range throughout vast areas of. wood- 

land, and so collect and concentrate the fertility.in 

the form of manure which the natives used on their plots 

before the advent of the European" (1951: 169). 

cattle are restricted to the hilltop where their manure is

Now the

wasted.

Deshler describes another Instance of an ecological 

chain caused by tsetse invasion moving cattle out. He re

ports that in the mid 1920's tsetse invaded western Dodod 

in northeastern Uganda. Ihe Dodos in^ the Infested area moved 

with their cattle to join their fellow tribesmen in eastern 

Dodos where they remained for thirty years until fly cleaj5- 

ance made it safe to return to their homeland. In th^t

thirty years 'eastern Dodos had become a wasteland from over- 

Western Dodos, on the other hand, in effect under

'Hie first cultivators

grazing.

fallow for thirty years, was renewed, 

to return obtained crop yields five times as great as did

a’'
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their relatives in the eastern region (Oeshler, 1960).^

A similar situation affected a ranehing scheme in 

Buganda ^ich was o.pened in 1956 after the area (one that ' 

had been ih'raded by tsetse in flie wake of the rinderpest 

epidemic) had been cleared of fly and had stayed fly free 

for two years. Foi^ryears later its eastern half was re- - 

Invaded by fly and the cattle had to be concentrated in 

the western regiiMi. Her an epidoric of East Coast Fever 

relieved the pressure on grazing.

The presence or absence of tsetse has prompted imny

of the frequent moves of herders, and in this way has in*

Commonly, cul-fluenced East African history.and culture, 

tivators have gradially cleared forest land in extending or 

shifting their fields. Eventually, where a cleared area has 

provided a continuous corridor through a forest from one 

grassland to another, herders have moved their cattle 

tlitough the corridor to reach the further pasture, 

torlcally, this has been the means by which many first 

contactsbbetween herders and cultivators took place in

(Ford ^1960), Hla-

East Africa. Often each group, to some extent, took on 

the subsistence technique of the other; each practlded the

^Ifany agriculturalists consider that the protection 
afforded the^soils by tsetse against overgrazing and/or ' 
overcultivation has more than outweighed its disadvantages.

V. .
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adopted technique as a separate, suppl-eiaentsiTr means of ob

it is largelyddue to this manner of culturaltaining food

borrowing that, although most East Africans in modern t^s

have been, to varying extents, both cultivators and 

herders, they have kept the two cultivating systems sep

arate, practicing cultivation and herding in parallel, rather 

than.mixed faring.

An additional effect of the prevalence of tsetse

has been to keep the horse from East Africa, as from all 

Sub-Saharan Africa, the horse being even more vulnerable 

to sleeping sickness than are cattle (Phillips, 1959: 36).

Cattle in East Africa are subject to many endemic

Indeed, serious cattlediseases besides trypanosomiasis, 

diseases occur in '^ast Africa more than in any other place

One'disease. East Coast Fever, 

possibly the most widespread in causing cattle deaths, is 

sc^ named because it occurs only in East Africa.

Coast Fever is carried by ticks which inhabit both brush 

and^grassland.. It and other tick-bome diseases can be 

wiped out by ttapping and killing the ticks. The method 

used is, essentially, to use the cattle themselves as tick 

traps, and then to walk the cattle periodically through 

chemical-dips which kill the insects. The success of this

in the world

East
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Today the tick-killing

For other diseases»

^thbd. is evidenced in case 25. 

chemicals are often applied in sprays, 

vaccines are effective^for example bovine pleuropneumonia

Hie first must be taken inand foot-and-moiith disease, 

three doses and is therefore difficult to use with nomads. 

Despite recent advices in fighting infectious cattle 

diseases, epidemics are still so frequent that East Afri

can cattle are banned from the international cattle markets

of Western Europe, which is a principal reason for the 

failure of cattle destocking schemes since local demand is 

often insufficient to ensure sales of the required offtake 

(F.A.O., 1967: 13). On the other hand,, improved veterinary 

services have lead to such an enoriwus increase in cattle 

numbers as to cause the overgrazing problems which the many 

grazing and cattle marketing schemes instituted in East 

Africa have been designed to counteract. .

As with cattle, game compete with sheep for grasing. 

As •i^h cattle, this incre the incidence^ of disease.

The game spread the tick which is the major cause of sheep 

death, and they are heavily infested with the same internal 

parasites that sheep are prone to (Lipscomb, 1950: 142).

As the animals of herders are plagued by diseases.

Most plant diseases are'so are the crops of cultivators.



species specific, and one reason that African cultivators 

prefer to plant several small scattered plots of each crop 

is tollimit the spread of a disease. Combining fields for 

mechanized cultivation spreads the unbroken area of a 

crop and, should it be present, of a crop disease as well. 

Since diseases may remain dormant in the soil from one 

cultivation season to the next, cultivators alsoppeefer 

to switch fields often. For the same reason they often 

burn any crop trash "in which a disease may survive. (Burn

ing the trash also heats the soil to a dggree that would

kill disease agents)) Trash burning, incidentallyj also

In the Uluguni Landadds some fertilizing ash to a field.

Usage Scheme, farmers were forbidden to burn maize (or 

any) trash. Instead they were forcedtho use all trash ^n

The trash>unds proved to bethe construction of bunds, 

breeding grounds for maize borers which seriously damaged

the next season's crop (case 24).

Drops in East Africa are subject to insect and

Eastbird predators as they are to disease and vermin. 

Africa is in the path of all tlwee types of locusts.

and of the Sudan dioch or quelea bird; swarms of any 

of these can harvest great numbers of fields of grain in

Traditionally, boys have acted'as scarecrows. Ngwa^day.
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that so numyboys attend school the quelea presents an even 

greater nuisance.

Fuggles-Couchman describes how rice growers in

Kllosa Oisttict, Tanganyika, handle the problem:

For some two months of the year it is a full time 
occupation fof any rice growing native to guard 
his crop. Against these marauding flocks, so thatj 
in a rice area, the air is filled with a constant 

; shouting and screaming as a flock approaches a series 
of shambas, to be scared to another area, there to 
give rise to further frenzied screams or whip crack
ing. (1936: 54)

It is largely because of its ability to store underground, 

and therefore tb escape bird depredation that manioc has 

been pressed on East Africans as a famine insurance crop 

(see case 15). >feinioc, however, is not imnnane to animal 

destruction. Newman reports that the Eandawe have.tried manioc,

but rejected it, since they found that it was rooted up
- . • »

by btish-plgs and porcupines (1970: 62).

Mscussibh of the biotic aspect of the ecology
• •• - . -

of agriculture and its development in East Africa must 

not omit the spread of human disease with agricultural 

development. The Increase of malaria with swamp drainage 

has been mentioned. Malaria also spreads with irrigation. 

Perhaps more ser&otts, bilharzia ^schistosomiasis) also goes 

along'^th irrigation. This is particularly true in irrigabed 

rice schemes, since entry of the schistosoma is through

•V-
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the moistened skin, and cultivators spending hours barefoot 

in the flooded paddy present the ideal targef:. 

is also a problem in fish ponds (Tanganyika Report on Devel

opment, 1955; 25).

Bilharzia

Famine

TSie preceding discussion of East African ecology 

has atteo«)ted to show the types of environmental opportun

ities and limitations faced by various East African peoples, 

as well as,some of the kinds of subsistence adaptations 

various tribes have made to specific environmental oppor

tunities and lljnitations. Whereas subsistence opportunity 

in varying degree must exist in order for an area to cariy 

a human population, it would seem that for East Africa as 

whole, limitations have been the more influential in shap

ing subsistence adaptations, 

ferent areas of East Africa may present to human populations 

different conglomerations of subsistence limitations, a 

common denominator can be fovind in the common functional 

result of the various limiting factors. This copnbn func

tional result which, in effect^ assumes the role of an envir

onmental factor is the ever present threat of famine, or, 

as it is more "coiimonly called "subsistence risk. "

a

Although it is true that dif-
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Tfiere imist be very few East African peoples who do

Two recent studiesnot share the menu>ry of severe famine.

of famine in central Tanzania present famine caldndars. 

Starting after World War I,(to eliminate famine from other 

than natural causes^-before that time local wars caused many 

famines) although the two calendars differ sometsfeat (each 

is recorded from the memories oi informants) , each makes

it clear that, over a forty year period, famines occurred

To illustrate this, asT*

at about three year intervals, 

well as the multiplicity of famine causes,

famine calendar those famines reported by.

I have abstracted

from Brooke's 

Gogo informants for that forty year period:

Severe drought; many deaths1925-26

1929-30 Poorly distributed rain; severe famine 

• Locusts; moderate faniihe '

1934-35 Main rains, failed; severe famine.

1932

«■

1937 ■ Drought, rinderpest; moderate famine

Drought-^ DioOh 

-In 1942 Government ordered construction and use of 

silos for grain a^torage, and the planting of sweet

but neither measure prpve^ adequate in

:rl942pn

potatoes

as a faraine crop, 

times of severe famine.

1
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1943-45 ftrpu^t continued,

1946-47 Droughtj more than 100,0000cattle died in

Dodoma District

1949-56 Long drought i^ich began in 1948.; harvest 

. 1/3 normalj in 1949 cattle were taken to 

the bush when their usual grazing area became 

a desert; some contracted sleeping sickness;

many died from rinderpest as well as from 

Cattle owners ^Id some animalsdrought.

for cash with which to buy food; where there
. s

were few cattle to be sold, famine relief 

was required earlier.

Loss of grain from dioch - 3066 acres on 

the Overseas Food Corporation Farm.^

1953-55

Then, in 1953-54, drought and army worms 

reduced the grain harvest by 75%. Livestock 

mortality Was 60%.'

1961-63 Drought^began in 1960-61. Hien, in 1961-

62, heavy rains destroyed the first plant- 

ing. Replanting failed (Brooke thinks this 

was due to leaching resulting from the

(Brooke, 1967)

6;

early heavy rains).

^Hiis is the Kbngwa farming settlement scheme of case
41.

- ..
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:The second calendar reports the same famines as 

reported to Tan Rm (1968> by the neighboring Senda^je. 

The Sendawe are a tribe which still practice different

degrees of hunting and gathering along with their newly ac-

In those areas where more■ .quired cultivation and herding.

hunting and less cultivation was practiced famine was least 

In the more highly cultivating area, the eKten- vsevere.

cut do^ on the available game and bush pro-sive cli^arings 

■ duce.

Although initial stimulus for the adoption of culti

vation by the Sandawe came from severe, famine in the late 

19th century—as well as from increasing population and

laws (Newman, 1970; 56)—it wouW seem that agri- 

cultTiaral development has increased their subsistence risk

.For famine sub-

game .

by increasing the severity of famines, 

sibtence the Sandawe primarily depend on hunting and gath-
J ■

erfhg (as well as fishing in the early dry season when

streams are no longer in flood, but have notthe wet season 

yet dried but). But in the long 1948-50 famine, they

sold children to Nyamwezi traders for grain, ahd xash,(New- 

man, 1964; 79). More recently (1961-62) they have been is

sued Americm corn for:famine relief. /

Another ease of famine following on the adoption of
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cultiyation is that ^ the Ik# neighb^ of ttie Dodos In 

N.E. Uganda. . Bie Ik had traditionally been hunters, 

pursuing game throughout Kidepu Park idiich straddled A® 

borders ofl Uganda# Kenya and Somaliland. Now settled 

to cultivation, and no longer permitted to'cross national 

■boundaries# the Ik have had to adapt to severe famine. 

Turnbull reports.^ that their anti-famine devices Include 

refusal to share scarce food (even with elderly parents 

or young children)# and instigation of raids between the 

Turkana and the Dodos, for whom they made spears ^d acted 

as spies; the cattle received in payment were used for 

food,(Turnbull#1966).

The case of the Ngindo, whose annjalreecourse to 

bush cropping during the preharvest "hxmger t^e" has 

^acquired a value as a welcome break in the monotony of 

regular cultivation and ordinary diet# has been cited ,ear- 

lief.

• :

A
In addition to the annual "hunger time#" the Ngindo 

have also experienced occasional more severe famines, known 

.. to them as times of "the hunger that kills.!'

famines were associated not with crop failure but with more 

unusual catastrophes# usually war; in pre-colonial times these 

took the" form of Ngoni raids; within recent memory, of the •

These severe
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three-maior .famines, two were associated with war witK Euro

peans—the Majimaji revolt against the Germans in 1905,

Ihe last occurred as a sequel to an Evacua-and World War I.

tlon Scteme.

For the months of the "hunger that kills" t^

Ngindo resort to bush fbods in addition to the honey and 

fruit that they look forward to eating in the annual hunger 

months. They rate the wild foods into a hierarchy of desir

ability, and start collecting the most preferred ones first. 

In a period of really severe famine they will eat termite
f

earth, using it to swell the honey which is always a deli

cacy and, since it^ves more sustaining power per mouthful 

than fruits, is so highly valued during famines that the “ 

Ngindo will fell a large tree to get at the honey. Other 

than honey, fruit, and finally the earth, the Ngindo subsist 

in long famines on a ^de -variety of plants, seeds, nuts,
. . tr- ^ -

grasses, roots and tubers (some of which are poisonous 

and require detoKlflcation, for which the Ngindo have 

developed techniques), leaves, sap; bark and wood (the

1
L

Ngindo make salt from the stems of a local tree), and ground 

Their use of meat'(resources is limited
■

and tree fungi

by the game laws, arid by thieir adherence to Moslem taboos.

but they do eat some small mammals and birds which they
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niey also eat Insects, and the excretacatch with snares.

of one Insect is considered a delicacy.

All Ngindo, due to familiarity with.the bush gained 

in the course of their regular bush craft of beekeeping, 

know how to find these famine foods (Crosse=Upcotte, 1958).

The case of manioc forced on Tanganyikans as a famine 

crop being used as a source of cash for purchasing food 

has also been cited.

Cash is also used toibtain famine food^by the S^Ewa 

of the Southern Highlands of Tanzania, but since onlf 25% 

of Safwa men have a regular source' of cash from wages, a 

form of institutionalized hospitality is adapted as a de

vice for sharings the cash of the few wage'^earhers through

out the community. Harwood reports that during his resi

dency in 1962 when crops were washed away by-extra heavy 

rains, causing severe famine, one or another of the village 

hoj^sewives would, about once a week, borrow enough money 

to purchase maize to make beer. All her neighbors were 

then invited to a beer party. The few men who worked in 

town for wages would order rounds of beer for the entire 

company and pay for them with cash. Thus the beer drink, 

brdliprily ah eccasloh pure hospitality, was commercial- 

ized, providing a device for sharing the means for faminer,.

*'
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survival—cash for food purchase (^rwood, 1964).

Among the Kikuyu of Kenya, hospitality also, though 

In a quite different manner, serves to share food In times 

of famine. Ihirlng famines, the Kikuyu "lend" their child

ren. !Rie sister of a ^oman living In a famine free area

tdll ask to borrom children from her sister In a famine

Hie borrowed children ^11 be sent home onstricken oiie.

visits from time to time, bearing gifts of food baskets 

(Klnyanjul, p.c.).

In the case of the Ik and the Nglndo, the authors 

provide a graphic description of the physical effects of 

severe famine on the people. Crosse-Upcotte discusses also 

the deterioration of culture among the Nglndo: work par

ties, social visits and ceremonies cease; what food there 

Is Is eaten In private; divorces Increase; farmers plant 

their next season's cropj early to protect the. seed from 

rc^bbers; lackl^ the energy to clear new land, they cul

tivate the fallow Instead. Ihe dead are burled In animal

burrows.
j

The strong Influence of the threat of famine on 

cultural evolution Is even more clearly suggested In 

a poignant letter received by the anthropologist, Roberf: 

Gray, from one of his Mbugwe Infon^ts, a part of which 

Is quoted here;
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In November and Iteeember 1961 there were good 
rains, and the people cultivated their shanbas as 
best they could, considering their weakness from 

In Deceniber many people planted a little . 
maize, but mostly short sorghum ^ich should only 
take four months to mature and bring relief from 
the famine, in January everyone planted the regular 
t;all sorghum, and also some more maize. fJhen the 
early sorghum was a foot high an alarming sign ap
peared—it began to turn red. %e tall sorghum 
planted in January was in the seedling stage and 
remained h^lthy. ’

In the month of February the rains stopped for 
two weeks, and the short sorghfim became Infested 
with insects called nsongo. These crops looked 
very bad. Every shamba was affected; the plants

If you looked at a shamba

hunger.

dried up and withered, 
from a little distance away it appeared to be just 
dry grass.. During .February the mood of the people 
changed from hope to despair.

After that it rained and rained until all the 
streams aud'valleys were flooded. The withered sorghum 
began to sprout new shoots from the roots. The weeds . 
gJLso grei-7 very rapidly, for now they were not re
strained by the tsual shade from the growing crops. - 
Again there was a faint spark of.hope, and the 
Mbugwe used all their strepgth to hoe the weeds.
But in !&rch the Insects came again and penetrated 
the secondary growth of sorghum.. Bie, people Sere a 
again seized with despair; but ah this second 
invasion of JLnsects was less destructive than the first 
the people continued to hoe weeds. During April 
there was plenty of rain, the pests disappeared, and^ 
the crops regained their health. The short sorghum 
began to put out leaves and ears. The people became 
hopeful that the danger of famine was over. Ihen,

- just as '^the shott sorghum was forming, kernels of 
grsin, a new kind of pest attacked.

There were actually three different kinds of 
pests that came in tuni. The first pest, which was 
the worst of all, is known as moifi. It is a small 

lack Inculour and sometimes dotted.
It gives off a strong smell when crushed. Biis bug 
dries up the grains and gives them the appearance
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of beeswax. The second pest, called unsene, destroyed 
the grains of sorghum, leaving empty husks. It would 
appear as if the grain had been-eaten by birds. At 
first the people were astonished to find the crops 
destroyed in this way. All day they stayed in their 
fields guarding their crops against birds. Then the 
next morning they came and found the grain eaten as 
if by birds. For e long time they did not .understand 
what was eating the grain. For these bugs were very 
clever; they did iJpt appear until after dark, and 
before morning they left the crops and hid among 
the weeds. Finally it dawned upon us that the grain 
was being destroyed by small bugs which could not 
be guarded against like birds. The third pest was 
a tiny thread-like worm which attacked the sorghum 
both day and night.

These three pests continued through. April and May 
to destroy the heads of sorghum as soon as they 
ripened. At the end of May all these pests went 
away and it was hoped that there would be some har
vest from the late sorghum.' But now the birds 
appeared in such extraordinary numbers that it was 

^ impossible to prevent them from eating the crops. 
Therefore, the people began to push their sorghum 
stalks to the ground at an earlier stage than usual, 
and as the grain, was still immature it did not 
ripen properly. ^1962 was truly a year of' disaster 
in l&ugcflel With the sorghum on the ground, the .. 
people drew a breath of relief, thinking that at 
least this small portion of the crop vias safe. Btit 
at this point the shambas were invaded by swarms of 
rats. These rats set up their camps right in the 

» .fields, and all night they ate sorghum, ^ey stored 
■ large quantities of the grain in their holes in the 
ground. .-

When the people realized what was happening they 
. began, to Harvest the grain as fast as possible x^ith- 

out x^aiting for official.permission from the msungati 
and fielci elders. However, it vias wasted effort, 
for the grain was still xret and immature. The har
vest was almost a total loss. Those who had planted 

^ early lost tteir^^rops to ^the bugs and worms, xrtiile 
those xjho escaped these pests through planting late 
were ruined by the birds arid rats. Every pefson in 
Mbugx^e was faced Xijith hunger. Uie people could think 
of nothing but how to avoid starvation.

^ 201, 202> \ ^
(Mbee, 1955;
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Culture .

"^e people could think of nothing but how to avoid
• , • 1- ■

starvation.'' In these words Mbee;^ has aptly sxammed up 

what seems to me to have been the major stimulus for cultur

al evolution In an area where subsistence Is at best

hazardous and where uncbi^ortable famine conditions are 

common and dlaaatrous famines frecent.

Subsistence Arrangements are, on the one hand, 

adaptations to the universal human need for nutrition, 

and, on the other, adaptations to the opportunities and 

limitations of a given ecology, Where the limitations
Im

pose a constant threat to adequate nutrition, subsistence

arrangements must, be defensive adaptations to the threat

of famine; they must be' adapted not to average climatic,
- A ; ■ ' ■

etc.^conditions but to the known—perhaps even the Ima

gined—minimal conditions. -

•' '

j,. Philip Porter, a geographer who has participated 

with anthropologists In a study of variation and adapta- 

blllty of culture'In East Africa concludes that the risks

to agriculture and herding In the area are so varied'and

so severe, that;

It Is .
that a meaningful link can be forged'between sub
sistence economies and envlron^ntal potetif^ls.

. Inaa geography of subsistence risks
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A cdinmimlty has Institutional and techni
cal means of 'coping ^th risk. It can tighten 
Its belt, develop surpluses, or raid neighbor
ing territory. Danger to the Individual can be 
decreased by sharing out risks, through dispersal 
of fields, timing of harvests, cattle deals,, and 
the like. We may assume that In the degree to 
which the situation Is tenuous, adjustment to 
risk Is the essential elpaent In the articula
tion of subsistence with environment. (1965:
412)

Anthropologists hoo have been struck by t^e strong

Influence of ecology .on s^slstence type In East Africa.

They have been wont to classify East African cultures by

subsistence type as well as by "race."

Herskovlts, -for example, while describing the region

culturally as the "East African Cattle Area," actually

divided East Africa Into two functional areas, based on ^

the possibility of raising cattle.

The existence or non-existence of^cattle is de
termined rigidly by the line of 60 Inch rainfall 
which allows the vegetation among which cattle 
cannot live, and which permits the deadly tsetse 
to flbuHsh. (1926 ; 52).

Inclusion or exclusion of cattle, then, according 

to Herskovlts, depends on the ecology, but valuation of 

cattle is characteristic, of peoples throughout the East 

African Culture Area. Schneider has summarized Herskovlts

••

• • -XV

• r

I

model of the Cattle. Cojpplex as incliiding; an affection
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for cattle; identification with cattle; dislike of killing 

cattle except for rituals; the use of cattle in birth, 

death and marriage ceremonies; the concept of cattle as the 

chief form of wealth; the concept of cattle as being the 

bad.s of prestige and power; the use of cattle for food 

for feasts and ceremonies; taboos against women handling, 

cattle; and thboos against the use of milk (Schneider, 1959;

278),

Following Herskovits, various anthropologists who

' studied tribes within the East African Cattle^ Complex have

sought in the cultural role of cattle in these tribes, the

basis for the extraordinary valuation of cattle in East

Africa. Examples include Evans-Prichard vdio. says that,

among the Nuer, cattle were valued primarily for their

ritual functions (1960); Colson vdio says that the most

important function of cattle anuing the Plateau Tonga was

the opeation of social bonds through cattle exchanges

(1955) and Gravel who says' that cattle are valued, not

as the means of, social transactions, but as the means of 
.... ■ , ' 

documenting those transactions (1969). Walter Goldschmidt

declares that: herders are universally more resistant to

change and less-Involved in the modern world than are

cultivators (1965; 406) sui opinion he based in part on
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findings by Kennedy in a study comparing the cultural per

sonality of herding and cultivating segments of four East 

African tribes (Kennedy, 1965), and which he subsequently 

defended (1967: ,223) against the contention of McLaughlin 

that, ab regards resistance to change, the opposite was, in 

(Mclaughlin, 1965).

That resistance or non-resistance to change may 

not be intrinsic to the condition of being herder or cul

tivator, but may be due to the culturial ecological situa- 

. tion in which these groups usually exist is evidenced by a 

ease study of directed change among the Aba-Ha of western. 

Tang^yika, in which Griffiths found that for this group, 

among, whom cultivators lived isolated in the bush out of 

contact with outsiders, whereas herders wandered in the 

open plains in contact with passing traders, herders were 

more involved in the nrodern wprld than were cultivators 

(Griffiths, 1936). The case of the Aba-Ha is, of course, 

a- direct reversal of the usual d.tuation for cultivators and 

herders, where the former are much more likely to be in 

contact ^th outsiders than are the remotely wandering 

herders.

fact, the case

■

"Whatever may. be the, comparative propensity to 

change of herders and cultivators in East Africa, there is
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considerable evidence that both ^ve undergone many 

changes, both throughout history, and In modern times. Indeed 

It Is contemporary change which Is the subject of the pre

sent study of agricultural development schemes.

. Murdock (1959) divides the East African peoples 

"races," but traces archeologlca..lly and InjEerentlal- 

ly, how different groups of these people have come to have 

similar subsistence types. In settling In certain environ

ments they have retained their own or borrowed techniques 

from earlier settlers, as best suited, these new environ

ments.

' ll

Briefly, I&irdock says that the current major 

populations of East Africa—the Bantu (of five regional 

groups) and the Nllotes, both negroids'—entered East 

Africa somewhat over a thousand years ago, the Bantu ar

riving frpm the tropical forests to the west (sometimes 

by way of. the south) slightly ahead of the Nllotes who 

came from the northwest. Both Immigrant groups met with 

small populations of Bushmanold people, hiuters living 

throughout the region, and with various CUshltlc groups llv-" 

Ing in septate arAasi

, Upper Paleolithic Southern Cushites of North 

. African derlyation Inhabited the northern Rift Valley.
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Neolithic Cushites were of two groups: 1) Meg'alithic 

Cushites of the highlands of Kenya and northern Tangan

yika, who had come ffoa southern Ethiopia perhaps 3000

arid 2) Western Cushites who had entered centralyears B,P

Uganda from southwestern Ethiopia at an undated but prob-

ably similar time. These Neolithic Cushites practiced 

intensive agriculture inclviding the keeping of cattle and 

small stock. Thef^egalithic Cushites practiced terracing, 

irrigation and fertilization on their highland farms.

The Bantu entered East Africa' as pure horticul- 

turalists; the Nilotes as herders who knew cultivation, 

but, having developed a milking complex, were able to live 

entirely off their animals while migrating.

In general, where the newcomers encountered 

Bushmanoid hunters, they eliminated them.^ Where they 

settled in areas inhabited,by Cushites, they merged with 

the ./earlier settlers through intermarriage, and adopted 

their subsistence techniques. These had been Invented 

in the Ethiqpian-rhomeland, but, by the time of the arrival 

of the negroids, they had been well adapted to their East 

African environments.

-■V ■ ■

A

To/iay only two Nilotic tribes, the Masai and

are pure hesdera. Most are primarily herders .

■ c.
the Sambu 9
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practice cultivation as an auxiliary medns of subsis- 

tence, although the Teso, the Arusha, and the members of 

the luo euld Nandi clusters are now more dependent on cult!-'

vation than on herding. t

All but the Luo Cluster of Nilotes have been

Cushltlzed ‘and practice various Cushitlc customs such as 

the drinking of blood drawn by piercing the neck vein of 

a living cow with a blocked arrow. Among the Cushitized 

Nilotes, women milk the cows. Among both Cushitized and 

non-Cushitized groups, women do most of the work of culti- 

vation, which emphasizes cereal grains, sorghums and mil

lets, primarily.

Nilotes referred to in this study include: the - -

Lango and Luo of the Luo Cluster who Ihhabit northern 

Uganda; the Jie, Karamojong, Teso and Turkana of the 

Karomojong Cluster who live in Northwestern Kenya and adja

cent Ugahda; the Klpslgi, Nandi, Barabalg and Pakot of 

the Nandi Cluster in the mountains of western Kenya; the 

Arusha, Masai and Samburu of the Masai Cluster who live 

East of _the ]^romojohg and Nandi Clusters in Kenya and in 

northern Tapfeayika; and the Hima who live among various 

Uganda Bantu whom they serve as professional herders.(Chap-

ter 43).
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Of the Bantu, some arriving via the south, went 

Ihey are referred to as North- 

Those who stayed in Tanzania and 

settled the immediate hinterland have retained their ori-

north along the coast.

east Coastal Bantu.

ginal culture and are principally cultivators. These are 

the members of. the Zlgula Cluster of whom only the Luguru

are mentioned in this study.*

Some Northeast Coastal Bantu migrated further 

north where they were subjugated by the' coastal Azanians 

(largefly Megallthlc Cushites). From these people they 

'learned herding, and when they later escaped to move south 

and live free in the immediate Kenya hinterland they re

tained herding as an important auxiliary to cultivation. 

Fishing is also important for a>me. In this study we are 

concerned with the Oigo and Giryama of this Nika Cluster.

On the immediate coast and the off-shore Islands,
, - - 1 T ■ *

detribalized, Arabized Bantu form the Sw^ili cluster of 

whom we are concerned only with the Rufi^. llie tribes of 

the Swahili Cluster, do considerable herding along wi^h 

cultivation.

■

All the Northeast Coastal Bantu grow millets and

sorghum. Some grow rice, some maize or manioc as staples

(chapt. 39).

Someoof the Bantu arriving in Eafet Africa did
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nottcontinue to the coast but went north into the eastern 

highlands where they remain aa the Kenya Highland Bantu, 

lliose who settled on the higher slopes of Elsotintains found 

Megalithic Cushites practicing irrigation and cattle 

keeping which they adopted and practice still. Many also 

adopted fertilization with animal manure which enables them 

to cultivate their fields permanently. Crops are mainly 

cereals—millets, sorghu^ or maize being the staples.

Cattle are kept for manure and for dietary supplement-

providing milk, buttery and blood. Men clear land, take
' ■ ' V

care of irrigation and animals. Women usually do the cul

tivating, and often the milking. Among the Chaga, however, 

men cultivate and care for the irrigation system, while 

women stall feed the cattle. The Kenya Highland Bantu 

referred to in this study are the Chaga, Kamba, Kilqiyu, 

and Teita (Chapt. 44). ’

»Still others of the inmigrating Bantu settled in 

the region of East Africa's great lakes. Here they were 

joined, about a thousand years ago, by Nilotic groups 

of the Luo Cluster from whom they learned the herding and 

milking of cattle. For most of the Bantu peoples in this 

area, cattle approach cultivation in economic importance.

Most depend on sorghums and millets as staples, but in Uganda, •

%

/
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these are displaced by bananas.

In the test of the area, particularly in Uganda,

Fishing is often a major

occupation..

despotic states prevail which, according to.^Ifiirdock,

the Bantu immigrants have copied from earlier western Cushi-

tic inhabitants. Bieir own states once developed, the
<>

Bantu used their power to subdue their Cushitic neighbors. 

This Cushitic contacj: did not include the adoption of
JJ

In ‘fact, tftirdock specifically denies the assump

tion of earlier writers that the Intralucustrine Bantu 

derived their cattle complex from the Cushites of Ethiopia 

and the Horn. Intralacustrine Bantu dealt with here in-

the Ha_and Nkole of the Ruanda Cluster who live on 

the Western border of Tanganyika; the Ganda and Nyoro of 

Southern Uganda, of the Uggnda Cluster; and the Gusii,

Kara and Sonjo of the East Nyanza dustier ^chapt. 45).

Another Bantu migration settled interior Tangan

yika. ^ Here, the newcomers encountered only Bushmanoid 

hunters and gatherers. One of these, the Sandawe, is 

discussed earlier In this study. The Sandawe have recently 

adopted agriculture and their subsistence' type is much 

like that of the surrounding Ban^tu, though they continue some 

hunting and collecting. . Cereals provide the staples— 

millets, sorghtim and maize. Except where there is tsetse.

herding.

elude:

‘ /J
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In generalcattle are kept; all tribes keep small stock. 

inpp care for the animals and women for the ciiltiyation.

Many of the Tanganyika B^tu tribes are organized into

The Nyakysa are unique in having a village set

tlement pattern and land tenure system based on age graJ^”^ 

mem^rship. Tanganyika Bantu discussed in this stddy 

include; the Gogo, Mbugwe, and Turu of the Rift Cluster 

who inhabit the area in northeast Tanganyika adjacent to 

the Masai, from whom they have picked up many traits, in-.

' eluding the drinking of blood drawn from the necks of 

their cattle; the ^amwezi and Sukuma of the Nyemwezi 

Cluster of the northwest;.the Safwa of the Rukwa CCluster 

of the southwest; the Bena Hehe and Kaguru of the Rufiji 

Cluster of eastern Tanganyika; and the Nyakyusa of the 

Nyasa Cluster, of the extreme south around ^the northern 

end of Lake Myasa (chapt. 46).

A final Bantu tribe considered in this study, 

the Ngindo of the Yao^ cluster who live mainly in Mozam

bique, but extend into the southernmost section of eastern

states.

Tanganyika, belong to another one of Murdock's major Bantu

■They are swidden cultivatorsgroupings, the Central Bantu, 

growing manioc, maize, millets and sorghvims as stables

(p. 295).
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An isolated tribe of "remnant" Southern Cushites, 

the Iraq® of northern Tanzania, is the subject of one of 

the case studies (case 28), These remhant Southern 

qushites practice cereal cultivation and animal husbandry 

about equally and make use of manure in their agriculture

(195).

One Central Sudanic tribe, the I^gbara of the Madi 

cluster (p. 226) is mentioned inv.this study. They live 

in extreme northwestern Uganda. Others of the 

tribe live in adjacent areas of the Sudan and the Congo.

A last tribe involved in one of the development 

schemes to be discussed in the next chapter (case 29), the 

Dorobo, is classified by Murdock mjth the East African 

Hunters. Ihey live in the mountainpus sections of Masai 

and Nandi country in Kenya (p. 59^).

- The Ottenbergs discuss" culture types of all of 

Africa a^ directly related to climate, and climate as 

related to distance from the equator. For East Africa, 

the JSquatorlal Zone is highland, with a moderate rainfall 

where, except for occasional pockets Of forest, the pre- 

vailing grassland is used for the cultivation of grain 

crops and the herding of cattle.

North and South of the Equatorial Zone are the

'

K .
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In East Africa, very little of the northern

Sudanic Zone occurs, and where it does (Northe_ast Uganda,

and Kenya) it goes quickly into desert, but a good part

of the area is in the osouthern one. For all of Africa

the Siidanic Zones are grasslands where cattle herding

and cultivation of grain crops are the subsistence types.

In some cases^ the choice of productive activity 
has clearly been,determined by geography, while 
in other cases it has been made in terms of the 
past interests and experience of a,particular 
group (1960; 10).

■*«

As "geography** becomes more IdLmiting it is more 

' deterministic of **prodUctive** activity. If choice of pro

ductive activity **has been made in terms of the past 

interests and experience of a particular group'* geography 

must have been sufficiently peimiissive as to have allowed 

the choice. In East Africa "geography" permits few- 

choices. One group which, according to Sanders (1968; 150), 

a relatively benign "geography" has permitted to make its 

.. chtiice of pure pastoralism in terms, of its past interests 

are the pastoral Ifesai^ who inhhbit the central part of the 

East Rift Valley of Kenya and Tanzania. Here, according 

to Jacobs, wet season rainfall, which averages 30" and ^diich

Sudanic Zonesi

lother Masai speaking people, like the Arusha, 
practice spme agriculture 5md are called agricultural, or 
seini-pastoral Ifasai.
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carries to the Rift 'Valley floor nutrients leached from

the bordering escarpments (1961; 11) is sufficient to

Consequently, ffunlllessupport good grazB^ year round, 

are able to stay together in their transhumant moves 

from wet to dry season camps, and all can beffed from 

the products of their herds. Water and graze, hqwever,
A

both much scarcer in the dry than in thfe wet season, 

that milk production is reduced and 10 to 15 cows (up 

to 20 in drought) aSe required to feed one adult rather

than the twp to three that suffice in, the wet season. Since

- -
allowance must be made for animals lost to predators> 

disease eind drought^ as well as some to trade for spears, 

etc., the near pure pastoral diet of the Masai requires 

large numbers of animals. On an average, thirteen head 

of cattle plus an equal number of sheep and goats per

individual are owned by the simple or compound family which

^ 2 makes up an economic unit.

are

"so

( '

■ -tf

lln the 1961 drought one third of the cattle^ ap
proximately 400^000 head, of Kenya l&isai dietfl

^This is far less than some individuals in agri

cultural tribes may own. l&lcolm reports that in southern 
Sukumaland some Sukuma^who are full time herders own herds 
of up to a thousand (1953: 7 ®f),
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How one group of pastoral t&isai makes use of the 

opportunities of the environment is described by Page- 

Jones in a study of their grazing, system. In the dry 

season, grazing is organized around a central water source 

by means of a series of cattle bomas placed in a circle
•f

of five mile radius. Herding alternates daily between 

the route to and from the water hole and within the wider

arc from the boma to a distance five miles further out
<«!•>

from water. In other words, cattle are herded ten miles

daily and are watered only once in two days; on the days 

on icdiich no time is taken for watering, they graze a

When the area served by each boma is grazedlarger area.

out the cattle are moved to the next boma around the ring.

This pattern allows for thorough”grazing of all the land 

’within a ten mile radius of a water source. With the 

breaking of the Jirst rains, the Masai leave the area of 

permanent .water sources to allow maximum time foe reseed

ing and resting while the cattle graze'the wet season
' , . . . .  .... .

'areas in which the temporary flooding provides water source,s.

Page-Jones offers the opinion that "these people have ... 

achieved a' balance with nature in which they put their 

land to-as good use as present conditions allow" (1948: 52). 

How precarious this balance is is pointed up by his finding
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that some of the water holes are effectively kept from normal 

use by the presente of the tsetse fly so that "In a drought 

season, cattle must be driven into fly bush to take the 

choice between possible death from tsetse and certain death 

from starvation." (p. 53).

Jacobs claims that extreme drought causes tsetse

■ to recede and that the areas they had protected fromgazing

Altogether, Jaaobsthen become valuable reserve pasture, 

presents a much greener picture of Masai pastoral conditions 

than does Page-Jones, or, more recently, Gulliver. In at

tempting to analyze why the Masai, more than other Bast 

African peoples, have resisted change, Gulliver, concludes:

Ihe crucial factor seems to lie in the 
fact that the Masai of Tanzania,, like ifldny 
other East African pastoralists, live in 
fairly or very poor cduntry. Although rain-'* 
fall (the vital consideration in such country) 
is on the whole rather higher in mos't of Masai- 
land than in the pastoral regions of, say, 
northern Kenya, the reliability is very low. ^ 

^Rainfall is adequate over the whole country 
no more than once in six or seven years.
Pastures are fair, but agriculture is scarcely 
possible except in scattered areas of floured 
land. The pastures are interspersed wira 
tile stretches and tsetse-ridden thicket, whilst 
water supplies are scattered. TSie tosai have been 
able to make a fairly successful pagtorkl live
lihood, though always under the threat of devas-

- - - tatlhg-drought about once a generation or less
(1969: 238).

Whether or not .agriculture might hevpossible on the Masai

infer-
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Plains, it is clear that the Masai have opted to stick with 

herding as their sole subsistence type; on the slopes of 

the Rift Valley escarpment to the west, and of the various 

mountains which serve as an eastern scarp, the Masai 

encounter many cultivating people whose subsistence they 

could emulate should they do desire.^

/ ,

For example, the 

Arusha, a tribe of agricultural Masai formed fmm mixed

« groups of Masai speaking peoples who, about 1830, while 

refugees from Masai wars,, joined in settling.the south

western slopes of Mt. Meru in Kenya, where they remain as 

prosperous and expanding cultivators, are we}.! known to the

Masai, among whom they have kin and with whomethey share

It might be added, "and to

\

age grades (Gulliver, 1969). 

whom they feel.superior," for the Masai are reported to

have only contempt for cultivation and vegetable foods 

and to feel superior not only to those who partake of 

these btft to all people who are not Masai. This tribal

^In fact, Masai frequently take wives fg'om culti
vating groups such as Chagga and Kikuyu, and these women 
are experienced cultivators. Among at least one former 
purely pastoral group, the Barabalg, importing of foreign 
wives from a cultivating people (Iraqw) has been.the means 
of their adoption of an auxiliary cultivation (Klima, 1969: 
20).
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pride was undoubtedly part of the reason for the success 

of the Purko-Masai Sheep Ranch (case 21). Many an 

African group, shown the success of neighboring European farm

ers as an incentive to participating.in development schemes, 

has failed to identify with that success. Rather their

feeling is that "that is something white men can do, not 

something I can do" (Silverman, p.c,). 

recruits to the sheep ranch, on the other hand, were "confi

dent that they could emulate the success of the. European

." (Aldev, 1962: 82).

The young Masai

. sheep farmers, . .

The history of the sheep ranch also Illustrates

the Masai scorn for cultivation. Anxious to prosper, the 

ranchers nevertheless refused to practice the small amount 

of cultivation recommended to protect the ranch area from 

erosion. They agreed, instead, to accept neighboring 

European farmers as share croppers on their land.

Whether it is the inhospitality of their environ- 

^ ment to agriculture as Gulliver claims, or its generosity 

to herding as Jacobs and Sanders claim that prompts the

pastoral Masai to subsist by herding alone, it is true that

According to Sanders, other.- they are fairly unique in this, 

than in Masailand:
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. . . the ecology of those parts of Uganda and 
Kenya which are home to the pastorallst tribes, 
makes it impossible to survive by pastoralism 
alone. That means that as much agriculture 
needs to be practiced as possible, given climate 
and soil conditions. During the dry season the 
cattle are gaunt and hot very productive, there
fore milk is scarce and people hesitate to bleed 
theccows too often considering the poor physical 
condition of the animals. In order to suirvive 
some other source of'food is necessary. To this 
eiid most tribes cultivate gardens which supply 
them with grain and vegetables. These provide 
the necessary subsistence until wet season 
brings green pastures and plentiful water for 
the herds and, in turn, an adequate supply of 
milk. The soil is not fertile enough, given the 
horticultural techniques familiar in the area, 
to feed the tribe throughout the year.. Thus 
arises the need for a mixed'economy (1968: 3).

In general, Sanders is correct in asserting that 

most of_the- pastoral-areas-of_East Africa are not good 

enough for either cattle or food crops for people to sur

vive on either alone; most non-Masai herders do depend on 

food sources other than cattle and small stock, although 

not necessarily on agriculture. Ihe Samburu, for example, 

^ ex-nomads' who live in Kenya's extremely arid north, which 

allows no cultivation, are often classified wlt^the 

pastoral Masai as being purely pastoral;^ actually they 

supplement their pastoral diet with gathered roots and 

bark and with grain bought with the proceeds of cattle 

sales (Spencer, 1965; 2).

That nomadism may be the best adjustment to 

iMurdock so classifies them. -

V .

3
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current Samburu ecology is suggested by the failure of a

The ranch, which atSamburu ranching scheme (case 27). 

first seemed completely successful iii maintaining soil 

fertility and abundant graze through use of rotated 

grazing blocks and provision of artificial pernianent water 

, sources, wes abandoned after game animals^^ drawn to the 

ranch by their need for graze and water during the severe 

drought of 1961, upset the rotation schedule, and grazed 

out the ranch. , .

-

The Turkana, living in the Rift Valley in the

northwest of Kenya where the annual rainfall averages only
...

14 inches, persist in the cultivation they had practiced

in their former home on the higher plains of northeastern
*

Uganda with only infrequent slight success. Their sub

sistence comes almost entirely from their animals, but 

in order to more fully exploit their environment they 

divide 'their herds between browsing and grazing stock.

^ Aside from the sheep ^d goats (which are both browsers

^ / .
and grazers), they keep camels (browsers) as well as cattle

(grazersX. The cattle spend a good part of each year— 

the nine month dry season, and longer if the rainy season 

is not sufficient to provide*enough graze on the plains fot 

them as well .as for. the small stock—in the mountains, in thp

'X\,.
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care of boys add young men. Since browse is ubiquitous 

and since the Turkana prefer the plains, camels are kept on 

the plaints. Comparing subsistence practices of the 

Turkana with those of the aie, with whom they were once 

one tribe, provides an opportunity fpf a synchronic study 

of change in subsistence with change of ecology. The Jie 

have remained on the plains of northeastern Uganda above 

the Rift Valley which had been their common home with the
i. -

Turkana before the latter descended to the more arid Rift

Valley'floor. On the higher plains (4,000 feet) with an 

average- annual rainfall of 25 inches,, the Jie continue to 

subsist on the millet cultivated by the women equally 

with the products of the herds of the men (Gulliver,

1955: chapt. 2).

)/
"/

Hie Karamojong in northeast Uganda exploit 

multiple environments with a mixture of subsistence types 

to provide^continuous hnd secure supplies of food. Being 

'^almost on the eqUhtor, their area has occasional dry season 

rains. Ihe central part tils Several rivers and therefore 

several stretches of rich alluvial soil. Here they make 

their permanent,settlements and their garden plots in 

which the women cultivate their sorghum. In the rainy 

season cattle are herded here and the sheeps and goats remain

/I
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Hie eastern and western borders of the area areall,year.

highland and usually, have at least_some permanent water

sources. A third ecological zone is provided by western 

plains. Here too, there is always some water, since clay 

pans hold water for three weeks after a dry season rain.

Each zone clearly presents opportunities for sub

sistence. Each presents limitations as well. In the 

central zone there is peimianent water, but no graze at all 

during the dry season; the clay soils of the western plains 

are so sticky as to be dangerous for cattle and herders.

and the tall grass of this zone shelters dangerous pre-

In the eastern highlands East Coast Feverdatory animals, 

is enzootic; on the north live the Pokot who raid the

Karamojong to-increase their_own herds and kill the herdars 

It is because their cattle are so
K-

in the process.

‘vulnerable that the Karomojong, in addition to keeping

their herds as lairge as possible, till the soil and, when

they are available, gath^wild foods.

Dyson-Hudson(1969) polhts out, herds are movable as

as plots are not, and therefor^ they can survive a drought

that occasionally kills the year's crops.

The main effort of Karamojong husbandry is 
directed not so much_to manipulation of the en
vironment or of the afdinhls within the herds as 
to manipulation of the herd within the environ- 

' ment (p. 88). ' ^

On the other hand, .

as>'
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T^e Pokot, as“mentioned earlier, also exploit 

multiple environments to achieve a balanced diet of 

animal and vegetable products, Hieir method is to divide 

the environment between herding and cultivating segments of

the tribe 4fho trade their different.products with each
■ •

other. Since one way of exchanging food is through affinal 

relations:

A wealthy' pastoralist i . , is said to have 
chosen wisely if two of his wives are from 
widely s^arated korok in the mountains—one 
wife from a region in which crops are har
vested early and the other from an area where 
they are harvested late, thereby assuring the 
exchange of pastoral produce—meat, milki. 
skins--for farm products (especially grain, 
tobacco and goui;ds) over more than one harvest 

. . period (Conant, 1965: 432).

A group of Bahlma herders were also able to obtain 

a mixed diet by means of their cattle. Biese herders 

arrived in Uh^a in Tanzania from Bunyoro in the north 

in the late seventeenth century, bringing with them their 

long-horned Ankole cattle. Settling among the indigen

ous Bahaya cultivators ^ the newcomers farmed out their‘ 

cattle to their neighbors. Biis resulted in a rewarding 

S3nnblosis between cultivators and herders in that droppings 

of manure so;increased the fertility of their soil that 

•the cultivators were able to devote more of their land to

-<5.
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the cultivation of ban5inas. B^ana trees are perennials 

which yield continuously’ in rich soil. The continuous sup

ply of staple food from a small area enabled the cultivators 

to shift from a shifting.to a sedentary nrode of life.

Bananas became the new staple of both groups, the 

cultivators supplying the cattle owners with, the surplus of 

their crop in return for the use of the stock (Korit- 

Schoner and Hartnell, 1942).

Another herding group, the Iteso, finding them- . 

selves in a well watered and fertile land in the course
■ t-

of migrating south from Karamoja in ndrthern Uganda, 

adopted a sedentary agricultural life. Concerned for the 

safety of their crops, they tended to keep their cattle 

far from their cultivated plots, usually in the care of 

a hired Hima herdsman, A porridge of finger millet 

flour became their principal food. In some ways their

tradition 1>f cattle keeping has helped their agricultural
»' -

development. The Iteso were the first cultivators in Uganda 

to adopt OK-^loughlng. ' They accepted with the plough a set 

of rigid rules specifying its use in cultivating a hill- 

.side. Today,.when asked about their method of ploughing, 

young men cladmi "It is an old Teso custom" (Parsons,

1960: 15).

■ • ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ', '"
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Some Iteso cattle keeping customs have worked against 

successful agricultural development. Parsons reports that 

a livestock Improvement scheme was abandoned as a failure 

after.many years because the "custom of persistent and per

petual drafting In and out of a‘ herd of brlde-prlce cattle 

. . made It Impossible to assess- the effect of any breed

ing bull" (1960; 22). Additionally, the custom of castrat

ing cattle late, after full development of neck and 

shoulder muscles desirbble for working oxen. Interferes 

with breeding programs;. Also, regular destocking for sale 

proved unfeasible because the ownership of cattle was by 

groups, so that no one person could make the decision to 

sell an animal.

• ■

, Elsewhere, another destocking scheme successfully

got around the problem of selling group owned cattle by 

having members agree that any holder could dispose of an 

animal providing that he would return to its ovmers any 

. money received for it (Jordan, 1957).

Some Iteso now have progressed,to true mixed 

farming by accepting a scheme to graze their cattle on 

their resting fields (case 8).

In the discussion of the Karamojong, reference

was made, as one hazard to herdliig, to the presence to. .

~their north of Pok frequently raid fera-

mojong herds in order to increase their own.

■

So do the
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herds. According to Dyson-Hudson, they consider this to 

be "a valid means of enhancing, their livelihood, not a

crime" (1969: 87).

The Saramojong attitude towards cattle raiding is 

typical of East African herders. Indeed, in the language
■X '

• of the Klpslglsthe same word is used for "going to work" 

and "going to war," the object in both casesbbelng to

Increase one's herd (Westermann, 1949: 23).

Thompson reports that the year during which she
* -y.*. ^ .

lived with the Dodpth,^ a long peace,between them and the 

Turkaiia (and the Turkana's allies, the Jie), was broken, 

leading to a series of 125 raids in eleven months. Accord- 

ing to police records 150 people were killed and 25,000 

cattle changed hands, with the Dodoth losing 6,500 more 

than they captured (1965: 115-125).

^e following recent report from Nairobi shows that 

cattle raiding is still a common practice, among East African 

pastoral tribes.

A gang of Suk tribesmen, armed with spears and 
bows and arrows, crossed the Uganda border into 
Kenya last Nove^er and raided a cattle corral 
of the. Turkana people.

After a bloody battle, the irustlers tobk 73

^Dodoth ‘and Dodos are alternative spellings
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.r...
cattle and drove them back across the border. ^ _
For almost every head stolen, a hvunan life was 
lost. The bodies of 59 Turkwa men, women and 

j, children were left at the scene." So were nine 
slain rustlers. (Los Angales Times,. May 4, 1970)

The report adds that in Kenya, where the annual 

value of livestock production is one hundred million dollars, 

the annual loss from stock theft is betwee,n 1-1/2 million 

to five million dollars. The problem is considered to be 

i so severe that theKKenya government which, immediately 

after independence, abolished the British practice of com

munal (i.e., tribal) ptinishment for stock theft as degrading, 

had recently been handed a parliamentary resolution asking 

for revival of the colonial practice,

' Walter Goldschmidt feels that cattle raids are.

such a severe threat to herding tribes that it is to coun

teract the danger of raids that the many social exchanges 

of cattle characteristic of these.people have evolved. '

He therefore links the economic exchange of cattle for 

herd building—his example‘Sebei,Kambuyu, waS seen to 

have more often in the course o.f a year exchanged a male 

animal , for a female (thirty six times) than vice-veraa (six 

times), and. the social exchange of cattle as two means of 

furthering the welfare and Increasing the strength of the 

corporate group of clan or lineage which is "the strongest

/>
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mutual .protective unit in an environment where raiding and

warfare are endemic" (1967: 9).

Although as evidenced several tiinffis above there

are more threats to herds in East Africa than intertribal ,

raids, Goldschmidt is right in pointing out the subsistence

insurance function of the. social exchange of cattle. Dyson-

Hudson says for the Karamojong:

■flie giving of livestock is the only way a man 
can extend his supporters beyond those rela
tives he was born with. He can mariT?^ a woman 
^with many relatives and give each some live- 

' stock at the marriage cereinony. He can also 
,contribute to the bridewealth of another man and 
thus acquire a formal friend' who will support 
him as a relative would (1969: 88).

Cattle giving and cattle lending among East African 

herders are proverbial . .^ile it has been customary 

for anthropologists to assign'first cause to social rea- 

sons (see for example Colson, 1955 and Gravel, 1969), 

a cross cultural study of cattl^ giving and lending indi- 

4, cates that the primary motivations for both are economic- 

protection against subsistence risk.. There are social 

rewards to the lender and social obligations to the bor

rower as therhoare everywhere, and certainly the man rich 

in cattle places his cattle, t^ere these rewards will be 

greatest; Primarily,.however, dispersing his herd is in

surance to the owner that all of it will not succuirib to -

&

■a
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a local epizootic, nor be lost-in a single animal or human 

■ raid. (During the year of raids in Bodoth discussed above, 

some men lost all of their herd, some lost none.[Ihompson, 

1968: 125]). It spreads the pressure on grazing and water 

supplies. It hides extravagant wealth, not only from 

jealous neighbors, but^ as Hamilton suggesj:s, from the tax 

collector as well (1969). For some herders, the primary 

i motive for lending is to obtain the services of the b.or-

-a -

rower in taking care of cattle when the owner lacks suffi-

Among the Iraqwcient help at home (Malcolm, 1953: 72). 

who kraal their animals in the family homestead so that

no man can keep more animals than he can take into his 

“■ house, primary motivation for cattle' lending is shelter, 

for excess animls. Among the Samburu, giving of cattle 

to "stock friends" makes one a "worthy man,"'a basis for prestige. 

It also' guarantee tiat ^n "the worthy man"

or help'with his herds, he can always expect these" (Spen

cer, 1965: 28).

ndedp food, or stock

The borrower of cattle clearly gets, along with 

obligation to the lender, defense against subsistence risk. 

He gets the use of milk, and whefethhey are used, of blood

Usually he is allowed to keep some of 

the calves produced' by the borrowed cows, as payment for

and manure as well.
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his care of them. In this way a herdless man can build a

herd of his own..

The Kongwa Ranching Scheme (case 41) provided for 

the building of herds of improved cattle by the members 

in just this way, with scheme management being the “lenders" 

On the other hand cattle-destocking schemes 

have failed because"animal holders ware often not animal

of cattle.

owners and could not sell their excess beasts. When this

problem arose on the Iraqw scheme (case 28), where cattle 

were even more likely to be on loan than among other 

tribes, since, as mentioned earlier,'Iraqw do not keep' 

at home more animals than can be loraalled in the house.

it was decided that loaned animals would be sold according

to destocking quotas, but proceeds of the sales would go

to the owners.

Another cattle exchange scustom, that of lobola. 

■or "bride*^price," while clearly serving the social func

tions of reinforc'ing the marriage tie by binding together 

the l^-n groups of husband and wife as well as providing 

some insurance against mistreatment by the husband bf his 

wife, or desertion of the husband by the wife, is commonly 

recognized by anthropologists to have an economic base. 

Bride price compensates the bride's’famiiy for loss of her

A

-t *•
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services .in cultivation as well as for the loss of her 

progeny and of their future services.
*£r,^

The common East African practice of slaughtering 

cattle for food only for ceremonial feasts (animals that 

have died^a natural death are eaten routinely) can be 

interpreted as part of the food sharing custom. Jnaan 

area of dispersed settlement, such as East Africa where 

means ol meat stoJ^age are lacking, a large animal would rarge- 

ly be wasted by spoilage if it were slaughtered for family

■' y 1
dining. Only on ceremonial occasions where large numbers 

of people are fed at one time can cattleeeconomically serve

During the rest of the time, cattle are much 

more efficient suppliers of food if only their replace-

as meat.

able products, milk and blood, are used for food, and the 

animals themselves are used as both producers of food and

The economic basis of themeans for its safe storage.

taboo ag/inst killing cattle for ordinary meals becomes 

clear when one examines studies of ceremonial occasions

for cattle slaughter for food.

^Dyson-Hudsbn says that the Karamoj'ong can di^^ and 
store meat for long periods. The reason a. man does not kill 
an„animalJforjordinary^dining is that relatives, neighbors 
and friends would beg for a shate and he would not be able 
to refuse them since reciprocal begging for meat is their 
method of Insurance. (1969: 80).
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Schneider lists several ceremonial occasions for

which the Pokot butcher cattle. One of these» fcerket, is

Kerket~ has aa feast held because one wants to eat meat, 

prescribed ritual (1959; 293). 

that the Karamojong usually hold their religious deremonies 

in times of poor rainfall or after a crop f^lure. He 

says:

Dyson-Hudson points out

this is a way to reduce the herds slightly and 
to distribute meat to the human population when 
other foods are in short supply (1969.:80*

An additional indication that not only are cattle eaten when 

the occasion demands, bu£ that the, occasion may be demanded 

when one wants to eat cattle, is that among the Dodos, who 

also customarily kill cattle only for ceremonial feasts, 

cattle, like humans, can be witches. A cow that is ac

cused ofr-being a witch is always killed, and a cow that 

is dead, is always eaten. (Thompson 1965; 176),

For the Pokot, Schneider found that, for whatever 

reason (birth, marriage, death, etc. or kerket) a man was 

considered to have done his duty to his neighbors, if he 

gave one feast per year. Since there were forty to fifty 

'fan^lies in'a neighborhood, distribution of beef by communal 

feasting occurred aboufeaonce a weeh .(Schneider, 1957; 292). 

If this is added to the beef that is eaten when cattle die
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a natural death, and to the sheep and goats that are eaten 

in toutine family consumption, it is seen that herders, 

though they may keep cattle mainly for their store of milk 

and blood, nevertheless have considerable meat in their 

diet."

In a later study of the Turn of north central

sell theirTanzania, Schneider found that these people 

cattle to butchers from' whom they also buy meat, making it 

clear that the function of the taboo against killingvery

cattle except for ceremonial feasting is to avoid wastage 

of food. The'Turn express this feeHng against food waste

in their attitude toward eating eggs. Why est an egg, they 

say, when it could grow to be a chicken (1964: 69).

It is quite possible that in pre-colonial times 

(and therefore pre-national boundary) times, freer than 

they^ have been since to exploit larger territories to graze 

their cattle, most East African herders were able to 

“Subsist quite well on their herds alone,particularly since, 

in those times, before the great rinderpest epidemics of 

the 1890's, much less land was closed to herding by the 

presence of tsetse.

Klima, writing of the Barabaig in 1969, reported

that;
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The independent goyerniMnt of Tanzania has de
cided the cultural fate of the Barabaig. It 
has banned the wearing of traditional clothing 
and is seeking to force the Barabaig to settle 
down in a permanent location, to give up cat
tle-herding, and to'practice garden cultiva
tion (p. 112).

But the Barabaig had been, on their own, cultivating 

more arid more under the influence, of Iraqw wives and brothers- 

in-law, and because they were beginning to find that migra

tion, the traditional solution to grazing, was no longer 

serviceable, since "there were few places left where they 

could bring their cattle without inciting some hostile 

opposition" (Klima, 1969: 20).

Actually, political (including trib,al) bovmdaries

and tsetse infestation are only part of the cause of the

, :herding inr^triction on movement that has made

Years_jnore and more hazardous as a way oj life 

in ,East Africa. Increase in human and animal population 

well as^greatly increased cultivation due to the 

^introduction of cash crops and alienation of land to

. receni

as

European estates cut down increasingly on grazing areas. 

'Hhen the government's scheme to fuily settle the Barabaig 

has .succeeded, as it finally must, it will nhave served the 

function, not of creating settled cultivation as a new way 

of life for a jEormerly nomadic people, but as a force for
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speeding up the progress of evolutionary processes already

well advanced.

The case of the Teso, already cited^ provides 

one example of how the Interplay of spontaneous and Induced 

' change resulted In the evolution of a purely pastoral 

system to one of true mixed farming.

. Another example Is that of the Klpslgls whose lack 

of tradltlbnal cultivators' land tenure has proved to be 

a factor In speeding up their modernization of their 

agriculture.so that they are.now one of the most agriculturally 

advanced of Kenya tribes. Klpslgls mythology tells how a 

group of women discovered some millet growing in a piece 

of elephant dung. Tasting it they found it sweet and 

• decided to cultivate it; thusbbeginning the trij)^'^" adop- 

tion of cultivation.. In 1907, a local District Commis

sioner, anxious that a supply of foodstuff be available 
^ ■ - ...

for the increasing' number of non-food producing personne.l 

settling in Kerlcho district to manage colonial affairs,
■fa'

pressured the .Kipsigis to grow maize which would provide a 

heayi^df yield of grain than their millet and sorghum. After 

World; War 1 the market for -Kipsigis maize began a steady 

increase with the flourishing of the local European tea"

<estates on which large numbers of Af^cans (Luo and Gusii,

>3
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primarily), were employed. In 1921 the first Kipsigis 

farmer had bought a plough and the first Kipsigis water 

mill for the grinding of maize flour had been acquired.

By 1930 there were 400 ploughs in the Kericho district.

Five years later the first lUpsigls had epcloaed 
some of the land he had originally expropriated^dm the 

common grazing area for maize cultivation 

paddock. Thus began a spontaneous movement of land enclo

sure that has snowballed in Kericho until "todaysthere 

is virtually not a square foot of unclaimed land" (Manners, 

1965: 232). The Aldev Board describes the Kericho area 

since 1952 as being one of neatly hedged farms with managed 

pastures resembling Dorset from the air" (1962.; ,183). The .

.. Kipsigis i lacking a long tradition against individual

permanent ownership of cultivated land, as wdl as the frag

mentation Of holdings characteristic of the traditionally

cultivating'^tribes , proceeded with land enclosure (and thus
v- ■ ■ ■

permanent tenure), considered as being aenecessary prelim

inary to improved farming in East Africa^with much greater 

speed, than did any of the long-time cultivating tribes.

A good example of the interrelationship of directed 

and spontaneous change in the transformation of East African 

herders to mixed farmers is that of the Nandi, close cousins

to make a

V,

Iparmers, it is felt, are loathe to invest much 
labor or money in land they may have to give up.
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to the Klpslgls. Aldev reports that- agricultural develop

ment schemes, among the Nandi prior to 1956 had concentrated 

on bush clearance, communal .stock reduction and rotational 

grazing. "It became clear, however, that the money used 

would be better spent on promoting and guiding private 

enclosure on the lines followed In Klpslgls'\ (1962: 159).

In Klpslgls, as mentioned above, enclosure a spontaneous 

reaction to an Increasingly valuable cash crop, maize, 

which In turn was developed by adoption of the plough. In 

other words, a Klpslgls Invention In land tenure provided

the British with a model to follow In directing change

among the Nandi.

Traditionally, herders had considered all the

, r> ' tribal land to be held In common for the communal grazing 

of members' stock. Indeed, It Is quite possible, that be

fore the Europeans entered the scene, there were no "tribal 

lands." iSiere Is now much evidence that tribal boundaries 

(and Indeed tribal Identities) were Imposed on African 

groups for purposes of administrative convenience by their 

colonial rulers.

It Is common knowledge that the definition 
of 'tribal' units; the formation of 'tribal' 
councils; the euse of 'tribal' names In cen
suses and on official forms—all helped (es
pecially In ±he British territories) to pro- 
mote a tribal consciousness whtfeh had not.
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r ■
previously existed. ‘ So. too, did the personal 
attachment of some European missionaries, admin
istrators. and anthropologists to 'their*

(Argyle, 1969i 51; italics mine)
’ ^

It is therefore even likely that in precolonial 

East Africa there was no concqpt whatsoever among herders 

of the land ownership of any sort, and that various herding 

groups grazed their animals wherever conditions attracted 

them, all sharing the land equally as the Masai are said to 

do today with the herds of various wild grazers.^ 

such a situation prevailed in Dodoth just prior to the 

year of raiding mentioned earlier. .The Turkana had moved 

into Dodoth to escape a severe drought at home, 

tribes shared grazing and intermarried—maintaining a long 

peace (Thompson, 1965: 115).

Imposition of tribal boundaries by the European.? 

colonial officials had the effect of stopping time as they 

found it.*^ If the Indigenous population did have, the concept 

of tribal, land and tribal boundaries, these could not have

The herders were not so qidch moving 

in as through a territory; they were likely to be in an

tribes.

Indeed

The two

had fixed areas over time.

1The Masai have been less gentle with humam neigh
bors. Indeed Masailaii^ boundaries-v?ere-drawa to protect-
other tribes fjcom Masai raids,. (Oldaker, 1957).
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area that represented a stage of migration. Cultivators, 

too, exploited an area by moving through it, though over 

a much longer span of time. Traditional East African 

, faming^ was shifting cultivation with old areas grad

ually abandoned as new areas were gradually opened, re

sulting in gradual movement of the group.

When the colonial powers drew (and therefore* fixed) 

tribal boundaries, group movement 'was considerably restricted. 

It must be rametabered that colonialism in East Africa

started when many groups were considerably shrunken as the 

result of the rinderpest and trypanosomiasis epidemics of
1

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Many

groups, recouping their numbers and their stock, found „ 

themselves fixed in an area much smaller than they had 

been used to exploit. This would seem, to be the basis 

for the misunderstandings of the British concerning the' 

status of^the White Highlands. The early British 

settlers,- obviously firm believers in an African type of 

land tenure—right by usufruct, claimed that they took no 

one's land. The land being at the time unused, they claimed

^There were, during the same period, severe epidem
ics of small pox. .
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it was theirs for the taking. The Kikuyu claimed they had 

only temporarily abandoned their mountains, and, according 

to their custom, had piahned to return.
1

In any case both land alienation and immutable 

boundaries had the effect of increasing pressure on the 

land, and in this way the effect of European occupation 

was' to inprease already existing pressures for spontaneous 

agricultural evolution, or development.

-mental permissibility it would seem that the major 

of agricultural development is land shortage; more intense 

cultivation must substitute for expansion of the cultivated 

There are several examples of East African groups 

which have developed (or, as Murdock claims, in some

Given environ-

cause

area.

cases, adopted from earlier Cushitic inhabitants), rather

extraordinary means of increasing cultivation from small 

amoiints of land. The Chagga, for-example, crowded on the 

slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro for fear of Masai on the plains

below, have been mentioned earlier for their stall feeding 

of cattle. Their land cultivation is as intense and as pro-

The farms of Chagga living on the middle slopesductive.

^Ihe British assert that they took only 2% of Kenya 
land. Since, however, only 10 % of the land is arable, 20% 
of.the arable land was alienated.

•s
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A homestead Isof the cultivated are§^re in two parts, 

situated on the kihamba. where the major crops,of sub

sistence and cash—rbananas and coffee—are grown, so that, 

these can get the farmer's major attention. Kihamba. are 

only one to four acres in size and are sufficiently pro

ductive to house and largely feed entire families and 

their stock, as well as supply some of the highest incomes 

in East Africa. Beans are grown closest to the grovind 

protected by the crop bearing trees. Of these, arabica 

coffee trees gfowiin the shade of the banana trees. Goats 

feed on the hedges that fence the kihamba. Cattle are 

sheltered in the house. Their manure is applied to all 

crops on the kihamba. Cattle are fed with leaves and stalks 

of the bananas as well as on grass and hay carried from 

the lower slopes on the hea(& of the women. Banana skins 

provide mulch for the coffee trees. It is' not only manure 

that keeps the kihamba so productive.

^ an intricate system of irrigation leading from the higher 

forest zone of the mountain. Water, derived from melt- 

ing snow from the mountain peak, is available year round.

Each family has also a shamba on the lower 

slopes where jit grows maize and eleusine^or subsistence

The Chagga maintain
V

and some cotton for cash.

. . . .  r'*. . *■■■
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The Chagga have different types of land tenure for

The shamba tenure is by usufruct,their two types of plots, 

while that of the kihamba is by permanent freehold tenure

,(Brewin, 1964).

Evai more intensive farming is practiced by the 

Kara of Ukara Island in ikke Victoria., ^e cause of high

pressure, on the land here, is, of, course, the island loca-

Each fam-tion, a home its people seem loath)? to leave, 

ily (average 4.5 persons) has only a little over 2 acres to 

The Kara agricultural calendar comprises acultivate.

three year cycle in which two separate crop rotations as

Three crops ofwell as-a manure rotation are practiced, 

millet.followed by a final one of sorghum are grown.

The first millet crop of the cycle is planted by the farmer, 

the second and third.are self-germinated. Interplanted

with the millet crops, crotalaria striata and bambara or 

ground nuts are planted in alternation. The former supplies 

a green manure which is dug in as a fertilizer in alterna

tion with cattle manure. The latter is prepared from cattle 

urine and dung which has been mixed with grass bedding and 

carefully rotted. Rainfall, roughly averaging 60 inches a 

year, is sufficient for these crops. In separate areas they 

grow rice with irrigation from brooks. Rice is grown first
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Ihe Kara grow elephantin seed beds and .|:hen transplanted, 

grass as a fodderccupp in pits dug below the water level

Cattle are also fed on crop rdfuse.

In addition to this stall

at the lake shore.

weeds, and the leaves of trees, 

feeding they are occasionally grazed on grassland on areas

of the island unsuitable for agriculture.

The Wakara practice erosion control of various 

sorts, including the building of stone-walled terraces 

near the lake shore.

Although the Wakaraawork very hard and have 

been enormously ingenious about getting as much from their 

little land area as possible, there is no doubt that their 

populationccould not be supported from the crops and

^e Wakara.'.supplement their diet by fish-cattle alone.

ing in the lake.

The Wakara own their plots and their trees out

right and^ sales of land and trees are common.

Another group of people practicing permanent 

cultivation on limited areas are the Haya'of Bukuba- Dis

trict in the northwestern corner of Tanganyika on the 

' shores of Lake, Victoria. Biese Haya live and cultivate
• * ‘ ' 'ri; •

(bananas and robusta coffee, primarily)^ on fertile "is

lands" scattered amid infertile grasslands (where they

““ “ ^Sources for; the material on the Wakara include;
‘ltduhce and.Thornton (1956), Lunan and Brewin (1956), and. 
Patterson (1956).

1
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graze their cattle). Whatever the geologic reason for 

this rareeland pattern it has resulted in Haya villages 

and cultivation plots being remarkably permanent. In

'1953, Reining remapped a Bukoha subthiefdom that had been 

All the villages in the earlier map were
4

mapped in 1911. 

still extant in 1953, as were all the named banana ggtrdens

in the single village which Reining studied in detail 

(Reining, 1965),

Cultivation in Bukoba is on the kibanja on which 

the homestead is located. It revolves around bitoke (banana)

which is the dietary stap-le, though- numerous other food

crops,, and robusta coffee are also grown.

The Haya see the maintenance of the kibanja to 
be accomplished through the return of all parts' 
(5f the plant—stem, leaves, root mass, peelings 
— to the immediate environs in which ,it grew 
(insofar as the human occupants eat the bitoke 
and also use the kibania &r latrine purposes, 
there is a further indirect contribution from ■ 
this source) (Reining, 1965: 225).

The few Haya cattle graze the less fertile grass

land. Their manure is used oh the kibanja. Certain

#■

grasses are .collected for mulching on the kibanja, another 

grass is used as household carpet; when soiled with house- 

hold waste it is used as additional mulching. All these 

(as are comparable practices of the Chagga and Kara already 

mentioned^ are devices for transferring nourishment from

.f
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the grassland to the more in^)ortant kibanja.

Reining only discusses land tenure of kibanja 

holdings. The kibanja must not be divided. Each Is trans

mitted directly from a m^ to one of his sons who remains 

at home with his father while his brothers must settle 

elsewhere.^ Kibanja are bo|xght, sold, and leased. As in 

the earlier cited areas of intensely cultivated land,

^on which permanent sedentary residence is based, tenure is

not by the usual African method of usufruct, butly out-

Ihis, together with evidence we have citedright ownership, 

previously, would seemindicate that where land supports

permanent use, land tenure evolves to ownership. Reining

points out a related possible regularity of social organi

zation where a restriction to locale exists. She refers 

to Marshall Sahlins' suggestion concerning the Tiv, that 

lineality is a product of long tern, repetitive use of 

restricted resources (Sahlins, 1961: 342). The Haya, she 

finds, share with thelTiv restricted resources, with the 

added factor that locale is restricted as well as overall 

-productivity (as it is not among the Tiv who consider

^Biis is the stem fpotily, an adaptation to the 
same need to preserve the family farm intact as it is among 
Irish peasants (Arensberg and Kimball, 1948: 109).
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their land, not as having a specific locale, but rather as 

being a guaranteed share of the land of their lineage 

(Bohannen, 1963, 225),

Reining compares the case of the Haya not only 

with that of the Tiv, but also with that of the Nuer. The 

herds of the Nuer represent restrictive resources. But 

the Nuer, like the Tiv, do not share the restriction of' 

locale characteristic of the Haya. Reining theorizes that 

vdien restriction of productive resources is combined with 

flexibility of locale (as for the Tiv and Nuer) segmentary 

lineages, as Sah^ins claims, are likely, but when "there 

is restriction to locale as well, a system of territorial 

groupings is likely to result" (1965: 236).

Looking at another tribe which, like the Haya, 

have both restricted producti-ve resources (land and wgfeer) 

and locale, the Sonjo or Tanganj^ika, it seems unlikely that 

Reining has made a valid generalization. The Sonjo form 

^ an isolated enclave deep in Masailand, so restricted as to 

locale; by the historic necessity of protection from Msisai

aggression that they ha^e lived nucleated and fortified in

The Sonjo are' the same six villages for two hundred years, 

able to practice intensive cultivation because they exploit

a riVer valley bottom and its flanking slopes where the

..AV.
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alluvial soil responds well to the irrigation brought to 

it from the river and from valley springs by an ingenious 

system of dams. Hie Sonjo live in villages, as do the 

. Haya, but each village is divided into patrilineal clan 

wards. Perhaps Reining needs to add one more factor to 

the conditions leading to territorial rather than lineage 

organization, and that is the inheritance system. The Haya, 

as mentioned above, restrict inheritance of a man's land 

{which combines residence and subsistence plot) to a single 

son, the other sons .departing from the area. This 

separation of brothers would, of course, work against the 

evolution of lineages. The Sonjo clans allocate residential 

plots in their wards to all clansmen. Cultivatiori~plots 

are individually owned, and inherited by all sons. It 

would seem that when the agnatic group is kept ^together 

as -corresidents in the restricted locale, formation of 

localized €ineages, and even of localized clans is not 

ruled out.

Another.case in point is that of the Turu who 

live in peinnanent- villages near the swmps which provide 

year round food., and water for the cattle which, in turn, 

provide the manure which enables the Turu to cultivate 

their fields pemanently. The units of Turu society are
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the localized lineages which act as corporations for the 

ownership of the livestock which are the vital capital
i *

goods supporting their subsistence system (Schneider,

1964: 73|.

Whatever the effects on social organization of re

striction of locale^ evidence is clear that such restriction 

is a force towards intensification of agriculture. There 

is also evidence, from East Africa as elsewhere, that 

whereas cultivators are able to respond to the challenge 

. of restriction of locale by intensifying agriculture, such 

response is looked, upon more as a necessary adaptation than 

a preferred one. Where restriction to locale has been 

lifted, people have often given up their clustered settle^ 

merit pattern and their intensive cultivation. The Gishu 

of Mt. Elgon in Uganda, for example, had been driven to 

the higher- slopes of the mountain by raids of numerous 

herding tribes. There they lived by increasingly inten

sive production of bahanas as their numbers increased. When 

the British administration' put a stop to the raiding the 

Gishu coloniized the lower slopes. With plenty of good 

land available, they abandoned their intensive cultivation 

practices for those of shifting agriculture (Allan, 1965: 

168). Similar instances of agricultural devolution follow— 

ing on the imposition of a Pax Britanica are reported for
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Other East Africans as well as for groups elsewhere. The 

Wambulu, held in highland Kalnam by t&sai and I&ngati raids, 

at the time of European contact were practicing several 

methods of preventing soil erosion. These included storm

trenches around the upper ends of fields, and pvimpkins 

planted to hold shifting soil at their lower ends; contour 

planting; ridging; and even terracing of the mountain 

slope. Since the Pax, free to spread out from their former 

clustered settlements, they have been gradually abandoning 

these practices (Sturdy, 1938). Elsewhere in Africa,

Robert Netting has reported a like phenomenon, among the 

Kofyar of northern Nigeria (Netting: 

course, Leach has described the classic case of agricultural 

devolution following on the Pax Brittanica among the Kachin

1966), And,, of

of Highland Burma (1965: 27). Hie reasons for^. reversion

to less intensive cultivation seeems to haVe been the same 

in all cases«-with-no limitation on land, the same amount 

of crop can be produced for considerably less effort. In 

fact, in the Kofyar case. Netting claims "Shifting culti

vation obviously gave the highest return per unit labor 

in a situation where land was not a scarce commodity" 

(1966; 35).

A

Thie Hehe of the Southern Highlands of Tanganyika,
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having responded in a different manner to raids and war

fare than did the aforementioned groups, underwent an op

posite subsistence change with European imposed peace—this, 

time from the Germans.The Hehe did not retreat up the 

nearby mountain. They remained on the plains below to 

become warriors themselves. Close settlement is effi

cient for calling up an am^r quickly and for the care of 

large herds which, in turn, are well adapted for serving 

a constantly moving army with food. The Hehe'^were warrior- 

herders. With the;ycoming of peace, the Hehe spread up 

the.mountain. These inhabiting the highlands now practice 

shifting cultivation of the chitemene type.(Winans, 1965).

Today, for most of East Africa, land is becoming 

an increasingly scarce commodity, and there is not always 

land to be allotted to young men. Young men often leave 

their tribal areas for wage work on other Africans' fainns, 

on European plantations, in the towns, and even in the cop- 

per mines of Zambia. Among the Lugbara of northwest Uganda, 

migration to southern Ugwda to work as farm laborers, or 

to grow cotton for themselves has become a fora of 

temporary tenancy which provides land away from home for 

the young men until such time as land becomes available for 

them at.home. This has become such a general pattern among
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■’ >
the Lugbara as to have become part of a new economic life 

cycle for the nien of the tribe (Middleton, 1966; 12).

In order to make the point that indigenous sub- 

sistdhce aEraggemehts in East Africa hwe eTrolrod largely 

as adaptatiohs to the local ecology and history, several 

examples of specialized subsistence systems have been cited. 

It is necessary also to describe some generalized charac

teristics of East African Agriculture. In the Ottenbergs' 

terms, most East African Agriculture would be characterized 

not as true shifting ^^cultivation but rather as "hush fallow

ing" which they describe as:

the practice of leaving a section of previously 
cultivated land fallow for a number of years 
in order to restore its fertility. This is ac
companied by true sedentary residence, with 
permanent settlement in one location" (1960; 24).

In East Africa today, pure subsistence cultivators 

are limited to a few tribes in southern Tanzania. Ecologi

cal conditions, particularly the widespread prevalence 

^ of tsetse, combined with underpopulation'resulting from 

the slave raids, wars against the Germans and severe ” 

fattnines of the last century, have isolated these tribes 

from development. Elsewhere all tribes are involved more 

or less in the cash and market economy, even if only to sell 

—surplus subsistence, crops^ and even if only enough to pay

dS
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The addition of cash crops, however, has not 

necessarily changed agricultural techniques, or tools, 

though it usually.has, to some extent, altered the tradi

tional division of labor between the sexes. In most East

their taxes.

African societies, crop cultivation has always been the

Today this remains true for the subsis-sphere of women, 

tence crops, but often cultivation of cash crops has been

taken over by the men (Johnston, 1965).

The agricultural year may consist of a single 

cycle or it may encompass two separate cycles, depending 

on whether there is a single or double rainy season. As 

the most generalized system, the double cropping one will 

be described.^ At the end of the long dry season, fields 

are prepared by the men who cut bush, gather the felled 

material into piles with the aid of the women,^and burn 

it in the field. (Some tribes in southernTanzaniaTadd to 

this branches pollarded from trees growing in an extensive 

area surrounding the field to be opened in a system known 

as chitemene (Makings, 1966: 201). After the first rain 

has softened the spil the ash. is turned in to the soil by 

the women as they h^^eak the soil (twice, according to Thompson)

^This description largely folloiws. that of Thompson,
W50,.
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with their short-handled iron hoes, preparatory to plant

ing. When the rains are established, staple grains are 

planted by the women. For maize or sorghum they open a . 

hole Mthhehe short-hand led, iron b laded hoe j drop in the

seeds and allow the earth to fall back to cover them. Finger

millet is broadcast on the prepared surface and hoed 

lightly into the earth. Where the rainy season is suf

ficiently long maize will be planted a second time to pro- 

vide a second harvest. iHatze may take as little as three 

months to mature, whereas millet and sorghum require six 

months.)

Beans are interplanted with the early sown grains.

and later, groundnuts.■ Weeding is done several times

during the growing season by the women and older men. Towards 

the end of the rainy season, fresh ground is broken for the 

planting of sweet potatoes. Then the grains are harvested, 

the best bging saved to provide the next season's seed.

'^the end of this second dry season, plots are prepared for 

'the short rain crops, usually beans, cowpeas, gram, sinl*^ . ~

These are weeded and then harvested by 

the women at the time the men are busy preparing fields 

for the next long rains.

Although Ihbmpson's account of a typical Kenyan

At

slm and maize.
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subsistence, cultivation system mentions only the single

agricultural tool of the short handled iron hoe, other ac

counts of agricultural practices among various tribes often 

mention a machete like knife(pangal used to cut bush and

grass, and a digging stick with a fire hardened point, used 

Schneider describes the planting tool of thefor planting.

Turn as a wodden paddle used to turn the sand under which

seeds are planted, and ^ken to turn the sand back over 

than (196®;26).

Other frequent cultivation practices indlude the

joint effprts of cooperative work-groups, of both men and 

women, for the larger and more laborious tasks of the cul

tivation cycle. Such groups are organized among kin or 

neighborhood groups, and, .although membership carries obli

gation to show up for scheduled services, workers are usual

ly compensated by an after-work beer drink provided by the

The special and occasionalman receiving the services.

•^functions of these groups-did not always allow for their

adaptation to demands of agricultural development. One 

scheme dependent on the extension of services of such groups, 

failed (case 4). Another succeeded (case 23).

A further usual division of 'labor is that where a 

man has more than one wife, each wife ha‘s her own fields
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to cultivate, the husband being responsible for land prepara

tion for the fields of all his wives. According to Tanner 

when a group moves into an area of bush requiring more of 

work in clearance, the number of wives per man de-a man's

dines. (Tanner, 1958).

As generalizations can be made for land use in 

traditional East African societies, so can they for land

Again, many instances of speciallland tenure ar

rangements have been mentioned, but these would seem to

tenure.

represent evalutionary steps above the basic traditional

of land tenure which is, for herders, ownership of alltype

land by the tribe with all herding land a commonage to be

freely used by any member} and for cultivators, ownership 

by the group (or in the case of the Uganda kingdoms, by the 

ruler) with tights of usufruct protected for members, 

usufructuary rights are obtained by allocation of specific.

These

plots to specific persons.

Often the specific plots allocated include separ- 

for each of the ecological types which make up the 

Where land is allocated in single blocks.

ate ones

group's land.

cultivators often ."lend" portions of their allocated plots

in exchange for loans of portions of plots from farmers 

vAiose plots represent different agricultural potential 

(Halcolm7^953 : 52; HMil-ton, 1969: 9).
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Oldaker reports that for the job of allocation, 

most East African tribes had a special land authority, 

either an individual or a group. Although in all groups 

a}.lotfeed land has definite, known boundaries, only among 

the Hehe.of Tanganyika were allotted plots of a standard

For other tribes, the notion of standard sized plots 

was introduced only with the order from colonial authori

ties that each farmer must plant an acre to famine, root 

(An acre was defined as a plot of seventy paces, 

square,) Allocation of plots was usually permanent, and 

mainly unconditional. Where conditions were imposed they
r.

usually concerned continued use and/or good behavior. 

Requests for land and notices of abandonment of land were

If a man were to simply 

take occupancy of land without its being allocated to him, 

where there was no pressure on the land this misbehavior, 

would usually be forgiven after the giving of an. apology 

^and a beer party; should there be pressure on the land the 

plot would be taken, from him (Oldaker, 1957).

Usually land allocation was a free right to coipman- 

The Wambulu, however, were reported^in 1938 

to be qrequired to pay the hereditary elders in oxen for 

use of a piece of land.

size.

crops.

to be made to the land authorities.

’ ity members.

These oxen were kept in a trust

. .
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.account to provide relief supplies for widows and the sick 

(Sturdy, 1938).

Obol-Ochcaa(1969) has Identified four evolutionary stages 

formerly and/or current in East Africa:

1. ownership of land by the entire community or tribe, to 

ensure the group's existence, or for defense; 2. with the 

establishment of law and order, and the resulting popula

tion increase, ownership of land passed to the clan, and 

3. later to the family and 4. eventually to the individual.

of land tenure

He adds:

because of commercialization of agriculture, 
permanent cultivation, improvement in structure 
and durability of buildings and perhaps the 
individualism of the colonial masters there is 
a set trend of individual ownership of land 
throughout Africa" (37).l

Oldaker would add to these causes of the trend

toward individual tenure, ^klslim inheritaince laws and the 

planting of trees.(1957: 120). According to tradition, 

^Ithough the' land on which they had been planted was the 

property of the group, trees were owned by the man who planted

^Outside influence in establishing individual ten- 
. urewas even clearer for Buganda, where* by the Uganda Agree
ment of 1900, British granted Mailo lands to the chiefs in 
holdings of from 20-60 square miles (hence mailo). Beasants 
remained on the holdings as tenants (Richard^ 1963:,267).

/ ■■

/
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them, or by his heirs.

Oldaker further related communal ownership^ tp 

shifting cultivation. He finds that planting of trees, 

population pressure and soil fertility all work against 

shifting cultivation, and hence, toward individual tenurej5g53S03) 

One final aspect of East African Agriculture, and 

changes therein, remains to be examined, and that is the 

crops themselves. A consideration of the origin -of the 

coiranon subsistence crops shows that a goodly number have 

been introduced. Most can be classified according to 

their origins, in one of three groups; 1. native cereals 

include the millets (sorghum,,pennisetum and eleusine);

2. of Asian derivation—the banana was introduced perhaps 

a thousand to fifteen hundred years ago; and 3. from the 
Amer^^c^,. maize, manioc and sweet potatoes were^ introduced 

during the 16th and 17th" centuries (Seddon, 1968: 494).

According to Miracle, who made a study of the spread 

%f maize in Africa, this now popular staple was almost un

known in Bast Africa as recently as a hundred years ago.

Early in this century, it was introduced by government as- 

well as by white farmers who fed it to laborers. In Tangan

yika, the (Serman government encouraged the production of 

maize as food for their troops in World War I. After the
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wa^7"tlie^ British colonial administration issued'maize meal

African farmers took to planting maizeas famine relief, 

themselves in anticipation of poor harvests, since its

time to matvaration (four to five months) was shorter than 

that of the millets and sorghum (six months).

found that maize survived a locust inVasion better
T.

Some Africans were encouraged early

In Kenya,

,it was

than other grains. 

to increase their maize plantings for selling as good for 

During World War II, this commercial productionlaborers.

was greatly increased as government encouraged maize grow-

Government’s policy of guar— 

continued until 1954.

ing as part of the war effort, 

anteed high prices for corn was 

Local consumption of maize increasedaalong with its produc

tion, so that, by 1958, when the Tanganyika government 

carried out a study of diet changes with increase of dis

posable income, in twenty districts, it was found that 

in ten maize was already the staple; in six it was replac-

Interesting-Ing millets,-sorghum and manioc as the staple, 

ly, in some districts people of high income were already

replacing maize with wheat or rice (Miracle, 1962; 122-136).

New-Adoption of new food crops is still going on. 

i recounts how the Sandawe adopted maize as their staple 

food only after the severe 1961-62 famine which they

man
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At the nextsurvived through gifts, of U.S. surplus maize, 

planting season, mize seeds were the only grain seeds

available; therefore the Sandawe planted maize. Now the 

Sandawe like their maize. Hiey find it more resistant to 

bird depradation than the bullrush millet and sorghum that 

had been their staples from the beginning of their^ cultivaf-' 

ing history. It is also more marketable when there is a 

surplus (Newman, 1970: 6).

On the Mwea-Tabere Irrigation scheme (case 14) farm

ers were issued dry plots for subsistence cultivation in

Rice was intended to provideaddition to their paddies, 

a high value cash crop. But farmers have come to like rice

for subsistence as well as cash.

Jones points out that as regards foodstuffs, East

Africans have changed both production and consumption pat-

Por ex;ample, in 1953,terns in response to market prices, 

aft.er a year ‘of poor food crops caiised by poor rains in

Nganda, the price of all staples in the Kampala market, with 

the exception of corn, was greatly increased. Com prices 

held relatively stable by government control.

plentiful—the year before there has been no price

Andwere

corn was

control, and with the shortage of all staples, farmers had 

been able to get a very high price for their corn, which
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» had motivated them to consideEally increase their corn 

acreage. Consumers of all tribes responded to the price 

differential by decreasing their consumption of their pre

ferred staples (bananas, manioc, sweet potatoes) and in

creasing their consumption of com. One group, the Ban- 

yankole have since continued using corn meal as a major 

staple (along with banana), replacing the previous manioc 

flour. Other groups substituted the corn only during the 
year of prohib^ive prices for their traditional staples.

•' V

In discussing this situation, Jones comments:

The data obtained by the Kampala expenditure 
studies are entirely consistent with orthodox 
notions of economic response. They also suggest 
strongly that even the most firmly rooted con- 
svunptibn habits can be upset by a sharp change 
in relative prices" (I960; 119).

Beidelman, in a recently published ethnography of

the Kaguru of Kilosa district, Tanzania, points out that

vliereas:

Government officers . . . berate the' Kaguru for 
not planting more cash crops such as castor, 
tobacco, cotton and stinflowers, rather than 
maize" (1971; 21),

. the Kaguru have good empirical reason for their refusal to

substitute the cash crops for some of their maize production.

The Kaguru suffer a poor harvest about one year in every

Hhen thi^happens ,, they have to purchase maizethree.
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from Aslan merchants who charge high prices. (Indeed they 

are often buying back some of their own crop at a greatly 

Increased price.)

It would seem, then'*; that although It may be tirue, 

as Herskovits contends that markets were non-existent In

East Africa before the colonial period (1962: 65).

East Africans are not lacking in so called rational market

mentality. Indeed there is every evidence from studies of

traditional cultures that, if markets were unkni»Hn, trading, 

and particularly trading in foodstuffs was very common. Many 

such examples of trading between villages, tribes, intra- 

tribal trade partners, affinals, etc., have been given.

Schneider, in a study of economic behavior of the 

Turu, claims that this tribe showed familiarity with market 

principles when the Germans first contacted them.^ With 

the Germans came the-traders, Arabs and Myamwezi, to whom . 

the Turu sold cattle for cash. Schneider believes that to 

the Turu, their cattle traditionally functioned as money; 

today the cattle money and East African shillings are inter

changeable .in economic transactions; cattle are exchange

able for grain at the rate of 20 debes (gasoline tins) of 

grain for one heifer, or 12 debes of grain for a steer; one

debe equalsfour East African shillings; one goat equals

(1964: 57),l20 shillings „(or 5 debes or 1/4heifer).
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ColoDleillsm
Ml the oases'considered in this study were initiated 

during the 1^1tlsh colonial peilodo All but four of the 

schemes were directed by colonial- agentso (The two Sukuma 

marketing co'-ops, cases 5 and 6, were initiated by tilbal 

members; the coastal smllholders scheme, case 22, was attempt- 

ed by a European estate; the Kikuyu pineapple scheme, (»se 16, 

by European.cannery owners)o It is therefore necessary to 

summarize briefly the history of colonialism in Ifest Africa, 

particularly as it affected agrioultureo

The effect exerted on agriculture by colonialism was 

both direct and indirect. Prom the very outset, colonial 

policy was agricultural policy. As Lord Lugard stated (1965* 

43), the objectives of the European powers in colonizing Africa 

were two-folds to obtain a cheap supply of raw materials for

the factories of the home countries and to provide additional

Since the greatmarkets for the products of its factories, 

preponderance of primary products of East Africa are agricul

tural, the first aim largely dictated agrlcultuiral policy.

Further goalS'''ofN5he colonial powers included settle- 

ment of Europeans and provision of a cheap labor supply for 

settler enterprises. Allen settlement, of necessity, reduced 

African lands, whether obviously, as in the case of early German 

settlement in Tanganyika where large numbers of Africans were 

, moved from the densely settled fertile Kilamanjaro slopes, 

or latently, as in the case of Kenya where Europeans were 

settled on ten^Ksrarlly vacated Kikuyu lands. To African swldden

a
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cultivators, loss of land represents not only the loss of an 

„immediate OTiltivatlon resource but Implies the additional 

burden of limiting movement to fallow land, an essential part 

of their oxiltlvatlon systemo Exaggerating the restriction of 

movement Imposed by land alienation, was the fact that, for 

administrative convenience, the Eiuropean powers set fixed 

boundaries to tribal landso

East Africa officially came into colonial status In 

1890 when the Heligoland Treaty gave Tanganyika to Germany 

and Uganda and Kenya to England. Although the early colonial 

history of the three countries differed in certain respects, 

the effect on their economies was to 

simllair, according to Seidmn (I969) iV that each represented 

a dual economy consisting of a snail export enclave and a much 

larger hinterland.

In Tanganyika, German colonists developed plantations 

emphasizing sisal, rubber and cotton. African peasants were 

encouraged to grow coffee and cotton, the first primarily on 

Mto Kilimanjaro, the second primarily in Sukumuland. Both of 

these early peasant industries have ;grospered and, continue to 

do so today.

Luce models which were

»

After their defeat in World War I, the Germans lost 

Tan^nylka which was.ceeded to Britain under League of Nations 

Mandate. O^e British sold the German plantations to other 

Europeans and to Asians, but insecurity attached to the mandate 

status discouraged large investments by the new owners. These 

planteilons continued to produce sisal, and also coffee. After

t..—
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World War II tea was added as an additional plantation cropo 

These aliens share the export enclave with the African cotton 

and coffee producers whose number and contribution has greatly • 

increased due to increased agricultural extension and agri- 

cultural marketing schemesb

The export enclave of Kenya, from the time of the 

Crown Lands Ordinance of 1902, has largely been made up of 

white settlers cultivating huge estates in the highly fertile 

"white" highlandso This' ordinance assigned better than 13,000 

sqo mlo of highland to the relatively few European settlers 

and less than.three times that amount to Africanso Many 

Africans made landless and/or occupationless due to crowding 

in their "non-scheduled" areas worked as laborers on the European 

plantations, helping to produce their mjor exports of tea, 

coffee, sisal as well as maize, wheat and cattleo African farm 

hands were often permitted small homes and plots on plantation' 

land, rights granted in return for labors

In Uganda, huge grants of mallo land were made to the 

Kabaka of Buganda and his. subehiefs by the Buganda Agreement' of

1900b Thus was- created a landowning class of about four thousand 

Afrj^oans b This transformed chiefs to landlords, and,their sub

jects, to whom the chiefs had customarily allocated usufruct 

land, to t^enantSB In Uganda it is Africans, often tenant- 

p^santSj' who make up the bulk of the export enclave, producing

largely cotton and coffee with the help of migrant laborerss

An agricultural development in East Africa was designed

to fit the needs of the home country, it also reflected events
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in the distant land. The gi^at dejxression of the 1930 “s, re

ducing the m^ket for raw materials, and World War II, drain

ing personnel and funds from the colonies, brought agricultural 

dev^opment to a Arirtual standstill. Immediately following the 

war, the grandfScale Groundnut’Scheme conceived in London by 

, the newly formed Overseas Food Ctorporation to provide'fats for 

the needs of the English and to serve the needs of economic

development in East Africa, was initiated in East Africa with
. . . . ,1
enormous expense and minlsoul results. It's.failure, con- 

ceeded in 1951* discouraged the trend to large area schemes in

East Africa. In the late 19^0®s and early 1950's, emphasis, 

especially in Kenya, was on developing group farms. By 19559 

all Kenya group farms had been abandoned. The history of two 

(cases 3 and 4) are reported in this study.

^Following publication of the East African Eoyal Commission 

Report in 19559 planning was conceived mainly on a local basis, 

emphasizing the individual farmer. In Kenya, the major model

for development was provided.by the Swynnerton Plan published 

in. 195^« This plan aimed to increase by ten times the incomes 

of African peasants in the fertile areas aS well as to Increase
*■

the export of 'cattle and encourage consolidation of fragmented 

Many of the schemes of the African Land Development 

Board reported in the followir^ chapter were initiated in 

accordance with the S^3ntmerton Plan.

In Tanganyli^, after World War II, British policy was 

to encourage both increased European settlement of the highlands

' farms.

^According to Weidner (1962;402) an expenditure of . 
f35.000.OQd yjelded 9.000 tons of nuts, about 1.556 of expecta
tions. ' '

If
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and Inorea^^ African productlono According to Huthenberg 

(l964!45-b0), implementation of the latter aim went through 

three stages? provision of increased development services| 

compulsion by meajis of administrative ordinances (see case 15* 

Enforced Cultivation of Manioc* case 24, Uluguru Land Usage 

Scheme and case 25* Iringa Dipping Scheme); and, when compul

sion was judged a failure, in the late 1950's, persistent per- 

suaslono Thla last policy, which depended on extension services, 

continued to the time of independenceo

The history of colonial agricultural t>olicy in Ehst 

Africa, designed as it.was to manipulate African agriculture 

for the primary benefit of an alien land and alien settlers, 

had much to do ^th the^subbess or failure of specific schemeso

Often farmers were not motivated to cooperate in a scheme in

Later, as thewhich they could see no benefit to themselveso 

move toward independence gathered mo'mentum they were dlsuaded

from accepting a colopaial government scheme by leaders of the 
movement«s^^^At^Jyeast two Instances of active revolt against 

European land policy occurredo Both served to increase agrt- 

cultural development. The .first, the Maji-Maji revolt against 

the Germans (and their Arab agents) in Tanganyika in 1905, en

ded when the German imperial army burned the rebels• crops. 

Though many of the rebels met with death, their protest served 

to bring the plight of the Africans to the attention of the 

mother country so that German policy underwent reforms which 

stlmalated agricultural development. The second, the Mau Mau
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revolt of the early 1950®s in Kenya was Instrumental in further

ing agricultural development in that, after the Emergency the 

administration had control of former Mau Kau whose labor they 

could command (see Mwea-Tabere Irrigation Scheme, case 14), and 

the "temporary" villages set up for control of other Kilmyu, as 

well as the detention of their lexers, provided an ideal 

situation for promulgation of land consolidation schemeso 

(Contrast oases 1 and 2.) ^

'■'•r
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Stumnary

The foregoing discussion o£ the natural and sooio- 

cultural ecology of East Africa and its relation to local 

agricultural practices was designed to show the scene into 

which agricultural development schemes have been introduced, 

in order that the fate of these schemes might be analyzed

In other words, attempts atwith some degree of validity.

agricultural development may not be looked at as merely

They are, in actuality, at-attempts to change behavior, 

tempts at influencing an ever,ongoing evolution in subsis

tence cultivation pr^ct'ices.

It is hoped that certain systematic Conditions 

affecting agricultural evolution in East Africa have been 

demonstrated, so that they may serve as a guide in analyzing 

the development schemes. They are;

1. Everywhere in East Africa- cultivation practices . 

have evolved ^^s more or less successful adaptations to the 

opportunities and limitations, i.e., the environmental, 

potentials, of the local environments. Environments may

be very localized in East Africa, and so are the cultiva-
. >2.

tioh practices. Agricultural development planners should 

be sure, therefore, that they are aware of local environ

mental conditions and that the proposed innovation is adapted

^ .

to its site, p
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^ ■2. Since local environmental conditions in East 

Africa vary greatly from year to year (rainfall variation^ 

disease and vermin occurrence, etc.) subsistence adaptations 

have customarily been to minimal rather than to average 

environmental conditions, This allows very little play in 

the adjustment of cultivation practices to environment.

The first requirement of agricultural development schemes 

is that their technological feasibility must be established 

without risky experimentation,

3. The major concern of most East African peoples 

. in their adjustment of subsistence practices to environ

mental minima is to insure against subsistence risk, 

at in this way, much of the culture content of East African 

groups not usually classified as subsistence practices can 

be understood as defenses against subsistence risk^ and 

therefore, as subsistence practices.^

/

Looked

These include social 

organization 4the stem family Q^the Haya, for example); 

status related exchanges (as cattle between Sambuini stock

friends); ritual practices (killing of animals only for 

ceremonial feasts), etc. Subsistence practices have been 

incorporated into every area of culture; they are woven

^These subsistence serving "npn-economic”'culture 
traits are part of what Steward terms the "culture core" 
(1955: 37).
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very tightly into the lives of the people. Historical 

records,show, however, that they do change and in their
<i

wake, the "non-subsistence" areas of culture change as well. 

The next suggestion for development planners is borrowed

from Hamilton:

. . . the way to avoid great social cost is to 
avoid tampering with the social system direct
ly, limiting innovation to technical change, 
which will allow the social structure to adapt 
by itself in only those ways necessary (1969: 
25).

4. African cultivators are aware that their envir

onment has become ever more limiting within living memory.

whether due to increase of tsetse, restriction of move

ment (movement has traditipnally been one of the chief 

strategies of both cultivators and herders in the struggle 

to avoid subsistence risk), or extra pressure on the land.

They have made their own attempts at adjustments to these
A?

extra threats to subsistence. They have shown a readiness 

to adopt adjustments presented by others, whether by bor- 

rowing from a neighboring African group, or, as directed 

by foreigners, where they have been convinced that the 

practices 'not only do not threaten subsistence secur

ity but will, in fact, offer them some real advantage,

("Real" refers to "as perceived by them," or "in their 

understanding"). Since most East Africans have had experience
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with some form of the market economy, "real".advantages 

include cash income, as long as markets are .available where 

. the cash can be used to protect against subsistence risk, 

and perhaps offer other commodities.

It is against this background of the limitations 

of the physical surround, the cultural pervasiveness of

subsistence concerns, the desire to better £and the fear of 

worsening) the conditions of life, that attempts of agri- 

cultuaal development must be evaluated, 

the questions to be asked in planning an agricultural devel-

1. "On what basis have the

In other words,

opment scheme should Include: 

people come to their decisions as to subsistence strategies?"

2. "Will the strategies we propose work in their situation?"

3. "Will the people have to give up too much in adopting the 

proposed change?" and 4."What's in it for them?"*

»

V-
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CHAPTER III

CASE STUDIES OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN. EAST AFRICA

The following forty-one cases of agricultural 

development schemes in East Africa have been chosen from 

among the many recorded for the area to meet certain require

ments. First, in line with the point of view of this 

study thatttype of change is relevant to accq)tance or 

rejection of change, schemes chosen must be represents-
e

tive of the various types of agricultural change attempted 

in East Africa. In classifying types of change I have 

followed the typology presented in the Introduction to 

the Library of Cotigress bibliography, "Agricultural Devel

opment Schemeffe in Sub-Saharan Africa" (196.3), choosing 

r^resentative schemes from each category—with one ex

ception to be explained below--as met further requirements:

There must have been completeness of report o 

Completeness, as required for this study, incljades an 

account of the interaction of the innovation with the 

existing ecology as well as the essential elements cited 

by Arensbefgs
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It requires a record of the needs and the 
problems before the project, the plans and 
their j^plementation during the project, and 
the response of the recipients to the inno
vators and the innovation. It includes as 
well how local people worked out the '*bugs," 
with or without the help of the Innovators, how 
they fitted the amended technique into the other 
knowledge, resources, habits, and concurrent 
changes in their way of life, and finally, 
after the project, how the technique was final
ly incorporatedf into their culture—something 
that comes only when the receivers can pass the 
technique on to their neighbors and their 
children--in short, amongst themselves (1967:
66).

The. schemes are presented in groups following the 

classification borrowed from the above mentioned Library of 

Congress bibliography (1963: VI, VII). These include:

1. attempts to transform or adapt indigenous systems of 

land tenure; 2. attempts at organizational improvements 

such as marketing cooperatives and group farms; 3. attempts 

to innovate improved practices--including mixed farming; 

mechanization, water control, cash crops and soil conserva- 

tiqp; 4. livestock improvement schemes; and 5. resettlement 

schemes.

A final type of scheme included ^eng ^those in 

the bibliography—community development schemes—is not 

among those Included in this study. In community develop

ment schemes, agricultural change is only part of a change
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packet; often It is tied to some extremely popular innova

tion, sUch as literacy training, which may be made contin

gent on acceptance bt the less, popular items in the packet. 

It seemed to me, therefore, that acceptance of agricultural 

innovations under tho.se circumstances are not comparable 

to acceptance of innovation in the purely agricultural 

schemes and would obscure the dynamics of acceptance of 

innovation in agriculture which this study attempts to iden-

V

Sify.

Comparability of cases is necessary to lend valid

ity, to conclusions as to factors influential in acceptance 

of change. Ideally, any attempt to establish cause and 

effect relationships should follow the laboratory, method 

of the pure and natural sciences. Here the subject to be 

tested is compared with a control which is similar to.it

self in all respects except the one vaJriable under study.

so that conclusions can be made with "other things being 
e^al."

In schemes involving elements so complex as ecology 

and htiman groups it is not possible to find a situation^

"other things' being equal." 

ideal laboratory situation as closely as possible, cases 

are presented, as mentioned above, according to category or 

type of change

cases wiir be presented matched with another or others with

In order to approach this

Within these categories, wherever possible»
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which they-share one or more factorsr-same tribe, for exam

ple, or same scheme presentation, again, to limit the 

variables. In fact, some schemes involve more than one 

tribe, thereby very closely approaching the laboratory sit

uation of "other things being equal." In cases where dif

ferent schemes are quite similar, and some succeed, while 

others fail, successful cases are presented first so that 

they may, to some extent, be considered theccontrol for 

the failures.

if

. In many cases a scheme might justifiably be classi

fied under more than one of the classifications used. 

Mwea-Tabere (case 14), for example, is a settlement scheme; 

a cash crop scheme; an irrigation scheme; and a schetoe 

which transforms land tenure. Since, for the subjects of 

the scheme, who were chosen exclusively among landless peo

ple, it seemed to me the major change required was the 

change to irrigation agriculture, the scheme is classified 

as Sn irrigation scheme. Similar decisions were made 

in other cases where schemes involved more than one type 

of change.
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The Case Studies

1. Attempts to Change or Adapt Indigenous Systems of I^nd
Tenure

Case 1. Nyabondo.,Luo Land Consolidation and Farm Planning 
Scheme, Central Nyanza District, Renyal

This improved farming scheme depended on the prior 

consolidation of each fanner's fragmented holdings which 

were scattered at random throughout his lineage (Jokak-

ware) land. Initial attempts at persuasion for consolida

tion met with severe opposition, particularly from the 50% 

of local men who worked away from home and whose financial 

remittances contributed importantly to support of those

The District Officer's attempt to influenceleft behind.

the absentees by holding barazzas for them in Nairobi and 

Mbmbassa ended in uproar.

After TafiiSerrdf one 8^ who had de

cided for consolidation in early 1957 were dissuaded by 

local politicians, who spread the suspicion that improved 

land would be alienated to Europeans,^ the scheme directors

'^This case is based on McEntee, 1960.

%ear of further, land allemtion to Europeans was 
a frequent cause of negative attitudes towards agricultural 
development schemes in East Africa.
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decided to officially discourage consolidation. To this 

end they held local baraszas in which the people were told 

that, inasmuch as they were unready for consolidating, they 

would be offered no help in doing so. Only those vdio^were

able to consolidate on their own would then be offered

assistance.

One Euo group on asking for help, was taken to 

visit areas in ElgonSNyanza where the people had begun 

consolidating. Within three weeks after being shown this 

example they had completed their own consolidation.

This was done within the traditional system by 

which land was allocated by joint action of the 1okakware 

’“elders, as well as that of the entire tokokware. Each 

man's plot was then enclosed by hedging with the help of 

All of this was encouraged by the ^localcommunal labor

agricultural officer whose helpvas always available on

requests »■

JThe scheme prospered under this system of as

sisted self-help; at the time of report (1960) 220 groups 
had completed consolidation. Help »d."n^^Eam planning (in

cluding cash crops) was available on application.

Analysis

This scheme met with opposition from two sources:
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absentees who saw it as a threat to their tradi

tional authority, and 2. politicians desiring to fan the 

flames of nationalism. This aroused a negative attitude 

Government's ploy to counteract this 

was to make the scheme "hard to get." Many wanted to take 

advantage of farm planning; it was consolidation which

toward the sfcheme.

was

Farm planning, therefore, was made contingent’ on 

With this tempting reward, villagers ignored 

the propaganda against consolidation. They were also motiva-

resented.

consolidation'.

ted toward consolidation by seeing how well it had worked ' 

elsewhere. (This is demonstration, the best form of communica

tion.) Consolidation was implemented according to traditional 

ways of land allotment and through the traditional land auth

orities.

To summarize, factors working towards success of the 

1. the "real" advantage of farm planning;' 2. de

monstration of feasibility and benefit; 3. adaptation to the 

culture. ^

scheme were:

r-
Case_2. -Land Consolidation in the Fort Hall District (Kenya)^ 

From 1952-54, during the Mau Mau Emergency, Kikuyu 

farmers had been settled in villages for.easier control 

by the colonial government. Immediately after cessation

of hostilities, taking advantage of this—as well as of the

^Unless otherwise noted, 
vol. 2, '5^13.

this case is based on I.B.R.D.
1967
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absence of the rebel leaders who were being held in deten-

tion far from their home areas—government propagandized

for land consolidation.

In Kenya, for many years, agriculturalists had 

been bemoaning land fragmentation as one of the leading

deterrents to development. Fragmentation was most exag- 

gerated among the Kikuyrp whose inheritance pattern was to 

divide,each of a man's many plots among his several sons.

It was felt that the post rebellion control should be used 

to promulgate consolidation and registration of land, not 

only to overcome the agricultural problems stemming from 

fragmentation, but also, according to Sorrenson (1963), 

to promote counter-revolution to-Mau Mau. For this lat

ter object it was planned that consolidation would create 

a conservative middle class of Kikujm large farmers.^

Fort Hall was the last of the Kikuyu Districts to 

undergo consolicfetion. li^nagement considered that spee^ 

was important. For this reason it was planned to domplete 

the tasks of consolidation in the period between the two

planting seasons. The consolidation unit was -therefore

(As mentionedkept small, being limited to a single itura.

^It also created a landless class, since those land

holder's whose; total holdings were considered to be too small 
for economic farming were deprived of their land.
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in case 23, the Itura is a local land holding unit, the 

smallest to have traditionally been under the rule of a 

Council of Elders; five itutas make up a location.)

Persuasion followed the following course, 

cation chiefs were taken to visit other Kikuyu areas where 

consolidation was..obviously prospering; the scheme was 

then proposed to the Land Board of the African District Cornell and 

then to the people as a whole; the chiefs consulted with 

their elders, the traditional land authorities; actual de- 

cisions as to ownership and reassignment of fragments were 

left to a committee composed of a chief, his headmen, the 

leaders and a registrar from a local African court.

Traditionally, Kikuyu had owned land and had been 

permitted to mortgage it for goats under condition of

1. Lo-

redeemable sale to other Kikuyu from outside their own

All such land was redeemed so that only commun-

Farmers' requests-

district.

ity members would own land in the itura. 

t^afr consolidated holdings, in as far as possible, be or

ganized in strips running down ‘the hillside so that they 

might have land of the total catena as their customary 

famine insurance had dictated^ere included in the planning. 

Farmers were usually surprised and pleased at the unexpected

ly large size of their new consolidated plots. They were 

also pleased, at the promise of reduced time spent in
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walking between their often far separated individual hold- 

Where a farmer had to leave permanent crops on some 

holdings, these passed with the land to the new cwners, by 

whom he was compensated for their loss.

ings.

Consolidated plots were usually in the area of 

each farmer's largest holding. For holders of lairge plots 

their homes were to be on these plots. For holders of small

plots, termed "cottagers," their homes would be in the 

village along with those of the landless (Aldev 1962: 94). 

Where one group of farmers refused to move to a ridge which 

they held to be bewitched, they were allowed an alternate 

site.

The scheme succeeded. In one sample itura, inrt 

the five month interplanting season, 1200 acres had been

consolidated and divided among 200 land holders after 300 

mortgages had been redeemed.

Analysis

Since all Kikuyu consolidation schemes were insti

tuted during the absence of potential subversive elements 

of the population and while the remainder of the population 

were living under government control, an element of coer

cion undoubtedly existed.
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However, in implementing the scheme, traditional 

leaders and total population were consulted, and tradition

al land authority, along with other community leaders. 

Included on the land allocation committee.

were

Flexibility was sufficient in most cases to honor 

landowners' desires to include various levels of the moun

tainside in their consolidated holding, and, to allow those 

allocated land in an area they held to be bewitched to move 

elsewhere. ^

Farmers saw the advantage of having all their land 

in one piece, obviating the customary long walk between

They saw benefit too in the unexpected large sizeplots.

of their plots.

Logistics were well planned in that the work of 

consolidation was entirely accomplished in the recess^be

tween two planting season.s, aid farmers were compensated 

for the loss of dhy permanent crops.

2, Attempts at Organizational Improvements

Case 3 Planned Group Farming in Nyanza Province (Nyanera)-^

Following a resolution adopted by a Conference of

^Uiis case is based on 3 biennial reports of the 

Colonial Office of Great Britain (1951, 1953, 1955).
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Agricultural Officers in Kenya in 1947 to encourage coopera

tive effort in orddr to raise the standard of living of 

the people and improve and preserve the productivity of the, . 

land, a number of schemes for group farming, which was 

considered to be "in accord with former indigenous methods 

of land usage and social custom" (1951: 1) were started.

The Nyaneri Group Farm was opened in 1948 with 77 

members^ on 960 acres of land. Members were cooperative 

at first. They exchanged their fragmented land parcels 

to consolidate inviduai holdings, moved fheir houses so 

that all could be located on a single contour, planted desig

nated rotational strips with grass leys and made use of 

manure in their gardens.

The first of three biennial Colonial Office Re

ports enthusiastically deemed the scheme a success (1951:

1). Two years later a second report noted the decline of 

the scheme (1953 f ,l). At the time of the final report 

(1955), the scheme was entirely abandoned, the reason cited 

for failure being the apparent misunderstanding on the 

part of the settlers that technical and financial aid pro

vided at the opening of the scheme would continue.

Ihe fate of the Nyanera Group Farm was repeated

throughout Nyanza Province; the 1955 report states "the
^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ■

Group Farm Principal has failed completely'.' (1955; 27). In

ft-
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i
fact, according to Aldev, by December 1954, "every group 

farm started in Nyanza Province was completely moribtind as 

such." (1962: 175).

^■sAnalysis

This scheme, as most group farm schemes, was based 

on the mistaken notion on the part of Government, that 

constant cooperative work in agriculture was "in accord 

with former indigenous methods of land usage and social 

custom," whereas in fact, most East African tribes had re

ciprocal help groups which perfomed certain obligatory 

■ occasional tasksffor. each other in exchange for beer. They 

were not particularly adaptable to steady, year round coop

eration in all phases of cultivation.

Insofar as this farm appeared to succeed, initial 

cooperaitloh was due to the mistaken notion on the part of 

members that they Would receive continuous financial help. 

When ^is was not forthcoming, members could see little 

advantage to the scheme; membership declined, eventually 

to zero.

Failure can be ascribed, in part, to a two-way 

failure of communication.
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Case 4. Gusli Group Farms.^ ,

Arthur Phillips, in his introduction to anthro

pologist Philip Mayer's study of the cooperative agricul

tural work groups among the Gusii of South Nyanza, Kenya, 

stated his belief that it "provides the indisputable basis 

for administrative experimenj:" (1951; 3). ,

The work groups studied by Mayer (1951) are based 

on membership in the neighborhood (small risaga) and the 

larger community (large risaga). Members of these groups 

recognize a reciprocal obligation to exchange communal 

work for beer when called upon to do so by one of their 

group. It is the fact that these groups are based on neigh

borhood rather than on political or kinship organization
i

that suggested to the authorities that they might serve as 

a means of "supplying the pressing need of Africa today— 

an effective means of mobilizing the cooperative effort 

of peasant agriculturists for measures of rural improve

ment'^ (Phillips , 1951: 3). -

With this in mind, Government organized Group 

• Farms among the Gusii to coincide with, the risaga groups.

As with thecother Nyanza Group Farms of the late '40's and

^Unless otherwise stated, this case is based on
Feam, 1961.
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early '50s, initial financial and technical aid was pro-

- vided. As with the others, this aid was withdrawn after

the first year. As with the others, the scheme failed

when itsssubsidy was ended.

The risaga cooperative work groups traditionally

were called into action when one of their members needed

assistance with a specific project. They did not adapt 

to functioning on a regular basis. Nor, as Fearn points

out (1961: 204) was service truly creciprocal. Rather, one

man who owned' a plough and knew how to use it wasccalled 

upon to plough another man's field, 

were involved, the old system of payment in beer was no 

longer suitable.

Since cash profits

Hie risaga cooperative tradition could not save " 

the Gusii Group Farms.

Analysis

Comment-bn this case would duplicate that on the 

preceding one with the additional fact noted that -identify

ing the tradition of cooperative unit, and planning the 

cooperative farm around it did not help because the group 

was expected to function far beyond its custom. Also,

since in the scheme, effort should be rewarded with profit.

f .
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it was unrealistic to expect-the man whose time would be 

worth more money Cdue to his ownership of the plough) to 

be satisfied with condensation in the amount of beel^-he

could drink.

Again, there was a two-way failure of communica

tion as Government misinterpreted the meaning of risaga 

and farmers misinterpreted the meaning of initial subsidy.

, TSiis scheme was planned to be adapted to the local 

culture; it was not. Culture need not be considered a 

variable hete. What did contribute to failure, as with 

all group farming schemes, was lack of any real advantage 

to compensate for the social cost of change.

Cotton Cooperatives in Sukumaland^

The Victoria Federation of Cooperative Unions is 

the latgest organization Of its type in Tanzania. It had 

its start in 1950 when a group of Sukuma cotton producers 

decidi^ to appoint their own weighers at vari'ous cotton 

buying posts. One of their tribesmen had demonstrated with 

a pair of scales that they were being short-weighted by the 

cotton traders. The traders, largely Indian, used this

Case 5.-

•

• ^Unless otherwise noted, this case in based on Lang, 
Godfrey and Martha B. Lang, 1962.
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method to get around the price control for cotton.supported 

by Governmental subsidy.

The Sukuma are the largest'tribe in Tanganyika. 

Since 1946 their several chiefdoms had been constitution

ally united in the Sukumaland Federation (Malcolm 1953: 156). 

They had been accustomed to a cash economy since shortly • 

after the First World War when the British had encouraged 

cotton chltivation. The awareness of being cheated by the 

cotton traders fed both their desire for financial gain 

and their resentment of the foreigners. Despite initial 

Governmental opposition, it was easy for Paul Bomani, a 

young Sukuma who had had experience in an established mar

keting cooperative, to organize growers to form several 

local primary societies which would sell their crops.direfct- 

ly to the cotton ginneries.thereby eliminating the cotton 

traders (Bomani, 1956).
- Hr ' '

The Suloima' were accustomed to cooperative ef-

fort. Eafah village customarily had one or more Basumba

Batale, elected labor organizers, who could call upon 

members of the various village young men's associations to 

perform necessary group'tasks. The political structure of 

the tribe was hierarchical, with an ascending series of 

headmen, subchiefs, and chiefs, each responsible for
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increasingly large areas and populations, and for certain

In the villages, headmen ruled withspecif ieddseirvices. 

the aid of a council of elders.

The organizers of the cooperatives enlisted the 

aid of Suktunaland's various established leaders, especially 

the Basiunba Batale. in Recruiting nfew members.

had reversed its attitude toward the Sukuma 

cooperatives and established a provincial branbh of

By 1952,

Government

cotton

the Cooperative Department; Cooperative Department agents

In 1953, thirty ofwere assigned to the local societies, 

these, organized into thirteen regional unions, were

In 1954, theregistered with the Cooperative Department, 

unions iinited to form a federation, thereby completing

the,cooperatives* structural resemblance to Sukuma Society. 

The Victoria Federation grew steadily in both ,

It includes nineteenmeinbership and responsibilities, 

unions, each corresponding to the area served by a ginnery.

Since 1957, when a Government appointed examining 

group decided that; ginners were charging too much for 

their services, the Federation has been acquiring the gin

neries (I.B.RiD. 1961: 125). It supervises and services 

the cotton crop as well a§ markets it. 

its members' produce in hides and skins, as well as in

It also handles
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maize, paddy and sisal, providing, as necessary, subsidy 

The Federation has .its Own sisal factory
• ■ 401 -

and it owns a modern office building and hostel in the

for the sisal.

provincial capital of J6«anza.

■Analysis

Felt need was stimulated for this scheme when

.farmers realized that much of their profit was being

siphoned off by foreign traders, l^ationalist enthusiasm-

enhanced its attrac^jOn.

f Local culture was used in that the organizational.

structure of the co-op was modelled after that of Sukuma

Local leaders wer^,given a role in organizing 

Financial profit was high, resulting in a real 

advantage to co-op members.

society, 

the co-op.

Sukumalahd Cattle Marketing Coops^

The sudbess of the cotton marketing co-ops de

scribed in the ^previous case suggested to a Sukuma teacher 

that cattle marketing co ops might serve his people equ.ally 

■ well. . .

Case 6.

The Sukuma traditionally are primarily cultivators. 

They keep cattle, as do many East African farmers, partly

. Unless otherwise noted. this case is based'on
Lang, et al, 1969
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for subsistence, partly for ceremonial and social exchange 

purposes, but primarily as famine Insurance and for capital 

wealth (Malcolnj 1953; 67-72). They were accustomed to

selling ghee as a source of Income, and, during the Second

World War, they had been forced by the British, who needed 

meat for their armies, to sell the animals themselves.

After- the war they sold cattle In established cattle auc

tions.

Cattle action prices were undependable. After 

a period of low prices In 1956, the aforementioned teacher 

attempted to organize cattle co-ops. At this time cattle 

prices rose, thereby weakening his main argument for the 

cooperative movement. At the same time, the Government 

Cooperative Department, which, by this time, was assisting 

with the Sukuma cotton cooperatives, was against formation 

of the cattle cooperatives, thinking that they were de

signed to serve traders rather than producers.

By "I960 there were 4 registered cattle marketing 

societies In Sukumaland. One was new; three were In opera

tion. These three sold cattle at a fixed price per pound, 

according to grade. Sales were at weigh bridges, often 

less conveniently located for members |:han were the auc-

/

tlons.
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Early in the year, members received a better price 

from their society than they did at either market. But 

when, later in the year, a higher price was obtainable in 

the traditional markets, the societies stopped trading (Tang. 

Kept, bn Co-ops., 1^60: 15).

The cattle cooperatives never found the popularity 

of the Sukuma cotton co-ops. This was probably due in part 

to the dislike of Sukuma cattle owners of exposing their 

cattle transactions, and therefore, their wealth, to their 

fellow co-op members. Probably too, the auctions had an 

attraction; they had become a "popular feature in the social
"A

life of cattle people" (Aldew, 1962: 5).

Analysis

Cattle co-ops failed primarily because they offered 

no advantage to the members . They were less convenient and 

less entertaining, and they were more likely to expose busi- 

ness dealings which people preferred to keep private.

In order to guarantee them a minimum price and to 

keep a steady supply of cattle for sale, the co-op denied 

its members the opportunity to hold animals in a rising 

This decreased profit.

natively through^ the co-ops or the auctions, depending on 

price, showed the Importance to them of the profit motive.

market. That members sold alter-

, ;■>
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Goffee Cdoperatives Among the Embu of Kenya^ 

With strong encouragement from Government, the 

Embu have been growing coffee on the southeastern slopes 

of Mt. Kenya since 1934. At first only a few could be

Case 7.

persuaded to do so, but when their persistence proved pro-

In 1946, assisted by the De-fitable, others followed, 

partment of Agriculture, 181 growers started the Ngandori

Coffee-Growers Cooperative Society Ltd. under the chair

manship of their chief who was one of the principal 

growers. —

Growth of the co-op continued—even during the 

Emergency (in which Embu were involved along with the 

neighboring Kikuyu). The only interruption of a steady 

increase in coffee production occurred during 1962 and 

1963 when Government implemented land consolidation in 

Embuland'^. This necessitated large scale transplanting of 

cofffee trees, a process which results in a two year inter- 

ruption in cherry bearing.

By this time nearly every Embu landholder was

The new holdings were pre-a small coffee cultivator, 

pared carefully. Planteiid constructed terraces as needed.

^This case is based on Saberwal, Satish, 1966.
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They set out new seedlings in addition to transplanting the

mature trees.

By 1963 the co-op was running five factories, with 

each member required to contribute some labor to the 

factories. .Each paid a thirty^five shi^ing fee for the 

privilege of selling all their cherries through the co-op, . 

providing they abided by certain rules. Members exchanged 

help with neighbors and kin, and sometimes used hired labor 

in order to harvest cherries at the time of optimal ripe

ness.

The co-op is run by a management committee of

members which in turn elects a technical staff.. It owns.

in addition to factory and office equipBenti two vehicles

which members may rent for personal use. It supplies credit 

and material to members for the locally popular corrugated

It has an education fund- \diich enables 

members' children to .obtain higher education.

iron house roofs.

■V

Over the years members have increasingly taken 

over the operation of their ce-op^ 

following the Kenya Independence, a Kikuyu was appointed 

to replace the European Registrar of Cooperatives.

At about this time, against the urging of the 

former Registrar and of their chief, its. members divided

In 1964, immediately
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the Ngandori cooperative into five smaller ones, each to 

service one of the five factories. It was their inten

tion to have closer control over their cooperatives. Each 

of the smaller co-ops encompassed a homogeneous ecological 

unit,, and is of a size to be more easily understandable 

and handleable by the largely illiterate members. Each 

has appointed an inspection team to supervise members' 

cultivation with the aim of insuring a uniformly high 

quality;;product, in order that more careful growers might 

not be penalized by the lowered average price received for 

a mixed quality product.. The de-facto monopoly of the co

ops, as well as the more personal relations in the smaller 

groups is a strong weapon in ensuring that members heed the 

advice of the inspection teams. The new, smaller unit, 

organization has increased the success of the cooperative^ 

scheme.

.

Analysis ^

This scheme has a nearly thirty year history with 

continuous attention of Government, the chief, and local

farmers.. It has been marked by steady growth and steady

profit.

Demonstration of profit to early coffee growers 

was instrumental in getting others to join.
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The Co-op continued the trend of increase in 

bership and increase in profit and started a new trend of 

increase in independent management. As part of this trend 

members eventuallytroke the large cooperative into smaller 

local ones. Response to the resulting more personal rela-

mem-

tion of members to their co-op has Increased product quality, 

and hence further increased profit. In this case the growers' 

confidence that they knew best how to handle their people

was well founded.

. Mention should be made that education, in this 

case, contrary to what development planners so often insist, 

was not a necessary preliminary to agricultural development; 

• the farmers were aware of their lack and organized their 

cooperatives accordingly.

30,Attempts to Innovate Improved Practices—Mixed Farming

Case 8. Mixed Farming Among the Tesol

During the last century, the Teso of Teso Dis- 

trict. Eastern Province, Uganda, have become sedentary 

cultivators as well as the cattle herders they had been 

traditionally. Concerned that the cattle should not hurt 

their crops, they grazed the cattle away, from the cultivated

llhis case is based on Parsons, 1960a.
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areas,’ sometimes in the care of hired herdsmen, but often 

in the care of the young boys of the family. T^en the 

boys started attending school their fathers took on the 

chore of herding the cattle. Since these men are occupied 

with farm tasks in the morning,^grazing is often delayed; 

they return^hope for lunch, thereby further reducing the 

grazing day. To reduce the dMger of theft, the herd is 

kraaled close to the homestead at night.

The Teso, in effect, had developed a system of crop 

cultivation in parallel to their system of cattle herding, 

rather than a mixed farming system. Their system of 

stock management deprived the crops of manure and offered 

, the catt^ a very short grazing day.

The TesQ for twenty years had resisted propaganda

to make use of the manure from their home kraals to fer-

They argued that it would be 

too much work to.oat grass for beading and take it to the

kraal ^d then to cart the manure to the fields and spread 

it, on .the surface. Grass needed for bedding was also in

short supp;iy. For proper preparation of bedding manure,- 

a covered shed i^ needed. Thd Teso kraals were uncovered; 

to cover them with a thatch roof, the Teso claimed, would

be asking.for an enemy tQ set fire to the kraal.

• - p -
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More recently, in order to lengthen the grazing 

day, as well as to bring dung to the arable land, an 

attempt was made to persuade the Teso to night-paddock 

their herds in ftxeir resting fields. This too was resisted, 

the Teso claiming* that their herds would be in danger from 

both wild beasts and Rattle thieves.

Farmers then were persuaded to use moveable

kraals in the resting fields. These had been used at a 

prison farm with obvious benefit to later crops. In Teso

th.e farmer found the work of moving the kraals too demand

ing; the supposedly moveable kraals soon became permanent.

Finally it was decided to turn the resting fields 

into fenced leys and to night-paddock the cattle in the 

l^s. The cattle were circulated in an annual cycle over 

the ley by using moveable folds. They were protected ^

- from theft by a herdsman who slept in a field shelter in 

the paddock. Expenses of paddocking in this way were paid 

for by tftle increase of marketable crops harvested in the 

following season. Since the paddock guard let the cattle 

out of the fold early in the morning, the cattle were able 

to graze the ley until the owners were ready to take them 

out to the comunttial grazing area. Thus both objectives 

of the mixed farming scheme—fertilization of fields and
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.longer grazing day for cattle—were met.

Analysis

Persistence on the part of agricultural personnel 

certainly aided this scheme, as did their flexibility in 

suggesting other methods when early suggestions were re

jected (for valid reasons) or tried and found impractical.

Essentially this was a scheme to outwit the

ecology (including the neighboring tribesmen) as well as to

improve it for the benefit of cattle and crops. When the

Teso were convinced that integrating cattle and cultivation
. J
would neither endanger their cattle nor increase their

workload unduly, they willingly converted to mixed farming.

BfenefitS included healthy cattle, increased crops, 

and increased income.

It is important to note that whereas the Teso ap

preciated these benefits, they were only interested in them 

when assured that threat to livestock—and therefore subsis- 

tence—was eliminated.

Case_9. The Ngogwe Livestock Improvement Area in Buganda^ 

Early in the 1940's the Uganda Government desig

nated certain areas of the country as Livestock Improvement

' >

?-This case is based on Kerkham, R.K. et al, 1947.
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Areas—really pilot schemes for the improvement cf animal 

husbandry and its integration with farming for the purpose 

of introducing the manuring of crops. -In the Ngpgwe area 

of Kyagwe county, Buganda Province, the improvement 

program was markedly successful.

The work of the two Government departments involved. 

Veterinary and Agriculture, was coordinated by the appoint

ment of officers from each to a single Husbandry Committee 

which could serve as an advisory board to personnel of .

both departments.

After formal approval for the scheme was obtained

from local chiefs, African assistants of the two depart

ments approached stockmen both individually and through

This association had been formed by 

stock owners to serve as a -purchasing group and to super-' 

vise the carrying out of regulations against Sleeping

It also arranged for its members, who frequently
A . '

were well educated, to make visits to modern farms, 

an ideal channel for promulgating improved livestock hus-

their association.

Sickness.

It was

bandry.

Improvements were aimed at four areas of stock-
•&

keeping: management; feeding; breeding; utilization of

manure.

. ■■
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Changes in management Included the keeping of ani

mals near the home and banana gardens rather than the 

joint herding of cattle far from their owners homes under

the care of a hired alien herdsman. This resulted in a

marked decrease in cattle deaths as owners were able to

keep an eye on their own animals, ^st owners were per- : 

suaded to build a cattle shelter in which animals could

be housed during mid-day, protected by smoky fires from the 

daily attacks of the stomoxys fly. Hiis last, together 

with the supplementary feeding provided for cattle (cas

sava, cottonseed, elephant grass and household waste con

sisting largely of banana peels) resulted in a large increase 

in milk yields.

The services of selected bulls of indigenous sup

erior herds were used to improve herds throughout the 

area. All other bulls were castrated. The high fee paid 

to owners of selected herds motivated other herd owners 

to cooperate.t^ith the breeding rules; they hoped that 

their own improved bulls might one day be hired as studs.

'Since the cattle were kept close to the banana 

gardens, it was a simple niatter to manure the plants and

many farmers did so, some purchasing wheelbarrows to further 

simplify the task. Bananas always fetch a good price in
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the nearby Kampala markets, arid the resulting Increased 

banana yields helped to Insure success of the livestock 

Improvement scheme.

-r
Analysis

. The organizers' of this scheme had the advantage 

of being able to approach an effective group, organized 

among local cattlemen, to help themselves to become more

modern stockmen. Persuasion was scarcely needed.

Approval of the chiefs further aided acceptance. 

Also, in a pilot scheme, since conditions must 

be controlled, attention of personnel is greater than in 

other schemes. Expertise of departments involved was well

coordinated.

Mixed farming resulted in an improved environment.
J.

As stockmen cooperated in each phase of the scheme, 

they were rewarded by clearly perceived benefits in im- 

proved cattle and increased marketable crops and'’therefore 

increased income.

■ f

"Case ,10/ Integration of Cattle and Coconuts on the Tanganyika 
Coastl

Farmers of the Tanga region of the Tanganyika coast

^This case is based on Childs and Groom, 1964.
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were often., both cattle and coconut palm owners' but the 

husbandry of the two were kept separate with evident

Tree owners had rights of cultiva

tion oniy on land in the immediate vicinity of their 

trees, and since these trees were on land belonging to 

others, no grazing rights whatsoever on coconut planta-
- . . . . ' . , -v

Those who had' usufructory rights in the land

detriment to both.

tion land.

cultivated plots so scattered that they were unable to 

keep down the regeneration of undesirable bush. Spon

taneous annual fires raged through this bush, killing the

new palms and damaging mature ones with the results that 

production was limited to an average of fifteen nuts per 

tree per year.

Farmers did not herd their own cattle but let 

them out to others who, in turn, delegated their care to'..* 

young herd boys who often did not start the grazing apd 

watering trek (whichaveraged six ho ten miles a day)

In general grazing was sparse and often 

located in tsetse areas. Cattle suffered from heat 

stress. Cows were milked by itinerant milk retailers for 

sale to individual customers. Herdsmen kept the profits 

from milk sales but returned any calves to the cattle 

owner. The consequence of this poor management was that

till 10 AS!• 9
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yields of milk averaged only about 75. gallons per lactation

and calf mortality was higher than -50%.
b-

Trials at the Tanga Livestock Experiment Station 

had shown beneficial effect on production of both coconuts 

and milk when cattle were grazed on coconut plantations. 

Trees benefltted from manure and cattle received,extra 

graze without trekking.

In 1961, after consultation with the local people, 

a pilot scheme was started in four sq^tare miles of coconut 

land at Mkinga, 20 miles north of Tanga, 

strable success. &

It was a demon-

Farmers agreed to divide their land into two 

parts, one to be reserved for coconuts and communal 

grazing, the second, near the village, to consist of their 

consolidated arable plots.

or land ownership w^ necessary, and no attempt was made 

to limit any cattle owner's grazing rights in keeping with 

the size ol^his land holding.

Services provided to the farmers included the 

of arboricides to clear bush and tree stumps from the 

grazing areasj provision of,materials essential for commun

ally dug wells; barbed wire for fencing bfdboth grazing
“ -s,. ' ' ■

and arable areas;, cattle dips; provision of superior breeding

No interference with cattle

use

n -
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bulls; and demonstrations of better milk production method?,. 

Cattle were milked in a communal shed; the milk was sold 

cooperatively.

At the time of report (1964) thirty-two cattle- 

cocOnut schemes were in operation and more had been re

quested.

Analysis

This highly successful scheme for better adaptation 

of subsistence to ecology, was obviously carefully planned, 

integrating innovations with customary ways, after, both 

feasibility study and pilot scheme demonstrated success.

All Inputs except labor were provided by govern

ment.

Farmers were shown how to iiitegrate cattle and 

. coconut cultivation without infringement of their basic land 

tenure rules simply by reserving land on palm plantations
Sr ■

for communal grazing and reserving village land for indi- 

vidual, consolidated plot cultivation.

Hired herdsmen,were eliminated as cattle did not 

ha^ to be trekked to grazingJ milk was sold cooperatively 

by herd owners, resulting in better control of price., 

together with greatly increased yield of milk (as well 

of coconuts) added considerable to farmers' profits.

This,

as
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It is notable that consolidation of holdings, 

often difficult to innovate by itself, was easily accepted 

as an essential part of this highly profitable scheme.

3h. Attempts to Innovate Improved Practices—Mechanization

Rufiji Rice Mechanization and Share Cropping Scheme^ 

In 1948 free ploughing for the preparation of paddy 

was carried out on riverine land used by the Warufiji to 

cultivate flood irrigated rice on their several scattered

People were asked to con-

Case 11.

small and irregular shaped plots, 

solidate their plots; when they refused this as risky (the 

river flooded to different levels annually, they claimed), 

they were asked to square off their plots, and, in one area

to cultivate as share croppers on government land (used 

for rice trials). Share cropping was rejected categorically 

as unnecessarily sharing profits; squaring off of plots

was, at first, also.rejected, but when famers were offered 

lengths ’of ^rd, which would measure a square acre, and' 

told to measure their own plots, this was done.

The following quotes taken from the biennial Col

onial' Office reports describe th^ course tof this scheme.

.^This case is based on three successive Colonial 
Office Reports (Gt. Britain, Colonial Office, 1951, 1953, 
1955).
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1. An attempt to interest the Africans in 
a share cropping scheme for paddy in connection 
with.the Agricultural Department's rice trials 
. . . was unsuccessful. The idea was utterly 
unacceptable to the Warufiji, who, though tltey 
magnify the chances of losses due to drought
or floods, are not prepared to risk someone 
else benefitting from a good harvest. . .
(1951: 9), ^italics mine).

2. Land Tenure: Land is available to the 
Rufiji considerably in excess of requirements 
under native methods of cultivation ... a 
man may cultivate unoccupied land without ask
ing permission except where he wishes to culti
vate near somebody else's plot and, in that 
case," he asks the family elders of his neighbor

. . As the fertility of the land is maintained 
more by river floods than by fallowing, all 
rights in fallow land are extinguished after a 
few years (1951: 6).

3. 200 of the 300 acres ploughed and drilled 
for the Agricultural Department in 1949 were 
killed-out by the high floods. . . . (1951: 10).

4. Difficulties encountered . . . The flood 
plain is subjected to floods of varying depth 
according to topography. In seasons of excep
tional flooding considerable areas of rice fail 
due to excessive water, and in seasons of
poor flooding there is failure of the higher- 
lying areas i—Both have occurred since 1948. .. 
(1953:6).

5. The Rufiji farmers customarily have 
several plots at varying heights above river 
level so that whatever the size of the annual 
floods one or. more of the plots should suc
ceed (1951: 10).

6. Climate. The flood plain is subjected 
to varying combinations of flood and drought. 
Thus, those dependent on cultivating in the 
riverine areas are likely to experience any 
one of the following in any year.

1. A moderate flood and good rainfall 
giving excellent crops and depositing 
fresh silt.

2. Excessive flood in which all crops are 
washed away.

<•
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3. Drought conaibtned with no flood.
4, Excessive rain when weeds- may become rank 

and crops choked. A combination of exces
sive flood during a district wide drought 
has been known and proved disastrous in 
1951/5.2 (1955:71).

V

Share cropping was not accepted; 

was dropped by management the scheme was highly success- ' 

ful, in terms of its broader objective of increasing £rri- ' 

gated rice production by means of mechanization.

Afe .first farmers did not subscribe to•mechaniza

tion of their established plots, but only on plots newly 

opened for the purpose, treating these as an investment,

When mechanization proved itself on these plots, it was ac

cepted for all plots.

Farmers would not give up their pattern of several 

small plots at varying elevations, but, offered pieces of
i.

CQr(L.that—would-measur«-an- acr-e,-^they-did agree to^square- - -

off their paddies to allow for mechanical services.
»■ -

opened t^ir plots by' hoe and paid for tractor service in 

^•laughing, and, ^hould they desire it, for harrowing 

well.

t

when the idea

Farmers

as

. In this modified form the scheme prospered:

While many entrants to the scheme begin with 
only one acre of paddy there Are now a number of 
well established farmers who have built up their 
area to ten or more acres (1955: 72).

'•h
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Analysis

This scheme nearly failed because management would 

not believe the Warufiji's claims that the uncertain level 

of the annual riverine flood necessitated each farmer 

having small paddies at several levels. It is a good exam

ple of the wisdom of planners' consulting local people as 

tu their knowledge of the ecology.

With no land shortage the Warufiji saw no advan

tage in paying to use government land.

Allowed to continue their subsistence insurance

practices, the Warufiji cooperated with mechanization.

, Finding mechanical help in paddy preparation profitable,
i)

they took increasing advantage of> it to, increase their 

marketable rice surplus.

Their initial acceptance of mechanization only on ^ 

plots other than those needed for subsistence shows that:

1. The first concern of the Warufiji was to avoid subsis

tence risk ahd 2. with no danger of increasing subsistence 

risk, they were motivated to change by hope of financial

profit.
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Case 12. Tractor Hiring Schemes in Buganda and Lango^

In the late 1940's the Uganda Government intro

duced tractor hire schemes in various types of agricul

tural areas. Mr. Stanley Takarambudi, a member of the 

Ganda tribe, served as extension agent on schemes in two 

of these area types—in Buganda (moderate to heavily 

populated areas where permanent crops predominate) and 
^Lai^o (areas recently settled and brought under cultiva

tion) (Uganda,'Off. Bull., 1954: 282).

To introduce the schemes, chiefs and other men 

of the community were taken to visit experimental farms 

to see the advantages of mechanization.’ It was hoped 

that they would sell the scheme to other villagers.

Government offered to subsidize half the tractor 

hire fee for the first year. Since tractors are only 

economical on large continuously cleared areas, it was 

hoped that farmers would>group together to hire a tractor 

coqperativelj^ " To encourage this, tractor hire charges 

were considerably less for plots of over ten acres than 

for those below. In Buganda, however, charges were set 

at ten percent more than in other areas to compensate

^Unless otherwise noted, this case is based on in
terviews with Mr. Stanley Takarambudi.
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for more difficult ploughing conditions. Charges in Buganda 

were 32 shillings per acre for the large? plotsand 52

shillings per acre‘for the smaller ones (Uganda, Off. Bull., 

1954).283).

Tractors would enable‘’farmers to open new land

Thus larger plots would be ready for the
•V

first rains. Tractor use resulted in definite increases

in diorter time.

in yield per man, though not in yield

The schemes in Lango, where Mr. Takarambudi 

a stranger, were successful, 

ambudi's home area, failed.

. * was due to cultural differences between the

per acre.

was

Those in Buganda, Mr. Takar- 

Mr. Takarambudi felt that this

two groups.

The Lango were accustomed to cooperate with neighbors and 

kin in agricultural work, 

valued privacy.

The Ganda, on the other hand 

He felt they not only would not care to 

cooperate with neighbor^ or kin, who would then know too

much about their work agd hence their finances, 'but they 

did not even^want to discuss their situation with him; the 

Ganda, he felt, might have responded better to an alien. 

This judgment would seem to fit M. Southwold’s description 

of the Ganda residence pattern as one of movement 

from close; kin: and toward distant kin, reflecting their 

feeling that "kinship is a good thing—but you can have too

away
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much of it." (Southwold, 1966: 102)V

It is also true, however, that the fate of Mr.

Takarambudi's sphemes were typical of that of similar 

schemes in their area type. According to the Official 

Bulletin-of Uganda schemes succeeded more readily in the

less thickly populated areas where group farms developed

more easily,, and where no tradition of private ownership 

of land existed. The Lango situation fit both of these 

As a recently settled area, it was lightly 

populated; land was leased from the government; farmers

conditions.

interested in forming tractor hire groups could lease ad

joining plots.

Buganda, on the other hand, was densely populated.

Land was privately owned. The Baganda were accustomed to 

hiring farm hands at times of heavy work (Parsons: 1960b: 10). - 

Considering that, as meutioned above, tractor hire charges 

were higher in Buganda andstractor use did not increase 

yield per acre,'Ht is quite possible that the hired hand 

a more economical aid than the tractor.

was

Analysis

Tractor hire was accepted where it was of economic 

advantage and rejected where it was not.
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Tractor hire increased production per man, not 

per acre. With the l^ngo, who had plenty of land, increased 

production pervamah was economically advantageous. For the 

Baganda, who had limited land, but plenty of labor in 

the formcf low cost hired men, it was not economically 

advantageous.

Otherfectors reinforced decisions based on econ

omic advantage,_such as the dislike of the Ganda for 

cooperation, and the preference of the Lango for this type 

of labor.

3o„Attempts to Innovate Improved Practices—Water Control

Case 13. Taveta Irrigation Scheme^

This scheme, located in the hinterland of the 

Kenya Coast Province, illustrates dramatically how the 

best laid development plans maj? be frustrated by the 

vagaries of nature.

In 1^6 th&Aldev Board decided, after a survey 

of the Gooflwillies area, that it was unsuitable for settle

ment but^ could be used by local Taveta tribesmen to culti- 

.vate such crops as experiments by its supervisor might

o”

1 This case is based 
173-74; 1962: 194-95).

on the two Aldev reports (1946:
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indicate could profitably be grown under supervision and

with the aid of irrigation to be drawn from the nearby 

Lumi River. Wtost of the tribesmen involved appear to 

have been already using the area to grow maize and beans

and the Board's early report reinarks;«that they "were

interested in better methods of cultivation'.' (1, 173).
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TThe scheme was abandoned after the Lumi RiVer, in

each of two successive years after original dam
j.

tion in 1950 had changed its course, both times rendering

not

construc-

necessary engineering changes in the newly constructed 

irrigation system. After the second time the scheme 

abandoned on the opinion of the local authorities that 

"the Taveta would never pay for the water" (1946: 174).

Subsequently, the Kimala Scheme, designed to 

accommodate those displaced from the Goodwillies

was

was

opened, largely by volunteer labor.

Analysis

The implication of the report of the irrigation . 

scheme is that the Taveta were too niggardly to pay for a 

- third rebuilding of the original irrigation system, whereas 

the:likelihood is.that the Tavetd knew from long experience

that the Lumi River might continue to change its,;_course 

annually. That they were not averse to cooperating in a

■ ■■ sr—
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feasible scheme is indicated in the note that when the 

Goodwillies scheme was abandoned, the same people contri

buted labor tb open a substitute area.

Here is another scheme in which, had its feasibil

ity study included investigating the local people's know

ledge of their area, disaster might have been averted.

Mwea-Tabere Irrigation Scheme^

"Mau'Mau detainees have dug, by hand, many miles 

of channel and bund on the Mwea-Tabere Plains. ..." (Hux- 

These miles of channel and bund outline 

the paddies of what has become the highly successful Mwea-

This scheme was begun in 1951

Case 14.

- c.
ley, 1957: 101).

Tabere Irrigation Scheme 

to provide u'seful employment for Mau Mau detainees who.

in addition to laying out the irrigation works, experi-

Rice proyed themented with cultivation of various crops.

While only one crop of rice could be har-most rewarding, 

vested per ^ear, 

high.

during-the short rains, yields were very

In lOSA^^ the area was opened for settlement. 

tlemeSf was limited to landless families from the Central

Set-

noted, this case is based on a 
Wbrld Bank Report (dbWilde, 1967: V. 2, 221-241) .
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Province; they might be from any tribe. They were

nominated by clan committees of their own clan. If it is

true, as the scheme's Assistant Agricultural Officer 

reported,that this method of selection motivated the 

committees to "unload their least desirabl^'^ (Giglioli 1965: 202). 

this did not prevent the success of a scheme that made 

considerable demands of its members.

Each settler was allotted four rectangular 

"black"^ soil plots for paddy, plus additional red 

soil lands for subsistence cultivation.

Neither the settlers nor the staff^had had previous 

experience with irrigation cultivation, 

suggested changes in technology and organization which 

resulted in a highly successful scheme.

one

acre

Trial and error

Paddy preparation was at first accomplished with 

ox-dfawn equipment. This proving inefficient as well as 

. exhausting for man and beast, tractors were substituted.

The tenants, who at first objected to having to carry port

able bridges for the tractors to enter their plots, 

afterwards so pleased with the mechanically prepared paddy

were

that they requested further mechanization.

Evai with mechanical help paddy cultivation was

"Black" soil is soil that willj th., . .. .. - - Srow no cotton.
It is Tilack" for cotton. Paddy rice derives its nourish- 

■ -menh^primarUy from water.
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demanding; men between 35 and 40 years of,age, with one or 

more wives and adolescent children proved to be the most 

able to meet its demands. Settlers were issued a year's 

license of occupancy after agree ing to an eight page .
C

booklet of regulations. ~

Those who met the'settlement conditions were as-r 

sured not only of annual renewal of licenses, but of the 

right to bequeath their lands, though not so as to cause its 

fragmentation. Those who did not meet settlement condi-

tions were subject to having their licenses cancelled after 

written warnings and required prosecution.

Satisfaction of tenants was so high that few left 

voluntarily and, in three years, with 1,340 tenants, only 

15 had been ousted fot ignoring the rules.

Some rules, such as the one requiring each tenant 

to maintain and fertilize his own rice nursery involved 

.consideraljle responsibility^. Some, such as the require- 

nent to live in vlTlagesi involved an unwelcome change from

custom.

Administration of the scheme was under an Assist-

Extension was in the hands of 

Irrigation was controlled by six 

The scheme was divided into units, each served

ant-Agricultural Officer.

four field assistants.

water ^ards.
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by its own water intake point; groups of 150 tenants formed \ 

a village which was served by a field assistant, 

field assistant gave group instruction prior to each phase 

of cultivation (mechanization allowed all tenants to be 

ready to embark on each phase at the same time). Communal 

work was organized by the Head Cultivator of each unit; 

new techniques were introduced to the villagers through 

the Head Cultivator; he set the pace of the farm work; and 

he served to keep the staff in touch with the mood of the 

tenants. He was also a member, along with elected vil

lagers, of a Tenants Liaison Council.

Economists consider the scheme a success on three 

countsIt has-given land and income ( 80 par year, far

more than the national average), to a number of landless 

people; it has provided work for others as farm hands 

(tenants pay an average of t60 per year for labor). 'By 

1963 the scheme's revenue ^rom tenants considerably exceeded 

its current expepditures (de Wilde, 1967:222).

Settlers also consider the scheme a

The

success. In

addition to the relatively high income, they have come to 

like rice and have adopted it as their staple food. 

Technicians, too, consider the scheme a success.

In 1964 the rice harvestws 58.8 bags per acre, thought to
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be a world record (Kderita, 4967).

Analysis

This scheme's outstanding success can be traced 

to two principal factors: 

pie and provided a good cash income.

Required burdensome work of land preparation was 

done with prisoner labor.

Although all' snags had not been ironed out in aid-
a

vance, adequate feasibility studies had determined the fit

ness of the rice crop on which the rice depended, 

were given needed guidance.

There was structure for give and take in technology 

and between settlers and management.

An unpopular living pattern was accepted because 

of the obvious benefits of the scheme, as were quite demand- 

■ ing rules. ►

it gave land to landless peo-

Settlers

3di Attempts to "innovate. Improved
Practices--Cash Crops

Case 15. Enforced Cultivation of Manioc ip Tanganyika

•Almost all areas of Tanganyika are subject to oc- 

casional periods of famine. To.provide insurance against 

starvation, the German Administration had required that

specific plots in famine prone areas be planted to manioc, 

wHicF in addition to being a brought resistant crop is
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not subject to depredation of locusts and birds: nor does 

it have a specific harvest time, storing under ground for

up to two years.

Manioc never became a popular food in Tanganyika 

(Jones: i960: 232); most manioc cultivation was dropped 

with the ending of German rule.

In the late 1940's, the British colonial administra

tion reinstated the enforced cultivation of manioc in famine 

prone areas, the object being local self-sufficiency in 

food. Regulations were drawn up by the local authorities 

who were also responsible for punishing those who did not 

comply. Fines were exacted. Where necessary, agricultural 

officers accomp^anied by armed policemen enforced the 

planting of the required manioc.

In some areas excess manioc found a ready market. 

Where this happened, farmers increased their manioc cultiva- 

• tion beyond that required 'by law. Dried manioc became their 

cash crop.

By 1952 people of Newala District, Southern 

Provincej were exporting such a large quantity of marCioc 

(as dried roots) that the Annual Report of the Department 

of Agriculture suggested "it would be best to discourage
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production in the Newala.District tp some-extent" (pt. 1:

le^ny. , .

-

A
From the point of view of the Department of Agri

culture this "overproductiori' of manioc was undesirable 

since it did not lead to local self-sufficiency in food.

It did, however, lead to protection against famine, the stated 

purpose of the scheme, in that the money earned from manioc 

sales enabled farmers to purchase food when necessary (Dept. 

Ag. An.. Rpt., 1950: 155).

^Similar results are reported by Ruthenberg for 

' the Tanga area of the coastal region (1963: 51).

Analysis

. This highly profitable scheme would never have 

been accepted without initial severe coercion.

Management considered manioc planting a failure, 

inasmuch as it did not lead to the local self sufficiency 

in food to wlijch they were committed. The farmers, find^
-■i-- ' ' \ ■

ing their subsistence security increased by planting more . 

, manioc (whibh could be easily sold, providing money for 

food purchase) aiid less of their staple which often

yielded an insufficient harvest, were behaving more in line 

with rational economic behavior than was management.

; Trade in foodas illustrated so often in the previous chapter
y.. -.

•kr

had long been an East African method of decreasing subsistence
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Case 16« Kikujm Pineapple Scheme^

in the early 1950's a group of European.cannery 

owners who wished to Increase their source of fresh pine- J 

apply visited Gakoe, a conmunity of Kikuyu small farmers 

near Thika in Kenya and proposed to any farmers who would 

listen (individually and at a barazza) that .they engage 

in pineapple cultivation. Previously only European 

farmers had grown .pineapple, though some of the Thika 

farmers had worked as laborers on their plantations; The 

cannery men offered the same price, .for African as for 

European grown fruits, with the price tied to quality.

They offered to help any interested farmerscto get started, 

depending on the,financial success of these pioneers to 

stimulate later producers.

In this locality, pineapple would grow where 

nothing else would except for the wattle trees from which 

the local people had been acqustomed to get their income.

At just this time the income from wattle was declining.

This, was also the time of growing anticolonial 

feeling which led fco the Mau Mau revolt. The possibility 

of being self-employed rather than working for Europeans

1
This case is based on information supplied by Mr. 

Augustine Ketiyanjui, whose uncle, with whom he lived, was 
one of the founders of the piMapple cooperative.
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was attractive to those who worked on the, plantations.” So 

also were the chance to avoid the long walk to work and 

the hope of earning more money.

Those who first grew pineapple formed a market

ing co-op, with the guarantee that the factory would buy 

any produce of good quality. They prospered and imposed 

a restrictively high co-op membership fee in order to give

themselves a de fa,cto marketing monopoly. Others, however, 

continued to turn to pineapple cultivation, selling their

products through the co-op which controlled the price, 

quality, and quantity of fruit, thus guaranteeing that 

overproduction should not force a lowering of price. The ■ 

net result was to raise income in the area generally and 

to create a separate, wealthy, entrepreneur class, 

of whom invested their profits in other enterprises.

some

. Analysis
r

All factors for this commercial fruit growing 

scheme were positive. The initiators—the cannery owners-- 

did not hope to sell the scheme to all they approached but

offered help to .thosh who did respond, in accordance with 

the focal point approach.

Timing was good in two ways. The customary cash
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cash cropr'w^ becoming unprofitable; growing nationalism 

motivated many Kikuyu to want to work for themselves^rather 

than on European plantations.

Perceived benefits included not only an increased 

profit, but a reduced effort in that many would have less 

distance to walk.

The good income to first growers was an effective

demonstration. These first growers formed a restrictive

co-op which held a marketing monopoly. Perhaps, again,

being hard to get into enhanced the attraction of, this

scheme to late comers.

Case 17. Kimulet Tea Scheme^

In 1951 high rainfall land on the edge of the 

Mau Forest in Kericho District, Nyanza Province, Kenya, was 

offered to the Kipsigis for settlement and development in 

compensation for an adjoining^area which had been alienated 

to a European tea ^company. Settlement and development was 

completed in 1955.

-

With the object of meeting the Swynnerton Plan 

- goal of t 100 cash income per year per farmer, a tea nur

sery was started to provide 174 of the 234 farms in the set

tlement with enough tea stumps for 1/3 acre plots. Local

-This-case is based on Aldev^ 1955: 164-66, arid 1962:*
187-88.
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tea companies were prepared to process the settlers'' crop.

When the first tea stimps were ready for t'rans- 

planting in 1957, only.106 of the settlers had prepared 

tea plots^; whereupon the nursery seat its surplus stumps to 

Kisii, which "taught the settlers a lesson and-the devel

opment of holdings has since proceeded well" (1962: 188).

In 1959 the first scheme tea was ready for proces - '

sing.

By 1961, "^seventy settlers had increased their tea 

plantings to one acre and were planning to expand further. 

Incomes from tea were exc^ding the goal of ilOO per year.
'Si, _ • • ■

Analysis

Success of surrounding European tea estates pro- 

vided a demonstration for this scheme which really succeeded 

from the start. Those farmers who were laggard in entering 

it were, motivated to hurry and do so when it looked as . ..

though they might lose the ehalibe. Making something hard 

to get may increase its desirability, 

behigh. ■

Profits proved to

Case 18. Fish Farming in Uganda^

Early in the 1950's the Uganda Government, drawing 

on experience in the Congo, decided to encourage the

—This-case-is based on Stoneman^ 1966: 441-45.
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, developi^nt of fish farming by individual native farmers. 

It was, hoped that fish farms would provide a source of
a ■

cash as well as additional protein food for the. family 

in.areas too closely cultivated to allow for herding. 

Siting ponds on farms would avoid loss of fish in trans

port and would turn otherwise worthless land to economic 

production.

In 1954, after successful experimentation at a
- {

fishery research station in Kijansi, the Fisheries Depart

ment initiated, a program in various parts of Uganda using 

extension agents of the Department of Community Development 

to advise prospective fish farmers on the siting and 

building of ponds which were then stocked with the 

Tilapia which had proved successful in the Congo. Enthusiasm 

for the project was so high.that many more farmers than 

could possibly be contacted by the extension service under- 

took to construct ponds. Ivt all, five thousand ponds were 

dug, many of whi^ proved to be useless.

The results after two years were disappointing,
i?

indicating that pond conditions did not necessarily 

reproduce those in the research station. ■ In Kijansi, 

yields of Tilapia had been’600 lb. per acre, while in the 

field ponds the yields were only 200 lb. per acre. Wild

A

c/'

I
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Tilapla did not do well in the farm ponds where over- 

- . production led to runting and an overall reduction of 

weight of yields. Compounding the technical failure 

was the Ugandan's abhorrence of eating small fish. (Congo 

farmers are fond of small fish.)

Experiments in Kijansi produced a hybrid of the 

local Tilapia with Carp imported from Israel which could be 

counter upon to. produce 4-500 lb. of acceptably large 

fish per acre. After various other technical difficul

ties (of drainage aijd feeding) were worked out, fish farm- 

ing proved to be a success economically as well as a status 

symbol. (Indeed, many farmers who had built ponds had 

done so with no intention of cultivating them, but solely 

for their status value) Cost was slight in that 

ponds were build by family labor bii unused land, stocked 

with fish which were supplied by the Government and fed 

with plant wastes. Profit was ‘telatively high. By 

1966i after family consiimption, Uganda fish farmers were 

selling 500 tons of fish for/25,000 per year.

Analysis

Benefits were perceived as ^gh in nutrition, in- 

lianagement backed this project with re- 

Farmers persisted througlTinitial

come and status.

search as needed
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disappointment. Indeed some built ponds with no plans of 

Ob-^ously the status motivation was high, but 

■ we are not told why fish ponds were considered a basis of

using them.

status.

1
Pyrethrura as a Cash Crop for Njombe District- 

This successful scheme for establishing pyrethrum 

as a cash crop for independent farmers in Hjombe District, 

Southern Highlands, Tanganyika, might be said to' have sold

Case 19.

itself.

The Tanganyikan government had decided, in 1955, 

to encourage the cultivation of pyrethrum by small famers 

living in mountain areas which were not suitable for coffee. 

46cordingly, when the chief of Njombe requested help in 

finding a suitable cash crop for his district, research 

was conducted in the area to see whether it was suitable 

for pyrethrum. .The tests proving positive, barazzas 

were held in which the chief explained the methods and ad- 

.. vantages of growing pyrethrym; no money ws required to become 

a growerj since splittings of the plant would be supplied 

free; all that would be required would be-the work of clear- • 

ing, weeding, picking and drying; agricultural,extension

^This case is based On Ruthenberg (1964: 71).
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personnel wpuld provide necessary advice; there was the 

example that nearby European growers were making money 

from pyrethrum.

Only ten farmers responded by volunteering to 

tnr the new crop, and these were inen who were accustomed

to Employing seasonal wage laborers who could work on the 

extra crop; one of the group had had experience' ae a fore

man on a European pyrethrum plantation.

Initial plantings were on quarter acre plots; 

these received close attention of the extension staff.

The first harvest was bought by the staff who 

then destroyed it, since it was too small to market pro

fitably.

When, after this demonstration of profits to be 

made had induced several more farmers to request a chance 

to become pyrethrum growers,'they were issued licenses to

cultivate a single acre, the licenses to-be retained only 

as long as cultivafilon standards wee maintained. Split

tings were sold to applicants^ from a nursery established 

on the site by the Agricultural Department and financed

. through the local authorities,- - ,

—^- -Responding to the instruction of extension person

nel, growers, accepted many techniques of improved cultiva

tion as part of the method of pyrethrum cultivation:
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terracing, regular tjeeding, and the application of mineral 

fertilizers were all adopted.

Growers have established cooperatives which now 

have the ^ower to issue licenses as well as pyrethrum land 

to prospective growers.

Analysis .

At the outset, this case presented all the classi

cal c_oju:.e£t factors for acceptance'—felt need, if not from 

the populace, at least from its chief. This, of course, 

meant the scheme was promoted by the local leader. Feasi

bility tests were positive. Material inputs were offered 

free of charge. Nearby European planters making money with 

pyrethrum provided a demonstration of success.

Very few farmers responded to all these positives.

However, after these few original planters sold 

• their crop at a profit, several more joined the scheme de- 

spite newly impose^ licensing restrictions and charges for 

supplies. . , .

It would seem that until local, famers saw some of 

their own nianber carrying out the scheme they could not be 

sure of their own ability to do ®o. The demonstration of 

European success obviously did not assure them of this. This ,

■■
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is borne out by the fact that the few early adoptees were 

in a position to try the scheme with r0 risk to their 

essential work, in that they could leave the extra tasks 

entirely to hired hands.

In this case, clearly, demonstrated profit to 

people with whom the farmers could identify was the deci

sive factor in successful adoption.

Note should be made of the successful use of the 

"focal point approach," whether by intent or at convenience. 

This refers to the focusing of extension services on the 

few willing farmers in the hope that others will be motivated 

by their success to follow suit.

Bena Wattle Scheme^

The Colonial Development Corporation had had.

Case 20.

since 1949, a wattle plantation in Ubena in the Southern

In 1953, at the request of■ Highlands of Tanganyika.

Government, the Corjjoration agreed to help the local

Wabena people to cultivate wattle, and to buy their wattle 

bark at harvest. Bxe local district officer won the

cooperation of the tribal elders who set aside 20,000 acres 

for the"scheme in scattered 500-1000 acre blocks of poor

iMaterial for this case was provided by Prof. David 
Brokensha who had substituted for the district officer in 
the early days of the scheme.
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unused land.

After consultation of the native authorities, and

a series of barazzas the scheme was opened in four sub-

chiefdoms. The remaining two subchiefdoms joined after 

a year. Applicants were allocated initial one acre plots 

by their village headmen, which they were to hold accord-
■n

ing to the traditional system of rightly usufruct. The 

scheme was administered by a management committee serving
- I

under the chief, and including the two district officers.

Growers purchased trees and hired technical services from 

the Colonial Development Corporation.

Wattle trees take as long as nine years to mature.

The plan was,therefore, for each grower to plant a newly

allocated field each year for about seven years, so that

once he should begin to market an annual harvest he could

continue^ to do so. Wattle trees require a sequence of

■ annual tasks during the first four years. There is also
*■

the work of bark pij^paration in the harvest year.

Wattle trees,'after being cut for harvest, regenerate 

spontaneously, the second growth being superior to the 

original. In addition to the harvested bark, growers 

*wp!uld have use of the logs. Although there was to be 

no income for up to nineyears, the regular decrease in 

annual labor required and improvement of the product
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inherent in the natural life cycle of wattle trees%> would, 

after that tiie, it was thought, insure growers of a 

steady, if small, annual source of revenue, with rela- 

’ tively little work to interfere with their regular sub

sistence activities. This, it was hdped,- would prove at

tractive to a people who had made no previous use of the „ 

scheme land, and who had no regular cash crop beyond small 

quantities of cotton, maize and cowpeas.

Despite various threats to its progress; i.e 

rumours that, like the Germans before them, the British 

\ere planning to take the land; or, when this did not 

materialize, that they were waiting for the trees to . 

mature and would then take the trees; the opposition of 

TANU^ to a scheme initiated by a foreign government; the 

rdative f^ure of trees in one of the three scattered plots 

planted and conscientiously tended by Mr. Brokensha as a 

demonstration of the rewards'^of careful husbandry; and final

ly, when the first crop was marketed, accusations of witch

craft against those more careful growers who received a 

better price for their bark, response was good to this 

scheipe which required a long wait for rewards. This was 

xindoubtedly in part due to the popularity of one of the

• f

C>^.

•*

^Tanganyika African Nationalist Union.
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district officers who had married into the society.

Practical problems arose at harvest which required 

careful attention to the cut bark for about three weeks,’ 

not easy fi>r owners whose-_family farms were as afar as 

thirty miles from their wattle trees. Nevertheless, there 

was a first bark harvest to sell and the price received 

for it repaid the long wait.

Unhappily,ithe reward was not often repeated. The 

scheme was abandoned a few years later when the market for 

wattle bark fell due to the invention of a synthetic 

tanning agent. . ..
« -

Analysis

This scheme required so much effort and so long a 

wait forsteward, that the wonder is that it could have been

adopted.

In contrast to the previously described pyrethrum 

scheme, all facto^p should have been against success.'.

Farmers had to p^yffor inputs and technical services.

' The spheme^w^ at government request. Demonstra

tion of success was that of a European corporation.

Benefits could pnly be expected after many years.

One of three on site demonstration plots yielded 

phor results, meaning the people were being offered a gainble.
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rather than a sure success. Political agitators talked 

against Government's motives, 

vjere thovight to have used witchcraft.

Farmers with better crops

The positive factors would not seem to have had 

much chance against so many negative ones. There was use

of local leaders in introducing and implementing the 

scheme. Land allocation was according to local custom. 

It is possible that farmers were interested in acquiring 

extra land, but this seems unlikely since the land is

described as "poor unused."

The Wabena, unlike the people of Njombe, 

have been confident of their ability to duplicate the 

Europeans' success.

must

(Perhaps the opinion of David Brokenshar (himself 

a local D4-Strict Officer), that the popularity- of- another 

District Officer involved in this scheme largely accounted 

for its unlikely success is a valid

ionally of change a|ents who seem to be able to "sell" 

anything.

one. One hears occas-

Certainly his marriage to a tribeswoman must have 

gone far to counteract charges against Government's motives.

s
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Purko Masai Sheep Ranch^Case 21.

This scheme originated to a large extent with 
the younger and more progressive Purko who were 
confident they could emulate the success of the 
European sheep farmers on their borders in the 
high Mau. The objects were:
(a) to breed up the red Masai sheep which is in 

danger of degenerating or disappearing;
(b) to improve Masai methods of sheep farming 

by demonstration;
(c) and to introduce a co-operative principle 

into Masai stock management.
The land is a salient into European farms, 

and was thus already fenced on two sides, 
well-known risks of sheep-farming are minimised 
by the altitude^and climate, which are ideal, and 
by the fact that the sheep were, until 1957, un
crossed natives. The Purko were expected, to con
tribute, .as shares, 3,000 sheep selected by the 
Veterinary Department. The capital required for 
staff, housing, water supplies, demarcation of pad- 
docks, etc. was 47,500, vdiich was issued 
loan in June, 1955, repayable over 20 years with 
interest at 4-1/2 per cent, starting the fourth 
year.

In the first year progress was extremely poor 
and the number of deaths averaged 19 per month 
due tp a combination of enzootic pneumonia and 
worm infestation. Movable sheep folds were con
structed and the posting of an experienced 
ager in September, 1956; resulted in an immed
iate improvement in.the health and condition of 
the animals. By October, 1957, there were 317 
rams, 1,284 ewes and 94 lambs on the ranch and 
the mortality rate had dropped to negligible 
proportions. By the beginning of 1959 the figure 
had risen to 3,624 head and losses among the 
lambs were slight.

The

V./

as a

man-

^The account of this case is taken in its entirety 
Aldev volume of 1962. Its early history was re

ported in greater detail in the 1946 volume (p. 78).
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Experience showed that the Kenya Ifeat Gommis- „ 
sion could not pay more than Shs. 21/- a wether, 
and even under the best management conditions it 
appeared that better prices were unlikely to be 
paid for Masai fat tailed sheep. As a result it 
was decided in 1959 to sell off the entire Masai 
flock and bring in European sheep with the pro
ceeds. Effect was given to this decision and the 
Ranch has gone over entirely to wool and' exotic 
mutton economy. The sheep have done well and 
the 1960 clip and meat sales have realised E2^000.

In 1956, in order to clear the land of the 
predominant berberis -scrub it was decided to in
vite neighbouring European farmers to plant wheat 
on successive ridges of the ranch on a share crop
ping basis. ^Agreement was reached between the 
farmers and the Masai that profits would be divided 
in the proportion of 20:80 between the scheme and 
the farmers. The arrangement has proved profitable 
to both sides and in 1960 the ranch received 
16,000 from its share of the wheat crop.‘ Pyre- 
thrum wasalso planted as part of the share-crop
ping policy (Aldev, 1962; 82, 83).

Analysis

Essentially this is a cash crop scheme, one that 

^ succeeded due t:o the perseverence of members who wanted the 

scheme^ through four years of disappointment, as the native 

sheep first proveduunable toad^pt unaided to the new high

land environment, an4 later failed to command as good a 

price as European sheep. When the manbers of the scheme 

were permitted by a flexible management to substitute the 

more profitable European sheep for their own, they were 

indeed able to "amulate the success of the European sheep 

farmers" (Aldev, 1962; 82).
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Masai feave a strong antipathy for cultivation.

To allow Europeans to cultivate as necessary on their land

rather than insisting that Masai themselves do .the cultivat

ing was a good example of the wisdom of, insofar as pos

sible, adapting the scheme to the local culture. In this

case, it worked out to the economic advantage of both groups, . 

certainly perceived as a "real" advantage by the Masai, 

who, for no expenditure"of work or land, enjoypd an in

creased cash income.

Threats to the success of this scheme were both

ecological and related to the external economy. There was 

also, at first, a conflict of goals. The desire to pre

serve native sheep conflicted with the goal of economic 
profit.^

- ->■-

Aiding its success were ecological suitability, 

real benefit, perserverance of menders, flexibility of 

management, and adaptation to*^culture. Surely, in this 

case, primary among these positive factors was ecological 

suitability, since unsuitability had to be overcome before 

the scheme could prosper.

^"Economic profit" is not listed as one of thi^ 
scheme's objectives in the Aldev account, but ail Kenya 
Government sponsored schemes, in accordance with theSwyn- 
nerton Plan, incorporated the aim of greatly increasing in
comes (Swynnettpn, 1954) .
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1
Case 22. Tanganyika Coastal Smallholders* Scheme

This smallholders' scheme which seemed to have

everything going for it, nevertheless failed for such a 

multiplicity of.reasons that it might well be used as a 

^ conclusive example of how agricultural development may be 

frustrated by non-environmental, non-technical factors.

Temporary use of a plot of land at one end of a 

coastal village in Pfigani District, Tanga Provihce, Tangan

yika, had been granted to a non-African estate by the local 

chief and his council. Despite this official sanction, 

the secretary of a local branch of a national political 

party posted notices around the area proclaiming that 

the land was being stolen by the estate. '

The estate returned the land freshly cleared, 

ploughed and harrowed, a condition greatly enhancing .its 

value. An agricultural officer reported the land to be good 

for fruit trees and legumes. public meeting was held to 

discuss allocation'^f plots; it was decided to forestall 

jealousy by having plots awarded to winners of a ballot- 

ing among all male cultivators.

After allocation, only about one tenth of the 

land was ever cultivated; most of this fraction was abandoned

r-

iThis case is based on Tanner, 1958*

/
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before the first harvest, the landholders complaining that 

the soil was poor.

An ana'lysis by Mr. Tanner, provincial administrator, 

pinpoints several of the factors contributing to the scheme's 

failure—while serving to describe the scheme.

1. opposition of the local politicians contri- 

buted to the suspicion that the estate might be planningtto 

seize the crop, or to plough it under for the planting of 

sisal.

2. The unorthodox method of freeing and allocating 

land led to a doubt as to security of tenure by those who 

had received plots.

3. The land w^ made available so late in the agri

cultural year that many farmers could not fit its cultiva

tion into their work schedule before the coming rainy season.

4. Some of those chosen by ballot as holders of 

this new land had their regular plots so far at the other 

end of the village^hat it was” physically impossible for 

them to work both areas in the same season.

5. " Some of those chosen by ballot had no desire

• •%

for new land; some were not good farmers.

6. Cultivators were ignorant of the effect of 

mechanized land preparation and thought t^e land, was more
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thoroughly prepared^than it actually had been. They were 

' therefore delayed in planting by the necessity of complet

ing plot preparation.

7. Women cultivators, many of whom, being divorced, 

were dependent on hired men to clear their land, might have 

been more eager to use the prepared land, but they were not 

considered in the balloting for plots.

8. New land is customarily opened up with ritual 

observances which were not performed on this land which 

had been opened by foreigners.

9. This land had been chosen : for the convenience 

of the estate, and did not really suit the needs of the 

villagers. The "good land" of the agricultural officer 

was not necessarily good land for the crops the villagers 

were interested in growing.

10. One quarter of the village men, including many

with plots in the newly opened*^area, were drawn away from
■ ^ . .

the village during this, c&tivating season by the high wages

being paid in the clove fields of Pemba.

. Analysis

Little needs to be added to Mr. Tanner's hnalysis, 

except to categoriae his factors in terms used in this study.
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. Basically thiS’scheme failed for two reasons. First

ly, cultural practice was neglected although it could very-- 

well have served the needs of the scheme. This-was true 

particularly in the matter of land allocation. Had land

been allocated according to the traditional practice of 

application, peoplevd-th a true need for land, and particul- 

arly prepared land--like the single women cultivators-- ' 

might have been granted land. So might people for whom the 

new land was conveniently located. The cultural way of open

ing the land might have been performed. - The land might

have been offered at a time when the local agricultural 

schedule allowed time for its cultivation. Land suitable

for the villagers' preferred crops might have been chosen.

The second basic cause of failure was competition 

of the economicrreward offered by well paying employment 

in Pemba.
;»

Other contributary causes of failure were politi-
' i-

cal opposition and poor communication (villagers misunder-' 

stood degree of land preparation).

It is also t^e that some of the causes for fail

ure listed under culSiiral really were logistically impos- 

sible; they could not be fitted into allotees'work schedules 

Some of them could be considered ecological

■

or distance
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problems—land unsuited for desired crops.

■what this case demonstrated is the need for planning, and 

the need to include some knowledge of the local culture in

In any case.

the plan.

35^Attempts to Innovate Improved Practices; Soil Conservation

Soil Conservation in Fort Hall, Kenya^

T^is scheme organized shortly after World War II,

Case 23:

enlisted the indigenous self help or ngwatio groups of the 

local Kikuyu in the building of terraces as a step toward

Ngwatio groups of six farmers, including • 

men and their wives, worked together to terrace itura land.

The Itura is a local land holding unit, the smallest to

soil conservation.

traditionally have been under the rule of a Council of

Under the British, ituras were combined into sub-^Iders.

locations to be administered by a headman.

The ngwatio groups were transformed into a land 

authority responsible^^ under supervision of an assistant 

agricultural instructor, for terracing the land and in other 

ways restoring and maintaining its fertility. The elders, 

cooperating with the headman, were responsible for assign-
i-

r • . *'
ing time and place of work.

^This case is based on Rice, 1947.

^ ■
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The ngwatlo units worked well, completing 25

running feet of terraces on each tour of duty, of which 

there were two per week from dawn to 9 A.M.

The author states that the people were aware of 

the deterioration of the soil and were eager to correct It 

--so much so that they continued terracing even In-a time 

of food shortage. He feels that the methods used In ex

plaining the problem and Its solution helped to gain their 

cooperation. These Included blackboard diagrams and cal

culations of probable profit. Posters, photos, and amusing 

drawings all contributed to enthusiasm, when accompanied 

by adequate explanation and assurance that their work 

would result In Immediate benefit to their own farms^

Since Itura units average only one and pne-half square 

miles, no family had to wait long for work on Its holding.

The author also feels the scheme was helped by the 

personality, linguistic ability #nd enthusiasm of the 

agricultural officer and the Influence of a strong chief.

Analysis

This scheme- was desired by the participants and 

was well planned to maintain their enthusiasm.
-;; i-1.

Communication methods were efficient and attractive.

59^
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and the scheme was led by a popular agentr. The scheme was 

adapted to the local culture. It worked through the tradi

tional authority. There were, immediate advantageous re

sults to individuals in the cooperative group.
\

1
Case 24. Uluguru Land Usage Scheme

This poorly planned and inflexibly administered

conservation sdneme became a political cause in a time of 

emerging nationalism in Tanganyika and ended in so explo

sive a failure as to dangerously set back the cause of ero

sion control it was designed to serve.

The scheme was begun in. 1949. Its purpose was to 

correct the dangerous destruction by the Waluguru of moun

tain forests which protected the rise of tributaries of

jthe Ruvu River, the source of water supply of Tanganyika'^

There was danger not only ofcapital city, Dar-Es-Salaam,

flash' flooding of the Ruvu, but also of reduction of its 

feeding tributaries f^om constant 'to seasonal streams.

Effect of overuse of their mountain slopes was felt by the 

_cultivators themselves; in 1947, the amount of land required 

per person for subsistence (the cultivation factbfi) was 

■ four to five times greater than it had been only thirty

iThis case was abstracted from Young and Fosbrooke, .
1960, chapt. 7.
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years earlier.

A staff of five European agricultural officers 

and 60 alien African agriculture instructors were assigned 

to the scheme which was started7~^eemingly successfully, 

in three pilot areas, before being extended throughout 

the land. Personnel then spent six months in explaining 

to the Waluguru the need for and anticipated advantages of 

the scheme. Bush schools instructed farmers in the 

quired techniques.

re-

For the first few years the scheme seamed destined
. I

for success; through 1954 annual terracing quotas were ex- 

Resistance gradually developed as farmers real

ized that after the arduous and uncomfortable work of con

structing the narrow bench terraces (terracing by hoe was 

difficult, and available spades required foot pressure on the 

sharp upper edgei impractical for shoeless farmers), they 

were rewarded by smaller crop yi^ds than, they had been 

, accustomed to harvest before terracing.

the fact that bench terracing led frequently to removal 

•of the shallow top-soil so that cultivation took place

Even more resented was the pro

hibition against burning of crop waste which was to be

Not only did this

ceeded.

/

This was due to

in the clayey sub-soil.

saved for construction of trash bunds.
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interfere with custom, but the bunds became,infested with 

maize borers which bred in the straw to damage the sub

sequent crop.

As resistance increased, agricultural instructors 

acted as policemen in enforcing regulations. They w^ere 

greatly resented by the peasants who referred to them as an 

"army of black locusts."

Resistance became'active when people=.s»ere asked to. 

move to the plains in order to decrease overcultivation and -. 

therefore erosion of the hills and loss of the capital's 

water supply.. They claimed, correctly, that their health 

was better in the hills; the high elevation protected them 

from the malarial mosquitos which infested the plains.

At the same time, the death of an influentiar 

traditional leader (but one who had been bypassed for a 

less legitimate relative when the British had appointed a 

Native Authority "Sultan"), who^ had been a supporter of 

the scheme was taken^as a bad omen. Representatives of 

the emerging nationalist party, TANU, took advantage of 

this to rally.the rebellious peasants against the colonial 

administrators. A series of meetings found the peasants 

ihcreasihgly angry Until one finally ended in riot during 

which the British appointed "Sultan" was attacked. Several

r

. . . V-T'' ■'
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English policemen were also attacked, and one, in shooting 

to frighten an agitator (thought to be a TANU organizer), 

hit and killed him. Several peasants were arrested.

Others, to show their support of the demonstrators, de

stroyed their terraces, and burned their crop refuse, there

by producing the "Smoke in the Hills" which ia the title of 

the book from which this case is drawn.

The scheme was^abandoned to prevent further dis

order. Hope of protecting the city water supply faded as

^he scheme left farmers with a distrust of development schemes 

The Tanganyika Agricultural Department summed

"The

and personnel.

up the damage two years later in its report for 1961. 

extreme conservationist is as dangerous as the land miner"

(pt. 1: 33).

Analysis

One could draw up two long lists-of factors im-
»■

pinging on this schem^, one pressuring for success and the 

other, for failure. But, essentially, one fact led to fail

ure of the conservation segment of the scheme and one fact 

led to rejection of_the settlement aspect. In the first 

case, greatly increased labor (of terracing, and bund build

ing) led to smaller crops (from removal of top soil and in

crease of maize borers). 'In the second case, as the
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Waluguru knew well from experience, moving from the moun

tain heights would greatly increase the incidence of mal

aria.

Clearly, to the Waluguru there was no real benefit. 

In terms of innovation techniques, management was 

extremely inflexible, depending finally on coercion to 

carry but its plans.

In terms of objectives, there was a conflict of
' 1* > '

The scheme.had been designed primarily not withinterest.

the objective of helping the Waluguru, but of safeguarding 

the capital's water supply.

It is ^Iso worth noting, that though this was a

large scheme, and of vital importance to the capital city, 

no effort was made to ease the labor of terracing by pro

viding a spade for shoeless men--one perhaps with a broad 

footrest attached to one side of the upper edge, surely a 

technological; improvement not beycyid the abilities of the 

controlling powers. •

4. Livestock Tniprovement Schemes

Case 26; Kitui Grazing Scheme^

The object of this scheme which was launched in 

early 1953 was to restore the enormous area of denuded and

^Unless otherwise noted, this case is based on Jor

dan, 1957.
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eroded land in the Kitui district of Ukambani, Kenya, by 

mefflis of controlled grazing and limitation of stock in 

carrying capacity of the land.

Persuasion methods included demonstration tours of

These were greatly rein

forced by the loss from thirst and starvation of from 

thirty to forty thousand head of cattle as a result of . 

the failure of the March and April rains of 1953, followed 

by repeated high mortality from further drought in 1954

reclaimed areas and slide shows.

and-1955.

, The scheme involved a quarter of a million Kamba

whose custom had been to graze their animals as close to 

home as possible, 

ing areas (6,300 square miles) were under controlled graz- 

ihg which was designed to make maximum use of water while

allowing all lands ample resting time.
r

plished.by grazing all animals from a location in a single 

section of that locatip^ at one time, and then 

them en masse to the next designated area irrespective of 

the site of owners' homes.

four grazing areas, each used for four months, 

allowed all areas a fullyear's rest so that grass growth 

would be encouraged under all seasonal conditions.

By 1957, however, all the communal graz-

This was accom-

moving

Locations were divided into

This
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To allow for stock limitation, local markets were 

increased from two to ten with sales organized by the 

Veterinary Department, but directed by location, councils.

In 1956, with few cattle deaths, stock sales had increased 

nearly ten-fold from those in 1954.

In 1957, the Kitui District Agricultural Officer 

reported the grazing scheme to be a success with the cau

tion that its-continued success "depends almost entirely 

on marketing facilities, which implies a regular consumer
" (Jordan, 1957: 88).^

In 1962 the Aldev Board calculated that "de-
f •

stocking has been averaging slightly more than 10% which has 

in the past been accepted as the natural increase in African 

But it is becoming clear that 10 per cent-is too 

“fow and.calculations should in-future be based on a figure 

nearer 20 per cent" (Aldev, 57).

demand outside the district

areas.

Analysis
-siv

This scheme, basically Intended for soil restora

tion, happens to coincide with a time, of repeated severe 

stock loss due to drought. The Kamba were ready to accept

' ^Cattle marketing schemes in East Africa must de

pend on such demand, since'East African cattle are banned 
from the international markets of Western Europe (F.A.O., 
1967: 13). .
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r-

help that might protect their animals.

Persuasion methods resulted in good communication.

Markets for the sale of stock as herd size, increased 

were available and provided a financial profit taken advan

tage of by the Kamba once they were assured of the reduction 

of their subsistence risk.

In sum, this scheme succeeded because it reduced 

subsistence risk by.modifying the cultural way of using the 

environment, and because it offered financial profit.
V

Possibly, also, it succeeded partially because, as Oliver 

(1965) reports, the Kairiba, are only loosely committed to 

their culture.

Iringa Dipping Scheme^

In order to extend grazing in Iringa District, 

Tanganyika, a scheme for enforced "dipping" of cattle 

against ticks which cause the locally prevalent East Coast

Case 25.

o-'

Fever was imposed on lineal Hehe herders in 1953.

After construction of dips was completed, veterin

arians explained the aims and advantages of the project 

t^ local chiefs; supervisors organized the scheme 

that all livestock would undergo dipping. A fee for the

to ensure

Unless otherwise stated, this case is based on Ruth- 
enberg (1964: 51, 52)

V.
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service was imposed.'

After four years of compulsory dipping. East Coast 

Fever, once responsible for a mortality rate as high as 

5.0% among calves (Brovra and Hutt, 1935; 164), was virtually 

wiped out and the cattle population had increased almost 

Nevertheless the scheme was unpopular and coercion 

was still necessary to ensure dipping. To the stock-own

ers the seemingly endlessly repeated long treks to distant 

dips seemed unnecessary and burdensome. They particularly 

resented having to pay for a service they did not want.

Support from the chiefs added little to the ac

ceptability of the scheme, since, by 1953, they had begun 

to lose their hold on the tribesmen. At the same time 

local TANU representatives took advantage of the general 

discontentto strengthen their own popularity. Nhen, in 

retaliation, the administration banned TAIW from the 

the people finally refused to comply with the dipping

A’ -

The trusteeship status of Tanganyika set a limit^ 

to the amouht of .force withiwhich Government could back up 

Its directiyes, and the Iringa Dipping §cheme 

plately abandoned

20%o.

area,

/
ordinance.

was com-

V

Coercion was much
more severe in enforcing manioc planting (case 15).•

■•'r ■
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/
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Analysis

This scheme, initiated through coercion, met

with cooperation, however reluctant, on the part of herders 

until they no longer felt it was necessary to protect 

their herds. No more cattle were dying yet dipping, with 

its burdensome trekking and expense was still insisted on. 

Refusal to modify dipping rules with decrease of ticks 

was surely inflexibility of management.

There was misunderstanding on the part of manage

ment, as to the current identity of effective local lead

ers'. People now followed lANU more readily than their

chiefs.

This scheme, counted a failure, could equally be 

People used the dips till the 

disease was wiped out and the safe grazing areas extended— 

the original purpose of the scheme.

. People used the dips whilei^ they perceived a bene- 

fit; they rebelled against it when they could .perceive no, 

further benefit.

analyzed as a aiccesd.

Case 27. Samburu Grazing Scheme^

This grazing scheme was started, with the coopera

tion of their elders, among the Samburu of Kenya in 1958.
V '

. 1
Except as otherwise noted, this case is based on 

Aldev, 1962: 141-143.
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1958 was a year of unusually good rains.

The carrying capacity of the grazing land (number

of stock-units per acre) was detemined and members were

This they did. Theyasked to remove any excess beasts, 

were charged an annual fee of two (later raised to three)

•-V. .

shillings per unit grazed on the scheme. , The grazing land 

divided into four blocks to be grazed in rotation for 

four months each, thereby allowing each block a full year 

rest between its periods*of use.

Various sources of water supply were constructed. 

The scheme progressed well in 1958, its chief 

officer stating in his annual report:

- Writing as one
,the effect of these schemes is remarkable. The 
countryside was red, now it is green. Possibly 
it could be said this is due to good rains and 
not grazing control, but not all, as between the 
two schemes of Seya-Barsalinga and Wamba there 
is a stretch of country which is not controlled 
arid which is still showing red" (quoted in Aldev, 
1962: 142).

The scheme, thlarged by the annexation of the 

one at Wamba continued to„i>rosper through 1959 though that 

year. saw.both drought and epidemics of foot-and-mouth 

disease.

was

• "X’ .

,1

who saw this country in 1951/52,

'3?

In the following year, 1960, the drought increased 

and large numbers of game animals entered the scheme area

A-
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This made it impossible toto share the water and grazing, 

preserve the rotation schedule.

kill the game in an attempt to preserve the scheme, 

schemews closed in. July of 1961, however, along with all

In 1961 it was agreed to

The ^

Spencer (1965; xx) re

ports that the Samburu grazing schemes were abolished by 

decision of the Samburu themselves when Government left it

other schemes in Samburu District.

up to them to retain or abolish the schemes.
X.

Spencer says of the government sponsored Samburu

grazing schemes.

It was the elders who among themselves decided 
their own courses of action, and government 
innovatjonfi impinged on the society in much the
gamp wav,- that some ecoldfeical change would im
pinge ; it was accepted almost as an incontro
vertible fact and the social system adjusted it
self accordingly (Spencer, 1965: xx) (italics 
mine).

•S

Analysis

Spencer's quotation describes very weJL the in- 

fluence of ecology on culture and on culture change in an 

environment which does not allow much choice of subsistence 

' strategies. ' ,

This scheme depended for its success on the pro

vision of artificial water sources and on the maintenance

of a carefully calculated ratio of grazing animals to
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grazing land as well as the periodic resting of that land. 

So long as rains were fairly good, the technology of the 

foreigners was adequate as was the cooperation of the Sam- 

buru graziers. The scheme was defeated by local ecology 

in the form of thirsty and hungry wild animals which upset 

the crucial beast:land ratio, and grazed the resting

fields.

It is important to note with this scheme that, had 

it been analyzed just a short time before its invasion by

This empha-gfiune, it would have been counted a success, 

sizes the need for a long time follow up of, adoption of

innovation before a scheme can be judged a success (Arens-

However, the point to be checked over timeberg, 1967: 66). 

here is not the peoples' willingness to accept an innova-

ti6n but rather whether the innovation will work under all 

possible local environmental situations, 

this scheme failed because it was q^apted not to minimal 

environmental condition^ but rather, to average ones.

In other words.

Spencer reports:

When I revisited them, at the very end of the 
year, far from regarding the drought they had 
suffered as a . . . disaster, they regarded it 

. as accompanying one of their greatest moments 
of triumph in recent years: a definite step 
towards a return to, their traditional way of 
life (1965: xxiy;
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One: must remeinber: that their traditional way of 

life, whatever the cultural erabellishiMnts, was first and 

foremost based on a nomadic pattern adapted, to the minimal 

conditions of their environment—they could move from 

areas of no water, right now to areas of some water right 

now; from areas of no graze remaining, to yet ungrazed 

areas; from areas of disease occurrence to areas free from 

disease. Thus their normal subsistence pattern was a de-
j-

fensive adaptation to subsistence risk. The innovated pat

tern increased subsistence risk.

Case 28; Iraqw Destocking Scheme^

Since 1947, Government had been propagandizing the 

Iraqw people who lived on the western escarpment of the 

Rift Valley in Mbulu District, Northern Province, Tangan- 

yika, as to the need for restoring their degenerating 

grazing lands. By 1949 this need was evident to all, but 

there was considerable resistance to any destocking scheme. 

However, faced with-the imposition of compulsory destock

ing if they could not agree to help Government devise a 

scheme, the people, persuaded by several of the tribe 

influential elders, finally acceded.

s

^Unless otherwise noted, this case is based on a 
report Of the Tanganyikan Dept, of Veterinary Services, 
1955. , . . . . . . .

rt ■
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At this time, too, a positive attitude toward 

Government prevailed, the result of recent help'^n provid

ing water.

The scheme aimed to achieve and maintain an ade

quate land to-stock ratio. This was to be accomplished in 

two ways: the tribal grazing area would ba greatly ex

tended by freeing large blocks of adjacent land from tse- 

tse; Th~th^~meantime, ^he ped^^in the overstocked areas 

were called upon to sell their excess cattle. Individual . 

destocking quotas were issued after a cattle census was 

conducted by a culling clerk working with the village head

man to decide each n^n's share of the common grazing 

land. Markets,-designated for the scheme would issue re

ceipts which sellers could use as proof that they had 

met their quotas. Orders to sell chme from the Provin

cial Commissioner ^n order, that people might not turn 

against, the* native authorities.

Cooperation with the destocking regulations was 

.sufficient that by 1953, the cattle population had been 

reduced by more than one quarter. But, as Meek reported 

. in 1953, stockowners engaged in a continual battle of wits 

with management, resulting in ever new methods of evasion 

of required sales (Meek, 1963: 64).

Sr

jti/-*9.
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Ploys used by stockholders in this battle included; 

the general us^ of required sales to not merely destock, 

but to cull the herds—poorer quality stock was sent to 

market; Barabaig stock owners in areas adjacent to the 

scheme sold cattle in the Iraqw markets and then sold 

the destocking tickets to Iraqw; some Iraqw moved to 

the Barabaig area just ahead of the census taker to re-

after his departure; others moved permanently to Bara

baig, thus causing overstocking there (T.D.ViS,, 1955: 33),
>

and Iraqw from areas not marked for destocking charged those 

in the destocking areas for selling cattle in their name

turn

(Meek, 1963: 65).

.  Cooperation in contributing to communal labor (for

ty-five days were required of each man) was more thorough.
- K

By the end of 1952, six hundred square miles had 

been cleared of tsetse by communal labor. As newly cleared 

areas were .opened for grazing, destocking quotas could be 

reduced so that, after fou^years, regular quotas weire 

withdrawn. Government ordering sales only when voluntary' 

sales did.not offset, annual stock increases.

The success of this scheme was undoubtedly aided

thereto a great extent by the nature of its management:

unusual continuity, of both government officials and anwas
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unusually large staff; considerable flexibility was shown
• 'f.

in managing the scheme.

When the stock census 

of the cattle were held on loan (loaning of cattle, always .

East African herders, is even more so among 

the Iraqw who d6 not night kraal their knimals as do

disclosed that one third

common among

other peoples of the area; instead, one room of each,

feseWed for its" cattle, and no f^ily will
Traqw ' home is 

keep at home more 

at night (Meek, 1963: 61),

animals than it can take into the house

agreement was reached between 

that loaned stock

an

the scheme onagers and stock owners 

would be assessed to the borrower, who wpuld be required

to turn over to the owner the sale price of his animal.

When cattle prices declined, stockholders were permitted

When stockto dllay selling, or else to seek other markets.

bring maximum profit were put on sale to meettoo young to

auxiliary holding ranch wqs opened.quotas, an

A final factor iit' the success of this scheme was 

Its inception coincided with the startfortunate timing.

steadily increasing demand for meat in Tanganyika,of a

and a consequent overall rise in price.
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• Analysis

People ypluntarily cooperated in this scheme, only

when threatened with coercion if they refused. Therefore 

OOP may say it was started with coercion. However, nunage- 

ment (Governmental) had a good imajge for the Iraqw, having 

recently provided them with increased water; Also their 

own leaders promoted the scheme.

Hanag^ent"Ws“^litihudus, alert arid flexihle; 

reduction of stock sale quotas were Issued whenever pos

sible. Postponement of sale to await a rising price was

allowed; selling rules were modified to take into account • 

cultural stock sharing habits as well as new ones devised 

to defeat the scheme.

Luck helped in that, as the scheme progressed, 

rising markets made the Iraqw appreciate the benefit of 

financial profit.

Primary to success, of the scheme was the undeniable 

real benefits, not only df profit from sales, but of in

creased grazing land.
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5. Settlement Schemes
1

Case^9. Olenguruone Settlement Scheme

Settlement by local Kikuyu and Dorobo was begun 

on this scheme in the Makuru District, Rift Valley Province, 

Kenya in 1941, on land bought by Government from the Masai. 

Settlers were allotted eight acres per family plus five 

for each extra wife, with stipulated amounts to be 

used for homes, paddocks, cropping and cultivation.

Settlement rules, issued in 1942, were not put 

into effect until the end of World War II, four years 

later, due to war-time shortage of personnel. At that 

time, all of the 54 Dorobo settlers, but only a very small 

proportion of the Kikuyu agreed to abide by the rules. The 

Kikuyu resented in particular the ban on maize cultiva- 

tion^ maize being their accustomed staple food. The ban 

was invoked when it was found that maize took thirteen 

months to mature at the extreme altitude (9000 ft.) of the 

scheme, thereby providing'^lot even one crop per .year.

(At other sites mentioned in this study maize was reported 

to have a three to six month growing time.)

The Kikuyu agreed to leave the scheme, but only 

under conditions which scheme administrators considered

acres

^This casie is based on Mitchell, 1947; 23.
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Eviction orders, subseqijently upheld by the 

courts, were finally carried out in 1949.

Dorobo settlement has continued, 

were 863 families. Pyrethrum and sheep are the cash producers 

and in 1959 a sheep and pyrethrum cooperative was estab-

impossible.

In 1957 there

lished.

Analysis

Olenguruone succeeded with the Dorobo and failed

with the Kikuyu, probably due, in large part to the differ-

•flie Dorobo had, till very recently.ences in their past, 

been hunters and gatherers, whereas the Kikuyu were cul

tivators accustomed to growing maize as a staple. The ban

on maize growing did not pose the hardship to the Dorobo

that it did to the Kikuyu.
o’’

Current political conditions probably also led 

to lack of-Kikuyu cooperation, since this was a time of 

increasing Kikuyu resentmei^t over land policy which was to

qulminate shortly in Mau Mau.

Shimba Hilla Settlement Scheme^ 

in 1952 an area in' the Shimba Hills twenty-five 

miles south of Mombassa and twelve miles inland from the

Case 30.

lUnless otheinsise rioted, this case is based on the 
Aldev, reports -(1955 : m 199-201),
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Kenya coast was opened to settlement after a year's trials 

had Indicated that, with proper application of manure and 

phosphates, it would produce sufficient harvests for both

subsistence and cash income. Cultivation was to be aided

by mechanization. Government would clear tsetse bush.

Manure would be provided by a scheme herd till further 

clearance would enable- settlers to bring in their own cattle, 

the nvimber to be set at eight head per family.

During the first year, only four families of the 

many parties of local Ta:ita, for whom settlement had been 

primarily intended,-elected to-become settlers after visit

ing the scheme.

The Aldev report speculates that "one reason for 

* the poor response from the Taita may have been the distance 

to'water which would appear a hardship to people accustomed 

to clear rills near every village"(1955: 175).

The following year Kamba from Machokos in the 

distant Southern Province"^ where uncertain rainfall and 

overpopulation made for subsistence insecurity (Porter:

1965: 418)-were invited to visit the scheme. Kamba response

was so enthusiastic that applicants' names were put 

waiting lists

on

At the end of two years, ninety Kamba Ijad 

joined the original four Taita settlers and it was decided -

to limit furthet .settlement to one- hundred families a ,year.
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During the years to 1962 and particularly since the 

1960 drought in Ukambani, Kamba continued to dominate set

tlement, joined by members of other tribes, particularly. . 

a large number of Nandi from the Rift Valley Province where
A

spreading cultivation had left a shortage of grazing land. 

Nearby Nyika had turned down invitations to join the set

tlement because "they were not willing to give up their in

dependence from Government control simply to obtain the 

benefits of Government assistance and agricultural machin

ery" and they believed "The Shimba Hills area is haunted by 

evil spirits" (Gerlach, 1965: 249).

Analysis

This scheme provides a‘ good laboratory situation 

since^.four tribes were tried oh the same scheme, 

reactions depended on the relation of their need to the cost 

the scheme would have for them:

Their

The Taita's need f^r new land was insufficient 

to make the unaccustomed long trek to water worth the ef

fort.

For the Kamba, always living'with an insufficiency 

of water, and with severe land need, the advantage of new 

land outweighed the disadvantage of the distance from water. 

They did not object to walking for water.

/
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The Nandi, badly in need of grazing land, also did

not object. ■

The Nyika, as quoted above, did not feel the bene

fits" promised by the scheme, were worth sacrificing their
\
\

independence.

In balance the scheme is to be counted a success.

since, full settlement was achieved. -

Shinyanga Resettlement^

The people of Old Shinyanga in the Lake Province 

of Tanganyika, having had to flee their traditional home 

area because of a sudden severe influx of tsetse, petitioned 

the government to clear it of fly so that they might return. 

Kieir petition was granted and scheme administrators thought

to take advantage of the situation by building reservoirs
• - ■

for water before opening the area to resettlement. The 

inhabitants were, however, so eaggr to return, that they 

requested permission to do so before the reservoirs could 

be constructed. Rather than waiting, they agreed to help 

in the preparation of a water tank from one of the many 

bilge kopjes with which the: area was studded.

Case 31.

Settlers also

agreed to bring only a limited number of their cattle until 

the area might be demonstrated to be fully safe for herding.

Unless otherwise noted, this case is based on Hatchell,
1959
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The cleared area was to be maintained fly free by 

, means of continuous cultivation. To this end, each 

returning family was allotted four acres of arable and

ten acres of grazing land according to traditipoal tribal 

ways of land allocation and tenure.

It was hoped that the fly free area would gradually 

be extended by cultivation from its periphery.

—In order to enable settlers to take full advantage 

of the impending "short" rains they were assisted with 

housing.

Settlers were so overjoyed at the chance to return 

that they voluntarily cooperated in building a new house 

for their chief in the traditional tribal headquarters.

There followed a series of disappointments; 

baboons which had moved ip when the inhabitants moved out 

proved formidable competitors for the crop; the first year's 

sorghum crop was badly attacked by Strega; their cultiva

tion methods did not permit the settlers to keep even the 

existing fly free area cleared and would certainly not 

allow for its extension.

A year after their triumphal return, the returnees 

reabandbned their home areatto take up available land 

®^®®where, where cultivating conditions might prove easier.
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In 1950 the Shinyanga Settlement area, having 

been finally abandoned by Its original Inhabitants, was

opened to resettlement^y 

severe land hunger, moved In.

outsiders. Nearby Sukuma, with a 

As had become their cus

tom, the Sukuma used ox ploughs to cultivate cotton and 

In this way were able to maintain tsetse clearance by con

tinuously and constantly cultivating the fly free area, and, 

by extending cultivation beyond this area, to extend It— 

so effectively that a 1959 report describes Shlnyan^ as 

having taken on the appearance of true Sukumaland Cultlva- 

' tlon Steppe (Welch,.,1959: 259).

Analysis

This scheme, judged by the positive rating of all 

the classical Innovation variables should have succeeded 

with the original settlers.

■of the scheme were beyond the technology of the people of
»■

Shinyanga. ' This was reinforced by a hostile ecology—
A

baboon predation; st'rlga; tsetse.

Although the felt need of the Sukuma was not as 

great as that of the original Inhabitants, being merely a 

need for usable land, not for this specific land, they suc

ceeded where those had failed because their technology was 

able to meet die requirements of the project.

It failed because the demands
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Case 32; Cede Settlement

Since before World War I, Giriama tribesmen, 

freed from slavery to the Arabs, had migrated to the Kenya 

coast from their inland tribal reservation to grow cotton

With the aim of stabilizingas squatters on Grown Sand, 

their settlement and converting them from shifting to

permanent cultivation,.,Government, in 1938, opened 10,000 

acres of Grown land to squatters-nearGede, site of the ruins
. . . i.

of a 12th Century Arab city.

The Cede area was chosen because it was thought

that the nearby squatters would be more receptive than

They would be settled as aothers to organized settlement, 

group; it was hoped ttet their satisfaction with the scheme

would facilitate its expansion by the successive inclusion 

of adjacent groups of squatters which were^Scattered north 

and south along the coast.

Settlers were required to accept scheme rules

concerning land conservation, and against fragmentation of 

To anchor the settlers to their holdings.holdings.

permanent tree crops were emphasized, 

also would provide a source of Itin^er and of various market- 

The remainder of the twelve acre allotments

These tree crops

able produce

Unless otherwise noted, this case is based on
Humphrey, 1939.
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would serve for home compounds and rotated annual crops.
I -

including cotton as the main cash crop.

The center of the settlement area was reserved for 

social seirvices including a market and a school;, nearby

the staff cultivated a demonstration plot.

The scheme expanded as planned. The coral studded 

sandy soil ^oved surprisingly fertile under proper manage

ment. The 1962 Aldev report states, "a great deal of cotton

is produced from Cede and its neighborhood. The settlement 

has now ceased to be supported by public funds" (211).

Success has not come without effort on the part 

of both administrators and farmers. On a visit to Cede ten

years after its inception Elsbeth Huxley was told by a scheme 

officer that success was only possible because "we push 

them into it if you keep on and on" (Huxley, 1960: 8). He 

complained that during the war, when supervision was reduced 

and cotton prices increased, the Cede ^ttlers extended 

cotton cultivation to their^subsistence plots and had to be 

fed through famine relief.

Still, Mrs. Huxley marvelled at the fertility coaxed 

from the sandy soil by jthe'foreigners "push" and the 

Africans' toil.
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Analysis

This ffittlement scheme incorporated Giriama squat

ters who had already chosen the area.

The settlers liking of cash income endangered the 

scheme; when supervision relaxed they gave over their sub

sistence plots to cotton, thereby, seemingly, inviting sub- 

The Giriama, however, probably had learned 

from being settlers on government land and beneficiaries
u.

of so many government services, that government could be 

depended on to provide subsistence security, and so, indeed.

sistence risk.

it did.

Case 33. Oyani-Miguri Rivers Settlement. Scheme^

The object of this scheme was to ensure that the 

valleys of the above two rivers in South Nyanza, Kenya, 

which had been cleared of tsetse bush by the Veterinary 

Department during 1946-49, should be secured from regenera- 

tion of bush by means of proper land usage.

The Oyani valley was suitable for agriculture, 

arid the Miguri for cattle farms.

Settlement rules were accepted by the local African

District Council.

^This case is based on Aldev, 1956, 156-62.
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After construction of three dams' and a dairy, 

plots were demarcated and settlement opened both to 

former rightholders of the area and, where there were no 

claims to ,the land, to new immigrants from overcrowded

areas.

So few settlers moved in that the scheme was aban

doned in late 1951. '

Failure was ascribed tp:.three factors:

(1) Lack of pressure of the land in South Nyanza.
(2) Numerous claims of previous ownership which 

tended to scare off new immigrants.
(3) Reluctance, common to farmers all over the 

world, to submit to regimentation" (1956: 162)

Although, in fact, the scheme as planned did fail, 

its purpose was accomplished inasmuch as, after its abandon

ment there was a spontaneous movement into the area of set

tlers who farmed it under the normal supervision of agri- 

cultural instructors sufficiently well .that the Aldev report 

for 1956 notes that "the bush has hever regenerated, the
*

dairy has flourished. . ." (1956: 157).
■'V

Analysis

This scheme presents a strong case against unneces

sary regimentation. As with the Maria^ni Milk scheme (case 34), 

provision of a fly free settlement area and water would seem 

to draw in settlers with no further persuasion.

Assessment as to the extent of land hunger was

, . f
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probably too high, but in any case the object of the scheme 

was not to give land to land hungry people, but to use set-

tiers to keep a newly tsetse cleared area free of tsetse^
*

In other words it was not planned primarily to meet the 

needs Of settlers.

Mariakani Milk Scheme^Case 34»

This scheme, initiated “In 1950, was designed to in- 

crease the supply of milk to the city of Mombassa on the 

Kenya ^oast and, at the same time, tbedraw away excess cat-
V

tie from the area along the railway line leading to Maria

kani, the site of the Veterinary Itepartment's milk process

ing plant.

ht

Dispersion of cattle occurred spontaneously 

following the opening of a large strip of sparsely occu

pied coastal hinterland to settlement through tsetse clear

ance and provision of water sources, and access'roads, and- 

the establishment of milk c^ljecting stations where cattle- 

keepers could sell their milk at a fixed price regardless 

of their distance from the Mariakani processing plant.

The processing plant was turned over to the two

^Description of this scheme is based on Gt. Britain, 
Colonial Office Report (1955: 17, 18) and on three papers 
by Gerlach (1963, 1964, 1965).
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local African District Councils (Rwali and Kilifi) to be 

run under supervision of the Veterinary Department.

By the end of 1954 much of the.necessary techni

cal work had been accomplished, 

to report of the scheme:

The Colonial Office was able 

"It is certainly achieving its 

objective of expanding the milk industry, and dispersing

cattle from the railway-zone" and "Local Duruma and Gir- r 

iama have moved into the area without disruption of their 

normal society" (p. 18).

In the meantime a class of African traders had 

beenanerging in the area. Traveling by bicycle, they 

bought and sold milk and produce in the countryside, ef

fecting an exchange of food products between herdera and 

cultivators; they also sold the Mlk and vegetables of the 

countryside in the nearby coastal'' fishing village of Vanga; 

from Vanga, they brought fish and palm wine to customers in 

the country. » • .

These traders, whilLe not providing the only 

of food exchange between the local-farmers, herders, and

means

.fishermen (food was also shared by gifts and feasts) (Cer- 

lach, 1964: 22) were important in that exchange. In ad-

ditlon, in'order to increase their sales, they sometimes' 

introduced,new foods to their customers. (A caseilripoiht
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was that of fresh fish, often eschewed locally as dangerous 

for the health;) (Gerlach: 1965: 264). Indeed, Gerlach

contends that, whereas the local people tend to reject 

Government's attempts at introducing new custome, they of

ten accept those introduced by fellow tribesmen.(1963: 34).

In the late 1950 s, in an effort to further in

crease the supply of raw milk to the processing plant, the

scheme's adminis):rators arranged to have Indian bus and 

truck owners purchase milk from cattle-keepers along 

routes and deliver it to Mariakani.

their .

Kxis effectively elim

inated competition from the African traders. It also cut

the supply of milk to the nearby farmers "and the 

people of Vanga.

towns-

In fact it cut the supply of milk of the 

cattle keepers themselves since they were often in debt to

the.Ihdian traders and had to deliver to them their total 

milk supply.

In terms of its original objeetive, to increase

supply of fresh milk fo^ the city dwellers of Mbmbassa, 

this, scheme was initially so successful that.

the

in 1961, it

received a. large loan from UNICEF for the purpose of#rebuild- 

ing and enlarging its plant. The loan was to be repaid by 

provision of free milk for local children (Aldev, 1962: M4).

Recent news of the Mariakani Milk Schemfr indicates

i
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that the independent Kenya Government has furthered the 

trend set by its colonial predecessor. In order to keep 

the profits of the schema high, milk is turned to butter 

which is sold abroad in the U.K., thus further raising the 

price of milk locally. The city people, for whose benefit 

the scheme was originally designed, can no longer afford 

the high price of milk ,(Belshaw, 1969). The scheme's ori

ginal objective has obviously been forgotten.

Analysis

Early on, this scheme met with remarkable success 

in terms of its original objectives: Manipulating the en

vironment and equalizing the profit for herders regard

less of relation to the railroad led to their spontaneous

resettlement. Increased well-being of cattle increased
' ' '

the supply of milk for Mombassa.

Sociologically the success of the scheme is ques- 

tionable. The choice of Indian large scale traders to di- 

. vert business from African small scale traders should he

noted It is an illustration of the caste-like nature of 

East African society in colonial times.

In terms of its objectives this scheme was origin

ally a success* (Diversion of milk--as butter—to Britain 

has occurred under new sponsorship.)
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In terns of culture change instituted, this, scheme 

is also to be rated a success, whatever its social or nutri

tional cost.

1
Case 35. Lambwe Valley Luo Settlement' Scheme

The object of this scheme in South Nyanza, Kenya 

was to open up the Lambwe Valley to Luo from supposedly 

overcrowded locations in South and Central Nyanza. Rain

fall in the area was good (50") and fertility, thanks to

protection of tsetse, was high.
/>

Government provided road§, water and first plough

ing in addition to clearing non arable land of fly bush. 

Bush on arable land would be cleared by individual farmers.

»Settlement commenced in 1951 in line with plans 

agreed-upon after a series of meetings with the people.. 

Settlement was slow and could not conform to the plan, in

that pressure on the home area land was insufficient to
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ... ’ ^

provide large groups of settlers and the’ plots assigned
•

proved to be more- than twice too large for individual fam

ilies to manage according to the requirements of the scheme.

Additionally, Luo were deterred by the early ban on cattle.

^This case is based on reports in the two Aldev 
volumes, (1956: 151-154; 1962: 178t181).
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Settlement was stepped up after tsetse clearance 

was sufficiently advanced to remove the cattle ban, but 

the area of tli^^ scheme could not be increased according to 

plan because there was never a sufficiency of Luo settlers, 

and the African District Council, despite six years of pro

paganda, would not agree to admission of non-Luo. Further 

development was therefore ruled out and the scheme has been 

continued only on a "care and maintenance basis" (1962: 

180), designed to prevent the return of tsetse. Settlement 

has fluctuated but the trend has been decline, which the 

report attributes to "disinclination to accept control 

when there is still uninhabited land in the district which

'•t.

can be occupied without restriction" (1962; 180).

This judgment is supported by the fact that at 

one p^int close to one quarter of the settlers were com- 

prosed of "141 families who had crept in as squatters on 

the periphery but have since been brought into conformity 

with the rules" (1956: 153)'^.

There is'" an intriguing mention of local radio- 

activity which "has apparently been responsible for the 

legepd that the valley is haunted by spirits" (1962: 181). 

One wonders if this spirit population isn't in some part 

.responsible for the limited response to propaganda for set

tlement. - .
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Analysis

This scheme failed due largely to a misunderstand

ing on the part of management of the land situation of 

local hao. Most felt no land shortage and were therefore 

unwilling to accept control in order to acquire new land, 

nor were they willing to share their tribal land with 

aliens, since they could perceive of no. benefit accruing

from so doing.

Also the blue print of the scheme was dependent on 

-an impossible amount of work by settlers. A feasibility 

^study, might have disclosed this planning failure.

Kigezi Resettlement Scheme^

In 1946 Kigezi District of Southwestern Uganda was 

showing signs of ovemse of its most populous and most 

ferule southern section.

Case 36.

It was therefore decided to en

courage settlement by the local Bakiga people elsewhere in 

To this end the senior chiefs of the Bakiga 

were invited -to select a suitable site after touring former

the district.

tribal areas in northern Kigezi which had been abandoned due

Volvinteers were then taken to visitto game and tsetse, 

the chosen site and promised two years of exemption from

^This case is based,on Purseglove, 1950.

•i --r
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Nomal movingpoll taxes should they decide to settle, 

procedures of the Bakiga were studied and were to be emu- ■

lated in the settlement process.

About half of the first visitors decided on re- 

T^s percentage was increased in later groups 

when applicants were limited to men who had insufficient 

land at home.

settlement.

Early settlers were allowed free choice of site 

and amount of land. The aim of providing each family of 

six with twelve acres—three to be under cultivation?- 

• three to be resting, and six to allow for expansion--was 

fairly well achieved. This contrasted with the average 

2.86 acre holdings in the home area.

Men of the settler families were taken to the 

settlement area by lorry to prepare their land for culti

vation and plant their initial crop. The men chose to 

do. this work in groups of twenty to thirtj for security 

and in order to reduce the amount of damage by game. Game 

guards were assigned to shoot intruding animals (elephants 

and buffalo) and the carcasses were distributed for food.

The men were housed in temporary grass camps,fed, and pro- 

vided with seed—routinely for subsistence farming, and 

upon their request, with groundnuts and flax for cash crops.

i
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Subchiefs, were appointed from their own people. Staff mem

bers visited regularly to provide supervision. (No addi

tional European staff waS>^appointed for the project which
•a.

was carried out by the regular District officers with the 

cooperation of the Kigezi African Local Government.)

Midway camps were~constructed between the settlement area 

and the home area for the convenience of men making home

visits.

The scheme was helped in its early days when the 

new land successfully met the customary Bakiga test: the 

settlers' chickens flourished, a .sure sign that the crops 

would yield well. Thus reassured, the men built homes for 

their families, and then, after a final trip home to help 

with bhe harvest, returned with their families as permanet 

immigrants. They brought sheep and goats as well as their 

chickens to the new home but remaining tsetse ruled out 

cattle. »■

As the chickens had pi^dicted, the first crop was 

a success, and since the scheme's success seemed assured as 

well, roads aid medical and school facilities were built, 

springs were enclosed, baboons poisoned an<l weekly hunts 

were organized to provide meat and keep down game. New 

crops including coffee and tobacco for cash crops were

9
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cultivated. Cultivation on contour strips built up with 

bunds was^;gradually terracing the land.

By 1950 the settlement area had a population of 

15,000 and seemed to be meeting the goals of the project 

which were: to make the people self supporting in food; 

to produce surplus food so that established settlers could 

provide food for new ones; to provide cash crops.. Popula

tion pressure was relieved in the crowded area around 

Kabale and food production for the district as a whole was 

increased. The original scheme was approaching saturation 

and its extension was being planned.

Analysis

Land for resettlement was chosen by the chiefs, 

thus involving the local leaders.

Mien propaganda was limited to those needing land, 

a much higher, proportion of applications were received.

True need was tapped.

Decision making was left to meinbers in many in

stances—selection of plots; -land preparation.

^glstics were carefully planned and carried out 

according to the cultural ways.

A cultural test fcr success fortunately was met 

when the chickens responded well, 

this folk test of a good soil may be scientifically valid.

(it occurs to me that
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since chickens eat gralnsseeds; perhaps xdiere chickens

thrive on naturally occurring grains, grain cultivates

will thrive as well. In other words, foraging chickeni

may be indicators of agricultural potential.

South Busoga Settlement Scheme^

The fertile land fringing Lake Victoria in South 

Busoga, Uganda, had been virtually emptied of its human 

population "following two severe sleeping sickness epi

demics, the-first in the early 1900's and the second in 

1942. People who had given up land pressed the author^ 

ities to reopen the area. Government responded, hoping 

that continuous settlement would result in permanent 

bush clearance which would in turn protect the area from

Case 37;

fly.

Plans as to how to use the land were changed fre

quently for a variety of reasons: aims of the several 

Government Departments involved we^e at variance as were 

the methods they suggested; anticipated city markets for 

suggested crops failed to develop; the administrative 

bodies responsible for the management of the scheme, as 

well as their personnel, were frequently changed, and

iThis scheme is based on Ilingsworth, 1964.
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each hew administrator va§ allowed considerable scope 

in deciding the scheme's day to day operation^ conflict - 

of claims among former users, whose rights in the land 

were based on different interpretations of traditional 

land tenure, made it difficult to allocate parcels among 

applicants for settlement; indeed, as it turned out, those 

who had petitioned Government to reopen the area were not 

motivated by any personal need for land, but rather by 

the hope of-leasing their holdings for profit, or in 

some cases, by desire to thwart the ambitions of rival 

local chiefs, whose authotilty lay in their 

traditional power to allocate land were particularly con

cerned with plans for the area's resettlement; the degE:ee 

of their cooperation varied as they felt the scheme might 

effect^ them.

\
claimants:

. The area was finally opened to settlement in 

1956. Small scale peasant farmers resppnded in far 

smaller number§ than had bedh anticipated. They were re

quired to pay lease fees to successful claimants; they 

were expected to clear the ten acre plots by themselves; 

no provision was made for their first year's subsistence 

and they were given no tax concession.

The objective of continuous cleared blocks was 

impossible to attain since settlers could not at first

- ...s
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clear enough land even to feed their fendlies, but had rather 

to continue cultivating off-scheme plots for their subsis- ,

tence.

After five years so much bush remained in the 

settlement area that new allocations were limited to seven 

acres except on request of individuals who planned to pri

vately finance larger scale cultivation. These more ambi

tious settlers were given little encouragement and less 

help and consequent failures were frequent. It is pertinent 

that traditional South Busoga farms averaged only 3 acres, 

which should! have suggested to scheme administration the 

size plot a farmer could be expected to clear without out- 

side help.

In 1964, the scheme was reported to show "no 

evidetice of planned settlement . . . the few new settlers

unsupervised•and sleeping sickness control almost noh-

Perhaps this sad sl^te of affairs isexistent" (p. 6).

'at least parly explained it^ the earlier note fai the report 

that the administrative body which had recently again un

dergone change had "no money this year because of the 

failure of the cotton crop" (p. 2).

^ ■
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Analysis

This scheme suffered from poor planning and poor 

management. Need was misrep^'esented. Settlers were given 

no help with logistics. The scheme depended on their ac

complishing an impossible task. The anticipated market 

did nat exist. There were conflict^'of interest between 

local leaders and between govertuneht departments.

However, the basic cause of failure was that the 

ecology (prevalence of tsetse) did not allow for the 

scheme, as planned, ndr did it alTow a profit (through the 

failure of the cotton crop).

Bunyoro Agricultural Company, Uganda^

In 1951 two private corporations joined the Pro

tectorate’"’ Government , and the Uganda Native Government 

in forming a company with the object of turning unoccu

pied virgin bush into small privately owne^ farms.

'V protectorate government provided half the necessary funds

with the private companies sharing the remainder of the 

cost and the Bunyoro Native Government receiving a share 

in the Company equal to those'of each of the private firms 

in return for its interest in the land.

Case 38;

The

^This case is based on the Btinyoro Agricultural 
Company Report (1956). ',
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For three years the area was run as a centrally 

controlled farm liiCreaslng gradually from 90 to 1000

After this preliminary period the sixty- 

six settler families were issued small holdings of 20 acres 

each. ‘ .

acres in size.

Original cash crops were cotton and tobacco but 

continuous experimentation was conducted to test possible 

additional sources of income. At first the company pro

vided full mechanical services for cultivation with the 

understanding that peasants would pay after their crops 

were harvested. The area had been unoccupied for fifty 

years; Lhebefore that the Bunyoro had used it for grazing 

cattle, but had abandoned it when a rinderpest epidemic 

destroyed their herds, it, was. thickly covered with bush.

With certain adjustments suggested by the 

three year trial period, i;e., limitation of mechanization 

■ to the early phases of cultivation, since^ .after planting, 

hand cultivation had proved to be both more efficient and 

cheaper; the introduction of pig-keeping to utilize the 

sofghiim '^hich grew well,' but for which there was no market;

■ and the maintainihg of cattle with antricide as'^ prophylactic 

against the prevalent tsetse, the scheme seemed to be 

ceedihg.

suc-
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After the fourth year thetwo private firms 

abruptly withdrew, thereby ending both the company ^d the 

They had been sustaining major financial losses 

from the start and could foresee no reversal of this 

trend.

scheme.

The scheme had been overcapitalized in that the 

price paid to the Native Government for the unused land
y.

was far greater than its actual value. Clearance costs were 

much higher than anticipated as bush proved resistant to the 

Finally, when the first cotton crop ripened, al-machines.

though it was the best ever grown in Uganda, tenants

generally declined to harvest it. They had been so highly

subsidized that the entire crop would have gone to repay

their debt to the.company; from their point of view the 

effort harvesting would go unrewarded. ,

Analysis
• -<

This -scheme primarily failed because of poor plan-

It was over capitalized, 

and technology was Inadequate under prevailing ecological 

conditions—^the machines were not capable of clearing the 

bush as planned.

ning on the part of management.

Membets could perceive no real benefit in harvest

ing tb^cash crop since they already owed.management all
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. their prospective receipts.

Causes of failure were really external, 

had cooperated in all aspects of the scheme.

Members

Aba-Ha Concentration^

the object of this late 1930’s scheme was to set

tle in a concentration approximately 1000 families of 

Aba-Ha living scattered and hidden in the bush over a large 

in Western Province, Tanganyika.

‘the minimal number of farms necessary to maintain a con

tinuous clearing large enough to discourage tsetse in-

Case 39.

(One thousand isarea

vasion, since the tsetse fly, a shade dweller, will not

A farm-travel over more than two miles of open country. 

ing settlement which maintains such a clearing is termed 

a "conc^trationi'V.)

Persuading the people to move and do the neces

sary bush clearing was relatively simple since their cus- 

tqmary method of cultivation included each of these prac

tices.

Considerable difficulty, however, was encountered 

iq persuading the people of the advantages of living in a 

concentration, as well as in getting agreement on.the area 

to be settled.

^This case is based on Moffett, J.P. (1939; 35-38).
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After several large meetings, resistance to concen

tration settleinent was overcome, but agreement on the site 

proved impossible since many of the subchiefs wanted the 

settlement located in their home areas. The settlers were 

therefore invited to choose an entirely new site in unused 

thickly wooded country twenty miles from the tribal lands. 

The chosen site was approved by Government experts as hav

ing better soil than the old areas;-there was a river for

a water source. „

, The method of land allocation was designed to fol

low tribal custom after initial division, by their own agree-

Each subchief divided hisment, between the subchiefs, 

group's portion among its various headmen who then distri-

buted separate holdings to the individual families in his

charge,
r-‘:-

Two months after receiving their land each farmer 

had moved with hiS family into a completed home and^started 

his new fields.

, During this two months each farmer had b^n 

quired to meet the following obligations:

1. Clear a track from his homestead to the main

re

road in preparation for moving his household

goods and harvested crop.
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2. Move ahead of His family to the new site to 

clear a space for his house and cut grass 

for thatching, while his wife remained behind 

tbeprepare stores of food and.household goods 

for the move

Each settler was Helped with the transport of his 

belongings (including a ton of food per family), at first 

ly lorry and later by a "road train" which delighted the 

people and contributed considerably to the maintenance of 

high spirits about the move.

After two years (1939) the people were reported 

happy with their new life which afforded the additional 

advantages of a medical dispensary and agricultural instruc

tion. .

a?

Analysis
(

This resettlement scheme was well planned. .Care- * 

ful attention wias paid to witting settlers.over to the 

scheme, by holding as many meetings ais were necessary to 

accbmplish this.

^en subchiefs vied for the settlement area, man

agement avoided taking sides by offering an unclaimed area.

^Settlers-.chose^the_areai .̂ . . .J.  ..  . . . . - . . .

carefully planned to take care of

V‘

••‘V
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each member's needs; that the road train added entertain

ment was a slight additional plus. /-

Living In a concentration provided the people with 

real advantages (medical dispensary, agricultural guidance} 

as they had been promised. •

1
Case 40. Tobacco Cultivation and Settlement In Urambo

Urambo, In Tanganyika's Western Province, was one 

of the sites of the 111 fated Groundnut Scheme. In order

to salvage the extensive and expensive clearing done for ■ 

the Groundnut Scheme as. well as increase the productivity 

of African farmers, the land was transferred to the Tan

ganyika Agricultural Corporation (TAC) in the early 1950's. 

The East African Tobacco Company offered to buy any to-, 

bacco grown on the scheme. TAC, therefore, after a 

feasibility study, planned to run the scheme as. a collection

of independent farmers cultivating tobacco as a cash crop.

Settlers wece chosen from applicants of mixed tribal 

backgrounds—some came from as far away as the Rhoddsias 

and the Sudan--as well as from Europeans (usually those 

who had been employed on the site by the overseas Food 

Corpotation management of the Groundnut Scheme.)

This case is based largely on information supplied 
,by Mr. Simon Mbilinyi, who had been an extension agent at 
Urambo.

. —.
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Accepted applicants spent their first year at a, 

tobacco school on the scheme site, individually cultivating 

andcidrying tobacco under supervision. At the con^letion 

of the course each farmer was leased a farm, either "small"^ 

(approximately 32'acres, including 16 for rotated tobacco),- 

"medium'^ (about 150 acres,’with_60 acres for tobacco), 

or "large" (about 1500 acres, 240 for tobacco), according 

to his demonstrated competence and his financial ability.

New" settlers were expected to build their own

homes and tobacco sheds on their own holdings, as well, as

They were to receive all ne-t o pay rent for their land. 

cessary Inputs from TAG, including, optionally, mechanized

cultivation services, charges for which would be subtracted 

by TAG at the time of its sale of each farmer's crop.

Sales we're made, by TAG through auction to the East African 

Tobacco Gompany. TAG ran on site farm stores.

Assignment of farmers to farms was not to be per- 

.manent and anyone could later %e reassigned to a larger or 

smaller holding. At first all large .farm leaseeswere 

Europeans;,' but before the new government of the newly inde- 

'pendent nation discouraged expansion of Targe farms, as inim-

icable to its ideal of African Socialism, two Africans had

been promdted to thatrcategbry. As Eufbpeahs gave up their

■*. ■■■■
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large farms following independence, these were converted to 

smaller holdings in order to accommodate the increasing 

ntunber of applicants for the scheme.

The scheme is prospering and evolving. -The 

quality of Urambp flue-cured tobacco compares with that 

grown in the U.S. (Keegan, 1964: 13). In 1962, with jap*- 

proval of TAG, members formed a Tobacco Growers Co-op.

Co-op membership was opdn to nearby non-scheme farmers.

* The Co-op and TAG share responsibilities in marketing the

crop.

The bulkTobacco profits to tenants are high, 

of tenants are small farmers and the average annual incoitie 

is close to / 150--in addition to which each family grows 

about three quarters of its own food supply. Management

has shown a continuous willingness to yield to desires of 

tenants. For examiple, practically all small farms now are 

under hand cultivation. In the early days mechanical help

f

was encouraged (-though never made mandatoiTr. It proved 

unpopular when farmers who. used tractor services found 

that although- their harvests were greater than those of 

famers who cleared by hand, their cash;--after paying trac

tor hiring charges—was less.

The manager of the scheme points out that since

it was felt from the start that profit to tenants was
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crucial for success, the scheme has always been "crop 

oriented." In line with this, the prescribed settlement

pattern at Urambo is that of dispersed homesteads, each
' '

"'■located adjacent to the owner's tobacco fiel-ds, rather 

than the frequent ■scheme pattern of nucleated settlement 

aimed at easier provision of social seirvices (Keegan, 1964^

6).

Analysis

This successful tenant farmer scheme benefitted

from careful planning.

A feasibility study served to guide growing
. i-tiC ■

' i

methods; scheme applicants were schooled at the site, 

puts were provided.- Charges for services and rent could 

beppaid ^om profits; stores on-scheme provided for ten

ants' needs.

In-

M&nagement was flexible. 

that they could manage larger^arms were permitted to do so; 

when ^mechanical land preparation proved unprofitable fin

ancially,'it was not promoted; when tenants wished to form 

a ccp-op, they were encouraged'to do so.

Profits were high.

Farmers who demonstrated
»■

..i

M.
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• Case 41; laming S^ttljament Sche^ at Kongwa^

Kongwa was started in the early,1950's as one of 

the farm settlement schemes which the Tanjganyika Agricul

tural Corporation (TAG) managed on former Groundnut Scheme 

sites, among the Wagogp, a Bantu tribe who had largely 

given up_cultivation to adopt cattle herding.

Kongwa is in the atid central region of Tanzania; 

despite the provision of tractors, seeds, fertilizers; know-; 

how and cl6se supervision by a S3nnpathetic management, and 

cooperation by the Wagogo settlers, who had given up their 

cattle to enter the scheme, crop yields were consistently 

low and unreliable.

Cattle were introduced on the scheme in 1957 in 

the form of Zebu cows in-calf to a Boran bull—a hybrid 

developed’’on the TAC's highly successful nearby ranch- 

in order that the Wagogo, traditionally herders, might be 

taught the advantages of good cattle husb^dry (TAG, 1957: 

47).
■r-t

In 1959, TAG decided to increase the scheme's cat- 

tie in order to reduce the financial risks of crop failure. 

It therefore increased its loan to tenants of high quality

■®^This case is based largely on information supplied 
by Professor Peter Rigby.
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gravid cowsVAfter repaying the loan tenants might keep 

any female stock to build up the greatly desired private 

Male stock—as well as any females that a tenant 

might wish to dispose of—had to be sold through the ranch, 

which compensated sellers at a ragh approaching twice 

the national price for unimproved stock.

herds.

The obvious re

wards of scheme membership motivated settlers to comply with 

the rules of stock management and sale in order to ensure 

that their annual lease might be renewed. Indeed, after

the introduction of cattle, TAG had to increase its set

tler quota.

Analysis

This scheme duplicated the natural histoiry of 

evblution of .Wagogogsub sis tence.
CX

The Wagogo were Bantu 

agriculturalists who, in settling in the arid and famine-

prone central region of Tanganyika, had largely given up 

their grain cultivation to adopt tjje herding habits of 

their neighbors the Masai.

The scheme was started as a farming scheme. Crops 

continued Jto disappoint, and gradually a flexible manage

ment converted the scheme to cattle ranching. Happily 

settlers had persevered thrbugh the years of successive 

disappointments.

Ihe scheme nearly, failed when, its objective did
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not fit the local ecology. It prospered when its objective 

did suit the local ecology

Had planning included investigation of Wagogo 

for opting for herding, the scheme might have pros 

pere(f much earlier.

reasons

V

^ ■

«!
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CHAPTER ^

SUMMAIiY AMD CONCLUSIOMS : '■RIEM DEVELOPMENT OCCURS

This thesis has been an-atteapt to iinderstahd tlie

reasons for the success or failure of agricultural develop

ment schemes in East Africa.

Since agricultural development, like agriculture , 

itself is dependent on environmental permissability, the en- 

yironmental setting for agriculture was first examined’. This 

examination revealed that, although there are many different 

environments in East Africa, each allowing for di fferent ts’-pes 

of agricultu!?al expijitation, most of these environments are 

fairly explicit as -to the opportunities they present to agri

culture and most present rather stringent limitations as well. 

Such limitations constitute an ever-present threat of famine. 

Defenses against famine, therefore, can be expected to be»an 

essential part of the subsistence system. In an examination
Ir

of famine in East Africa, this was shown to be the case. In- 

deed, in an examination of the cultures of various East African 

peoples it was shown that much of the cont'ent of these cultures 

function as defensive adaptations to the threat of famine.

An examination of various instances of spontaneous de

velopment of agriculture (Chagga, Kara, Haya, Sonjo, T'lru) - '

suggest that, vjhen properly motivated (usually by restric- 

bion to locale), and insofar as permitted by the environmenmt, 

Bast African peoples are willing to practice and- capable of 

•practicing -an Intensive agrici'ilture. An examination of in-
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stauaoes of reversion from Intensive to shifting cultivation 

(Glshu, Mbulu, Hehe) suggest that, given freedom from land 

shortage (as followed Institution of the Pax Brltanloa) some 

East Africans (as do many other cultivators—the KOfysa* of 

Nigeria euid the Kachln of Burma were cited) prefer the less 

demanding shifting cultivation. Taken together, the Instances 

of spontaneous development and devolution suggest that the 

East African farmer- bases his decision about changing his 

subs^tence^practices on the relative advantages offered by 

the old Versus the new ways. Where need Is greater, benefits 

of change will seem greater; where need is less the effort 

required by change'may outwei^ any advantage it offers. ;

The study of the dynamics of spontaneous develop

ment and change would seem to reveal certain systematic re

lationships between environmental conditions (including su^d- 

sistence risk) and subsistence strategies aind between peoples"

e'

understandings concerning the relative cost and benefit of 

change to adoption of change.

Forty-one cases of attempts at directs change in 

agriculture In East Africa have been'^presented and analyzed. 

It remains to examine these cases to “see whether their adop-

- tion or rejection reveals similar regularities.

Cases 1 and 2 are examples of changes of ..laind tenure 

through consolidation of fragmented holdings and granting of 

permanent title to those holdings. Both succeeded. Among the 

Kikuyu success, was aided by the forceable removeable of poten- 

tial political opposition. Among the Luo acceptance occurred
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In each case, farmers cohld see the ad-desplte opposition, 

vantage of;having large consolidated plots which meant that

they could cultivate a greater sunount of Isuid in any .season

without the usual expenditure of energy required to travel

This represented more efficient in-hetween distant plots, 

terraction with the environment without Increase of subsis

tence risk. They had seen evidence that farm planning, which 

would follow consolidation could be^ expected to considerably 

increase their crops suid therefore their incomes. Bene:p,t 

clesoTly outweighed cost.

It is important to note in connection with these 

attempts to change land tenure, that the change from usnfruc- 

ttary to propr_ietary land ri^ts was a common spontaneous 

development in East Africa where crops had become more valu

able or land use had become pennanent or idiere theije had been 

a change from annual to perennial crops.

- Cases 3 and 4 are examples of organizational improve

ment throu^ transformation of individual smallholder farms 

into group fsirms. Both failed, a% did all Kenya group farm 

government aid vSs removed any advantage was- 

felt to be so reduced as to lower the benefit to cost ratio 

to the point of discouraging adoption of chauige. Indeed, on 

the Gusli Group Farm, certain individuals were asied to con-

schemes i When

tribute more than their share of work with no consequent re

ward.
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Three cooperative marlceting schemes are presen- 

sented. Cases 5 and 6 involve the-same tribe,the Sukuma,'

Their cotton marketing co-ops have enjoyed a high degree of 

success. Their cattle co-ops have-failed. The cotton co- 

o.Ps, by eliminating middle-men, have Increased profits of 

cotton cultivation greatly. The cattle co-ops have required 

considerable extra effort in trekking cattle regularly to 

distant sales points as well as reduced profit in obligating 

members to supply cattle regularly^ for sale d,qS-Pite fluctua

tions in the market. One advantage of cattle is that they 

are storable on the hoof and. c^ be held for auction at times of high 

prices, a method of sale which cost less 'effort and offered

more benefit in profit and sociability than did sales through 

the co-opThe thiid cooperative, a coffee marketing coopera

tive among the Embu, fairly well duplicated the success of the 

Suktanaland .coiton cdoperatlve. Adjusting the cooperative unit 

to ecological units resulted in even greater success of the-
..

co^op.

; ■ Three mixed farming schemes, cases 8, 9 and 10 all 

met with success . Perhaps mixed'*farmlng rather than parallel 

animal and crop husbandry presents the clearest example of 

agricultiwal development following on more effiqient ihter-

actipnof subsistence technology, with environment, the animals
•1-- .

replacing in the soil those elements which the crops remove.

In. each case cost vias reduced by elimination of the need for 

hirtd herders; financial profit increased as the liigher and • 

improyed crop yiel4. The same was true of inorea'nd
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milk production in the Hariakani scheme. The Teso‘, althou^-
•• • •

recognizing its “benefits, would not accept mixed farming 

until assured that risk to their cattle—their insurance

against subsistence risk—was removed.

Two schemes of attempts to mechanize agriculture

The progress of the Riifijiare presented, cases 11 and 12. 

rice scheme clearly illustrates the importance of subsis-'

tence risk as a factor in scheme acceptance. The Rufiji 

. people rejected the scheme when they were asked to prepare 

large consolidated paddies at a single river flood level.

They accepted it when allowed to continue cultivating sever- 

small padles at different levels, thereby increasing their 

chance of a crop at whatever level of flood the year should 

bring. The rice scheme also Illustrates the importance of an 

increased benefit to cost ratio, in that, the Warxifiji, with 

no land'shortage refused to share-crop on government land 

which woja.d have entailed sharing their profits with the 

government,. On tbeir own fields, entitled to keep the en

tire profit, they accepted, mechanization, and, as mechanl- 

ation allowed them time to prepare ^ore fields, they pro

ceeded to do so, thereby increasing their marketable haorvdst.

The. Lango and Ganda reactions to mechanization are 

pMtlcTilarly revealing. In the Lango situation, man was the 

scarcer and land the more, plentiful commoditly. Mechaniza

tion increases production per man, not per acre. The Lango 

eagerly accepted mechanization which'enabled them to Increase 

their interaction with their environment, resulting in the

<3
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obvious'benef it'of • Increased production. For the Ga.nda, 

the reverse situation obtained. In- Bu^nda there was no 

advantage to increasing production per man through trac

tor hire, since hired labor was plentiful and >inexpensivej 

there was no uncultivated land to allow for expanded culti

vation. The Ganda rejected mechanization.

Two ^ifater control sc’hemss are presented. ' The first,' 

case I3, the Taveta Irrigation Scheme, failed because it was 

ecologically unfeasible in that stationary dams were built 

to control the water J5f a river which disappeared seasonally 

to reappear annually jn different courses.

The Mvrea-Tabere Irrigation Scheme, case 14, is an 

example of profitable interaction of technology with environ

ment. At Mwea-Tabere landless people were given land which 

provided for both subsistence and high profit in. return 

for hard and demanding work. Clearly members felt that the 
benefits of^the scheme more than compensated them for the 

hi^ labor demands of the scheme. Mwea-Tabere, incidentally 

suggests that irrigated rice schemesmay be -ttie best way tcL. 

share small amounts of land among^v large numbers of landless ■ 

people. ■ It, seems to bear out Geertz* contention concern

ing wet rice—that it "can be almostindSMoitely increased 

by more careful cultivation tedpiftues" (I966135).

• Cash crop schemes are among the most successful 

of agricultural development schemes. In East Africa cash 

crops, do not ordinarily compete in land or labor with sub- 

■slstence cultivation' and therefore do not 'increase subsis-

V*--
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tence risk, (In the case of the Kaguru, as mentioned In chap- 

ter 2, they felt that cash crops would Increase their subsis

tence risk; they refused to adopt cash crops, but insisted 

instead bn cultivating corn on any available land, and sel

ling any surplus com.)

Where an environment presents limits to subsistence 

cultivation, but is pemlsslve of a profitable cash crop, in

creasing the cash crop at the expense of the subsistence crop 

can decrease subsistence risk (as well as provide income) pro

viding there is a dependable supply of purchasable food.

This was the case with the first cash crop scheme presented, 

the enforced cultivation of manioc in Tanganyika, case 15. 

Actually it was not intended as a cash crop scheme, but as 

a scheme to provide a famine food. People rejected manioc 

as a food, and only acceded in its planting when forced to < 

do so at gun point. However, when the,manioc proved profit

ably majtetable and the cash realized was exchanged for cere

als in nearby markets, these same people, against the wishes 

of agricultural Officers, increased their manioc cultivation 

'^d decreased their subsistence cultivation.'^,As Jones re- ‘ 

ported, only two years after they^had complained that the 

people wotiia not. grow enoui^' manioc to forestall hunger in 

" ■ food short times, agricultural officers were complaining 

that they how insisted on growing too much. Jones comments

that ■•far from being handicapped by ithe absence: of economic 

man in Tanganyika, the agrlcultual Jauthorities .were gmbar- 

*®sed by his presence." (I9601120). Here is a clear case of
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agrlcult.Taral development being accepted as the ratio of 

'benefit to cost was seen to.increase,' irrespective of the 

innovation techniques applied.

Sis other eases of successful cash crop schemes 

follow,cases 16 to 21. Each contained its own mix of factors 

working for or a^inst acceptance; in each case, profit pro

mised to be so high as to -insure its acceptance whatever its 

mis. of factors. Each scheme was designed (or, in the case of

the Masai Sheep ranch, adjusted) to suit the locdL environ

ment and the market. None affected subsistence, except as 

in the case of fish farming,toaditoifeEach scheme clearly of

fered members greater benefit than cost. The on^ case in 

which the benefit was short lived was that of the Bena Wat

tle Scheme which had to be abandoned when the external 

ket disappeared due to the substitution of a synthetic tan

ning agent for wattle bark 

sented a

The case of fish farming pre- 

factor that is not mentioned for any of the other 

Some farmers built farms with no Intention 

of Stpoking them^ but for their status value alone. This 

suggests that where traditional sources of status present 
a hindrance to devel o pment l^ge cattle herds have

0.

oases studied.

often been said to do in East Africa) it might be wise to 

look for other status,conferring items. Indeed, one of the 

chief- attractions of a profitable casb crop to East Africans 

is tKat ; cash tsah be exchanged for su6h modern status con

ferring (as well asuseful) objects as bicjdes,. radios,

and, for some of the wealthier tribes—European clothes
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like the Chagga—automobiles. Payment for education of 

children is also motivated in part by the desire to In-

crease status.

A final cash crop scheme might be termed a multi

failure. The Tanganyika Coastal Smallholders Scheme, case 

22, was heavily weighted with negative factors. It conflic

ted legistically with the schedule of subsidence culti^- 

tlon and therefore cultivators would be risking subsistence 

risk. The soil was not suitable for crops that cultivators 

preferred. People who might have behefitted particularly by 

prepared land were not considered in its distribution. Pi_ 

nally the scheme could not meet the competition offered by 

highly profitable wage labor available in, the clove fielbr ■ -w

of Zanzibar.

Two soil conservation schemes are presented—one 

a success, case 23; the other an explosive failure, case 24.

In each case farmers were aware of the deterioration of their 

land. In each case they.were persuaded ‘to construct terraces 

to comterract erosion. In Fort Hall, the scheme was -much 

smaller in scope and in scale. New practices were limited to 

terracing, the berEfits of which s'&on reached each individual 

holding.' At Uluguru, the scheme was much more ambitious, im

personal and'inflexible. Indeed, the real object of' the scheme 

was not so much tolbenefit the farmers whose labor it demanded, 

but to save the water supply of a remote (to those farmers) .

city., ;Terracihg and bunding required enormous labor and .re

sulted in an increase of subsistence risk.
I

For the Waluguru 

the new interaction of technolo.gy with environment resulted
\
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in a considerably increased cost to benefit ratio.

Four livestock improvement schemes are included, 

had the limited objective of decreas

ing the incidence of East Coast Fever by means of chemical 

dips.

The first, case 25,

The Hehe used the dips under compulsion and at their 

own expense until the disease was effectl-va.y wiped out.

After that they refused to continue the burdomsome trekking 

to the dips as well as the financial cost Involved. Cer

tainly the scheme had modified the environment to the ben

efit of the Hehe. Herders continued to dip as long as they 

could see that benefits outweighed costs. When-cost continued 

with no apparent further benefit, they stopped. The scheme 

is rated je failure by veterinary department personnel who 

feel that continuous dipping is essential to maintain live

stock health. I feel this scheme should be rated a success. 

Presumably the Hehe , who cooperated in dipping as long as 

it was necessary to eliminate the disease, would be willing 

• to resume dipping should the disease reappear. Since this 

is only an assumption, the Iringa Dipping Sch^e is listed 

not as a success,, but as questionable.

The Kltui Grazing Schei^fe, case. 26,. clearly was con

sidered' by the Keunba to be beneficial. Xt the time of its

inception, they had just lost great numbers iof cattle to 

dr ou^t, Further benefit was provided throu^ sale of ex- 

cess cattle,^^^ce drought-killing of cattle, and therefore 

subsistence risk was eliminated. Controlled grazing allows 

for better interaction of tending with the^ environment, since
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it allows for restoration of grazing land fertility.

In^contrast with Kitui, the Sambnru Grazing Scheme, 

case 27, had to be closed tdien drou^t became so severe as 

to invite competition for scheme resources from neighboring 

wild animals. The scheme did not allow for as afficlent 

interaction of subsistence t-echno\ogy with environment under 

air possible circumstances as did the traditional pattern of 

nomadism by-which the Samburu adjusted the needs of their 

animals to the limitations 06 their environment.

The fourth livestock Improvement scheme, the I®qw 

' Destocking Scheme, case 28, succeeded after several ;modlfi- , 

cations. The Iraqw recognized the benefits of cattle sale 

for profit as well as for maintaining the necessary stocki 

land ratio on ^diich the preservation of the grazing areas 

depended.

The final category of schemes, settlement schemes, 

form the largest portion of our agricultural development 

schemes, asiS'they do for all of East African schemes. It 

must be remembered that resettlement had been the tradition

al way for East African Swldden farmers and herders to cope 

with local environmental (teficienc^es. It musji also be re

membered that, by ;the time these schemes were started, there 

existed for msnypeoples, a long backlog of need to resettle 

since it had been colonial policy from the beginning to con

struct political boundaries for'tribal i^oups (Indeed, in- 

some cases, as mentioned earlier, to cohstruct the tribes 

themselves) and hence, political bailers to spontaneous 

resettiaAnt.

fO For many of our seunple settlement schemes it is
.
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not possible to count clear cases of success or failure, 

since many schiemes Involved more them one tribe. In such 

cases the scheme may have been differentially accepted 

according tortribe. It Is therefore necessary In discus

sing those schemes to subdivide them according-to tribe.

The first three settlement schemes present such polytrl- 

bal situations. At Olenguruone, case 29, the Dorobo accep

ted settlement regulations5 the Kltoiyu rebelled against 

them. ' The Dorobo, new to agriculture and settled living, 

were undoubtedly less committed to any specific agrlcultuM 

practice. The Kikuyu rebelled against the “ban on planting 

maize, their accustomed staple. despite

the fact that Its delayed maturation In the high altitude 

made It an uneconomic crop. The KlkUyi^ also Tindoubtedly 

felt that the government, which had taken their traditional

lands, ought not to tub erfere with their free use of the 

poorer substituted land. To the Dorobo, the scheme seemed to 

offer much “benefit. To the Kikuyu, the cost of cheinge out

weighed Its benefits.

The Shlmba Hills Settlemtnt Scheme^ case 30, pre- 

ents a fine laboratory sltuatlon.^j^Pour tribes were exposed 

to the same set of conditions. . Their rea:ctlons varied ac

cording to>,the conditions In their home areas Nearby Talta 

did not feel the' offer of hew land would compensate for the 

need.to walk far for water, a problem they did not have at ' 

home. Nei^by Nylka, with no great land hunger, did not feel 

that the new land would compensate for the need to live
/
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tinder strict government regtaatIons. For these groups, with 

no great land need, cost seemed to outwel^ benefit.-' Kamba 

and Nandi, faced with severe environmental deficiencies at 

home, (insufficient water and land for the Kamba| shortage of 

grazing,Hand for the Nandi) did not feel that the requirements 

of the scheme posed too great a cost for the benefit of re

ceiving new land, despite the fact that this new land was 

far from their homeland.

,, Shynlanga, case 32, presents another^laboratory 

situation. The scheme succeeded with the more technological

ly advanced Sulnimajib'hadflaied' with its origi nal Inhabitants 

despite the fact that those latter had a deeper need,forthis 

specific land than did'the Sukuma who merely could always use 

new land. Hoe ciatlvation could not meet the technical re

quirements of the scheme.- It might be said that the original 

inhabitants were unable to tame the ecolo^ while the Sukuma, 

accustomed to grow cotton with the aid of the ox-drawn plough 

were able to do so.

Gede settlement, case 33, took advantage of the 

spontaneous resettlement of Gyriama in an arSa of their°owg

choosing. By making the settlement' profitable for the s^uat-
/'

ters, arid giving them a permanent stake in their land (through 

permaiat crops) the planners of the scheme sought to so wei^t 

the balance of benefit Icost as to tie the squatters to the 

area and enco^a.ge their,use of it in an ecolbgloaliy efficiait 

manner. Profit proved so-attractl-ye’to the settlers, that, 

during wartime, with supervision reduced, they expanded the
c3.

■ ■' ■
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cash crops at the expense of subsistence cultivation, 

providing the sole case of a group willingly increasing 

its subsistence risk. Undoubtedly, the Gyrlama, who 

by that time^ had long seheme-livlng experience, were con

fident that the government would supply famlne“rellef food, 

which, indeed, it did.

Oyani-Migurl>. case 33, succeeded when, without In- 

tenf'on the part of planners, the Gede pattern of spontan

eous settlement supplanted their intended directed settle

ment. Obviously, as with the Nylka of case 31» their need 

for new land was not sufficient for new settlers to agree to 

‘T-lve—under strict government control. With such control re-
' i '■ , '

moved, they moved spontaneously into the scheme area to take 

advantages of its Improvements—water and tsetse clearance. 

Obviously settlers felt that removal of control Increased

the ratio of benefit to cost. Since,although;the solme did 

not proceed as planned, it did eventtially result in success- 

ful settlement, I rate this scheme as questionable.

Mariakani, case 3^i might be said to have been de-

si^ed to follow the Gede pattern of spontaneous settlement.

External.improvementsSettlers were not pres sured to meve.

(roads," tsetse clesorance, water) as well as milk price not

tied to distance of milk transport, made the new settlement . 

area attractive to herders who proceeded to settle it spon- 

t^eously. Increased benefit with no increse of cost, was 

clearly a^ttractive to the dairymen.

Lambwe valley, case 35, failed, because, with no
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shortage of land at home, most Luo saw nothing to.he gained
„

by moving to an area to which they could not bring their

Their refusal to permit other tribes to use their 

land was probably motivated by a realization that to do so 

would be tantamount to giving up land which they might need 

in the future, ^thereby threatening their subsistence securl-

cattle.

ty.

Comparison of the three Uganda settlement schemes, 

cases 36, 37 and- 38—the first a success, the other two fail—

ures, points out clearly that schemes which are found to work 

to the advantage of settlers succeed while those that, re-

little or no bene-quiring the upheaval and work of moving

The difference in these schemes^was that Kigezi 

was well planned so that profit to the settleisrasas predicted, 

while the South Busoga and Bunyoro schemes were ill-planned 

and yielded no profit.

The Aba-Ha concentration scheme, case 39, succeeded 

because the people were persuaded that they would benefit 

from the change in their settlement pattern as well as their 

After the move, they did, ipdeed^feel they

fit, fall.

settlement area

hadbenefitted from the change.

• The final two schemes, cases 40 and 41, took ad

vantage of the large areas of land** prepared at great expense 

for the Groundnut Scheme.

-A-

The first, alj Ur^bo, was care- 

cultivation of tobacco as a high :■ 

The second,- at Kongwa, Was planned to 

tuin^ area of sparsely settled herders into one more in-

fully planned around the 

profit cash crop,
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tetrively settled and cultivated. The Gogo settlers were will

ing to give up their herding and substitute cultivation but 

the ecology would not cooperate. It was only ttoen MemagemSht 

gradually changed the scheme to-a ranch for improved cattle

that' the scheme prospere^d financially. Gogo were willing 

to abide by scheme rules including the sale of excess stock 

.. in return for the chance to build up Improved herds and to 

receive the gus^anteM high prices for stock sale. This was 

an example of the wisdom of consulting local people as to 

reasons for their choice of subsistence practices.

This final case suggests an important rule for ag

ricultural development. Since subsistence arrangements 

usually are based on long-time empirical knowledge of local

ecology, .planners would do well to investigates why the local 

people use their area as they do. They will no doubt dis

cover that, as mentioned earlier in this study, in areas "of

high subsistence risk, subsistence adaptations are likely to 

be to minimi ratber than to average environmental conditions. 

The Gogo case wo\ild also seem to suggest that the

often made assertion that herders are intrirjigically resistant 

ta changeis open to question, 

involving primarily herding\

Ip this study, of six schemes 

peoples, four succeeded, one 

failed, and-the,fate of one is questionable. Although no-pre

tension is made as to the statistical significance of such a

small number of cases—indeed no claims are made for-statis

tical significance of any part of this study, not only because 

fample of cases is too sma,ll, but, more important, beeause 

true comparability of cases is not possible—it is well to
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’point out that the fate of sshemes-involving herders com

pares well with\he results of all the schemes, counting
O • '

subschemes as separate eases. In all there are 28 succes

ses, 17 falliares and 2 of questionable outcome. The pro

portion of successes to failures in all schemes- is jtist 

Trader 2/3. The proportion of successes among herders is 

just 2/3s

Without, then, claiming any statistical valid- 

ty for the judgment, it seems safe to say that a stTidy 

of agrlcTzltural developmental schemes in East Africa does not 

support the assTTmptlon that, among East African societies, 

herders are more resi^ant to change than are cTiltivators.

For East African peoples in general, it would 

seem that the suggestion made earlier in this study, that 

reactions to agricTiltural development schemes might follow 

the pattern of spontaneoTos agrlcTiltural . change—that in 

an area of great environmental hazards to subsldJence, the 

first concern of people is to Increase subsltence.S9curity*isboa!Xts 

bob* If subsistence secTjrlty is not threatened, agricul- ' 

tural development is liKely to be accepted i^ the new tech

nology is suited to the envlronmeqj; and if people perceive 

that suah(fevelopment offers them benefit sufficient to out

weigh the tot^'. cost of change.

... o..
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^ Appendix 

SUMMARY OF SCHEMES

Success. Questionable. Failure

1. Att^pts to change or adapt Indiglnous systems of-,land^ tenure

1. Luo land consolidation
2. Land consolidation-Ft.Hall

2. Attempts-at Organizational Improvements
3. Group Farms-Nyanza
4. Gusii Group Farm

•6.Cattle CO-ops-Sukuma
5.Cotton Co-ops-Sukuma

7. Coffee Go-ops-Embu

3a.Attempts to innovate improved practices -Mxed farming

8. Mixed farmlng-Teso 
g.Ngogne livestock Ijanrovement 
1C .Cat^e-Coconuts ‘

3b.AttBmpts to innovate improved practices - mechanization 
ll.Rufiji rice 
12a.Tractor hirlr^g-Lango

.Tractor hlring-Bugar(^12 b

3c,Attempts to innovate improved practices - water control

13.Taveta Irrigationl4.Hwea-Tabere irrigation

3d.AttEmpts to innovate improved practices -

ISiManioo Cultivation 
16.Kikuyu Pineapple 
I7•Kimulot tea 
18jFish farming 
19 ■■ Pyrethr um

, 21,Masai Sheep

cash crops

I

22.Coastal Smallholders 

soil conservation3e.Attempts to innovate-improved practices - 

23.Spll conseaation-Ft. Hall . • .

24.Uluguru Land Usage
25.1ringa pipping

4.^Livestock Improvement Sch 
26.Kitui, Grazing : .
'28.Iraqw Destocking ^

ernes

27,Samburu Grazing

J/i
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5" Sattlement Schemes

29a.Olenguruone-Dorobo

30a.Shimba Hills-Kamba 
30b.Shlmba Hllls-Nandl

29b.01enguruone-Klkuyu -

30c.Shlmba Hllls-Taita
30d.Shimba Hills-Giryama 

31t>. Shlnyanga-Shinyanga

31a.Shinyanga-Sukuma 

. 32. Cede

34. Mariakanl 

36. Kigezl

33* Oyani-Mlgmii
•wi .

35. Lambwe Valley

37. South Busoga 
^S.Bunyoro Agricultural3.9. Aba-Ha 

40. Urambo 
'■ 4l. Kongwa

Co.

If
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